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By the time you read this, the 1970 baseball season will be 
a month old, and sports writers—whose perilous profession 
requires them to crawl ’way out on a worm-riddled limb and 
then spend four months inching back to a solider perch— 
will have picked the four teams most likely to succeed. 
There will, naturally, be something less than consensus. 

Your correspondent isn’t making any predictions. In 
mid-March our Senators looked wonderful. They were 
belting the ball all over the Gulf littoral and had spurted 
right to the top of the standings. By the end of the month, 
though, they were behaving disturbingly like the Senators of 
yore. Game after game the only impressive figures in the 
box score were in the errors and walks columns. 

You can’t tell much by those spring rehearsals. Last year, 
you’ll remember, their pre-season performance was lamenta¬ 
ble, yet they finished with 86 wins to 76 losses and a 
percentage of .531, the best record the home-town fans had 
seen for a long time. In the so-called Grapefruit League this 
spring they ranked seventh among the 24 teams, second in 
the American League East division—the Yanks were first— 
with a percentage of .565. 

The trouble this season, as it was last year, is pitching. 
The veterans on whom Ted Williams counted as starters 
have been plagued by injury and illness; what’s worse, even 
when fit, they have seizures of astigmatism that cause them 
to throw the ball where the plate isn’t. Some of the recruits, 
though, should help. 

Elsewhere the 1970 lineup looks as strong as last year’s, 
maybe stronger. If old John Roseboro’s arm holds out, he 
will provide a third reliable catcher to spell Casanova and 
French. Dave Nelson, at second, is the find of the year, a 
consistent hitter and a whippet on the base paths. McMul¬ 
len, Brinkman, Nelson and Epstein add up to a mighty sharp 
infield. The outer reaches are well protected too—Frank 
Howard, Del Unser, Lee Maye, Hank Allen, Lee Stroud all 
ready and willing. In fact, Williams had such a plethora of 
outfielders that a youngster named Tom Grieve who was 
hitting close to .400 had to be farmed out for another year. 

Yes, it doesn’t look too bad. To quote the POST; “With 24 
teams, four divisions and, most resoundingly, modern-day 
miracles like the New York Mets, who dares rule out the 
Senators?” 

The STAR’S sports staff, perhaps just a mite prejudiced, 
picked the Nats to finish third in the Eastern Division, 
behind Baltimore and Boston. The TIMES soothsayer chil¬ 
lingly relegated them to fifth place, just ahead of Cleveland. 

Well, we’ll see. 
You know, of course, that Seattle couldn’t meet the 

financial demands of big league membership and that the 
Pilots of last season are now the Milwaukee Brewers. Also 
that the Tigers are going to have to get along without Denny 
McLain until July 1; he’s suspended for gambling. 

“Miracle on 31st Street” 

Georgetown is a queer mixture. Nineteenth-century town- 
houses, extravagantly priced, pridefully preserved, populated 
by the Very Best People (they think so, anyway), scene of 
the most elegant parties (if you believe the society editors). 
And, a block away, or maybe next door, pads, communal 
tenements, discotheques where the young and disaffected 
twitch and jerk spastically, their faces immobile and joyless, 
to the ear-shattering voodoo rhythms they call music. 

There’s a Plan for Georgetown, though—there are Plans 
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for almost every section of this noble and scrofulous 
capital—and the POST'S Wolf Von Eckardt reported recently 
that one tiny segment of the plan is actually materializing. 
It’s called Canal Square, it’s on 31st Street below M, and 
Wolf calls it a miracle. “At least for Washington,” he 
qualifies, “because it blends imaginative historic preservation 
(a pre-Civil War warehouse along the C & O Canal) with 
sophisticated, modern architecture into a venture of rare 
good taste.” 

When finished, quite a spell hence, it will have shops, 
offices, a restaurant, an arcade leading to M street, a terrace 
overlooking the canal—-all this plus (again we quote Mr. 
Von Eckardt) “the concealed flood lights, the charming, 
uniform storefront lettering mounted on weathered wood 
planks, the light fixtures—all one with the quiet brilliance of 
(Arthur Cotton Moore’s) architecture.” 

Sounds wonderful. 
Motorists using the Whitehurst Freeway will have noticed 

other changes along the Georgetown waterfront, mostly 
things coming down. A lot of those hideous industrial 
structures are being demolished to make way for the 
approaches to the Three Sisters Bridge—which is inching its 
way out into the Potomac, with little interference recently 
from those who don’t like it. The Georgetown Plan calls for 
converting the area between the canal and the river into a 
park, something like what New York’s Riverside Park used 
to be. Whether the highway complex will leave much room 
for greensward remains to be seen. 

Legislatures Wind Up Work, Go Home 

Inasmuch as many FSJ readers live outside the District 
boundaries, or may settle in the suburbs the next time they 
get stateside assignments, a short rundown on legislation 
adopted this year by the Maryland and Virginia Assemblies 
may be in order. 

Maryland: Reduced penalty for possession of marijuana 
from felony to misdemeanor, but increased maximum penal¬ 
ties for drug peddlers. Adopted nation’s most liberal abor¬ 
tion law (so far), leaving decision entirely up to patient and 
her doctor. (Governor Mandel, though, may veto it.) 
Enacted several environmental measures, including protec¬ 
tion of tidal lands and waterfronts and prohibition of all 
storage or processing of radioactive wastes from nuclear 
power plants. Created office of Lieutenant Governor. Made 
daily recital of pledge of allegiance to flag compulsory in all 
public schools. Rejected gun control measures. 

Virginia: Authorized first major constitutional overhaul in 
forty years. Proposals, which voters will ratify or reject 
November 3, would shorten, simplify or eliminate outdated 
sections, broaden state’s borrowing powers, sharply modify¬ 
ing traditional “pay-as-you-go” system, provide for annual 
legislative sessions, and add conservation, consumer protec¬ 
tion and anti-discrimination measures. 

Help Wanted; Experience Essential 

Though the official agencies are doing their best to find 
jobs for the victims of RIF and OPRED, some of you might 
be interested in a few suggestions Mike Causey of the POST 

recently tucked into his “Federal Diary”: 
Natural Resources Development Associates, Inc., Tel. 

337-2407. Part-time consultants in manpower develop¬ 
ment, mental health, pollution, child care, housing and 
urban development. 

Professional Career Information Center, Vanguard 
Building, 1111—20th Street, N.W. Tel. 393-6151, ext. 
276. 

Forty Plus of Washington, Tel. 638-2125. 
While we’re on the subject, we keep wondering why those 

“Dear John” letters—anyway, some of them—were posted 
just in time to give the recipients and their families a very 
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The 
Foreign 
n ♦ ® service 
service. 

We’re not repeating ourselves. General Motors 
automotive distributors and dealers actually do offer a 

special service for Foreign Service personnel on the move. 
Because it begins with a franchised GM new car 

dealer or distributor where you are, you enjoy the advantages 
of dealing directly and locally: selecting the make, 

model and accessories you require at a firm price. 
Then you take delivery on your new GM car at 

your new location, from another franchised dealer or 
distributor: the car you ordered, equipped as you 

ordered it and at the price you agreed to pay. 
Simple? Service where you are and service where 

you’re going, plus the same reliable maintenance service 
and parts for any GM car—anywhere in the world. 

That’s service on new cars for Foreign Service personnel. 
GM originated it. 

See your GM distributor or dealer soon. 

General Motors Overseas Distributors Corporation 
767 Fifth Avenue, NewYork, N.Y. 10022, U.S. A. 

Chevrolet ■ Pontiac • Oldsmobile ■ Buick ■ Cadillac 
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unmerry Christmas. Couldn’t the bad news have waited at 
least until Boxing Day? 

Publishing Is a Precarious Business 

The FREE PRESS is no more. Washington’s first “under¬ 
ground” newspaper in fact suspended publication last De¬ 
cember, after three years of turmoil and harassment, but it 
wasn’t until March that the regular—meaning square—press 
got around to printing its obit. Maybe they just hadn’t 
noticed its disappearance. More likely, they were waiting to 
make sure that this time it really was “thirty.” There had 
been interruptions before, but somehow the embattled staff 
had always scraped together money enough for another issue 
and found a printer willing to put it out. 

But the hippie community is not voiceless. The QUICKSIL¬ 

VER TIMES, whose competition contributed to the demise of 
the FREE PRESS, has snatched up the torch of dissent and is 
brandishing it bravely, so far without interference from the 
fuzz—at least, the newspapers haven’t reported any. 

Also there’s TASTY COMIX, which, after two issues, has 
been ruled to be a magazine and therefore to require a 
license for distribution. Its promoters are talking of turning 
it into a newspaper, or establishing one to wrap it in and 
thereby qualify it for street sales. And finally the TIN DRUM, 

organ of the Washington Area Free University, about which 
we hope to tell you more when we get time to investigate. 

Certainly there’s no lack of journalistic enterprise in our 
town. At the opposite end of the financial spectrum we now 
have the NATIONAL JOURNAL. It covers much the same 
ground as the CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY, but comes out 
weekly; annual subscription $450 for just anybody, but only 
$200 for persons in government and education, which means 
you. The NJ is published by the Center for Political 

Research, which digs up data on what government agencies 
are up to. The man behind both enterprises is Nelson 
Poynter, Florida publisher. 

Capital Culture: News and Comment 

The National Symphony, like nearly every other orches¬ 
tra, is hard up. When the annual fund drive started, its 
president, Lloyd Symington, warned that the 1970-71 season 
might have to be cancelled if $700,000 wasn’t subscribed by 
June. The figures he cited made this seem more than the 
scare talk often employed to make contributors add a cipher 
or two to their checks. Washington lacks the affluent 
industries that help finance culture in bigger cities. A Ford 
Foundation loan of $2 million has helped keep it going since 
1966, but that’s supposed to be paid back next year unless it 
can be renegotiated. And the United States is one of the few 
“western” countries that haven’t yet recognized symphonies 
and operas as public utilities that merit national, state and 
municipal financing. 

Washingtonians who missed the British-made film series 
“Civilization” at the National Gallery last fall are going to 
have another chance. It came to the gallery on a one-time 
loan, but so insistent was the demand for a rerun that a 
campaign for contributions to buy a set was oversubscribed 
by more than 50 per cent. Now it’s our property, and 
presumably will be shown regularly until the demand is 
satisfied or the 13 one-hour color films wear out. The first 
round of reruns will continue through the week of June 
14-20. One hundred thousand people saw the series the first 
time. 

Apparently there are still a lot of people who like to see 
movies larger-than-life and all in one uninterrupted flow— 

Happily lam a homeowner after 
many years of wanderiny around 
the world... 99 

"Happily, I am a homeowner after many years of wandering around 
the world.... A great deal of the wandering has been made easier 
and far pleasanter, thanks to Security Storage, and it is not without 
a certain amount of regret and nostalgia that I am breaking another 
link in the chain with the past.... Thank you and the company you 
represent for all your trouble on our behalf.” 

Mrs. J.F.C., Albuquerque* 

Just recently we received this letter from 
a long-time member (Foreign Service) of 
our large family of world travelers—it is 
self-explanatory. As a result of our many 
years of experience and conscientious plan¬ 
ning, diplomats of all countries, as well as 
American military personnel and civilians 

Name on request. 

moving to and from Washington look to 
Security Storage to ease the strain of 
moving To make it more pleasant; more 
secure. 
And, we thank Mrs. J.F.C. for telling us that 
the service we offer is of such high quality 
even after she no longer needs us. 

maSs^ts^st^ 
^fruritg $forage (Jompanji 

Tei. (202) 234-5600 of OJashingt’on Cable; STORAGE 

701 FLORIDA AVENUE, N.W. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009 
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F 
World favorite 

Old Grand-Dad Bourbon whiskey is the world’s 
most popular prestige whiskey. It’s a distinctive 
American whiskey, with smooth character, non¬ 
smoky taste and dry, delicious flavor. 

Old GmndDad 
Head of the Bourbon Family 
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- 
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SPECTACULAR 
PROMOTIONS 

U. S. A. 
STERLING FLATWARE 
SAVINGS OF UP TO 50% 

GORHAM—INTERNATIONAL—TOWLE—ONEIDA 
LUNT-REED & BARTON—WALLACE-ALVIN 

SILVERPLATED FLATWARE by INTERNATIONAL 
and REED & BARTON 

25% DISCOUNT on LENOX CHINA & 
CRYSTAL—ROYAL DOULTON-FOSTORIA 

& SYRACUSE china 
the whole year round. 

PROMOTIONS EXPIRE JUNE 30, 7970 

Please ask for detailed special folders sent to you gratis. 

We offer the largest selection of SILVERWARE from the 
leading American Silversmiths GORHAM—INTERNATIONAL- 
REED & BARTON-WALLACE—ALVIN—TOWLE-LUNT—KIRK 
and LENOX CHINA at considerable discounts. Also SILVER¬ 
WARE—CHINA—CRYSTAL from the leading manufacturers 
in Europe. 

Orders shipped to any part of the world, including U.S.A. 

Our INVESTMENT CLUB PLAN gives you the opportunity to 
purchase by installments valuable things you need NOW. 

You can buy at the VISITORS' PAVILLON with confidence. 

THE VISITORS’ PAVILLON, A. Kazantzis K. G„ 
103 Griineburgweg, Frankfurt/Main, Germany 

Telephone: 720221 

Suppliers to members of the Diplomatic & 
Consular Corps since 1952 

 +   

like it enough to leave hearth and home, drive miles and 
miles into the night, shell out $2.50 a head at the ticket 
wicket and another $1.75 at the parking lot, and come home 
just too late for the top items in the 11 p.m. news. 

If you’ve been away a couple of years you may be 
surprised at the number of new theaters. And we don’t mean 
the sleazy holes in the wall featuring pornography; these 
have multiplied since the Supreme Court stripped off most of 
the figleaves. Of course, some old ones have disappeared, the 
Capitol on F Street and the Ambassador on Columbia Road, 
for example. The trend, like that of empire, appears to be 
westward—Connecticut Avenue, upper Wisconsin, George¬ 
town. 

The latest addition, at this writing, is triplets—Cerberus 1, 
2 and 3, opening out of one foyer, in a converted parking 
garage at M Street and 30th N.W. It started off with the 
same picture in all three—the French-Greek thriller “Z”— 
but can run three features at one time. (Janus 1 and 2, on 
Connecticut, somewhat older, has the same idea.) “Z” is 
well worth seeing, for sheer grue and excitement, but it’s not 
calculated to make State Department folk happy. 

Two of the smaller houses, the Key and the Biograph, 
also in Georgetown, specialize in revivals. If you keep an eye 
on their bills you may pick up a classic you missed a few 
decades ago, or would like to see again. 

Things to See and Hear 

Performing Arts Society: May 6 and 7—New York 
Philharmonic, Lorin Maazel, conducting. 

National Theater: May 6—Art Buchwald’s “Sheep on the 
Runway.” 

Arena: Through May 24—Strindberg’s “The Dance of 
Death,” with Viveca Lindfors, Rip Torn and Mitch Ryan. 
May 28-July 5—“No Place to Be Somebody,” by Charles 
Gordone. 

Washington Theater Club: Through May 26, “Continen¬ 
tal Divide,” by Oliver Hailey, which got good reviews. June 
2—July 6—Eugene Ionesco’s “Exit the King” and “The 
Projection Room.” 

National Gallery: May 16-June 14—Smith College Col¬ 
lection, mostly French Impressionists. June 27-Sept. 7— 
Nathan Cummings Collection, more Impressionists, painting 
and sculpture. 

National Collection of Fine Arts: Through May 10— 
“Exploration,” “an experimental marriage of art and tech¬ 
nology” assembled by M.I.T.’s Center for Advanced Visual 
Studies, somewhat like last year’s “Cybernetics and 
Serendipity.” June 12-July 26—Leonard Baskin. 

Corcoran: Through May 17—Graphics by Vincent Lon- 
go. Through May 31—Paintings and sculpture by Alexander 
Liberman. 

Oddments 

• Remember that old carrousel at what used to be the Glen 
Echo Amusement Park? Well, it’s still there, and Glen Echo 
and the National Park Service would like to keep it there 
when the site is cleared and converted into a public park. 
Trouble is, it’s been sold, to a fellow out in California, and it 
will take $80,000 to buy it back. The mayor and the council 
are trying to wheedle the money out of one or more 
foundations, but private donations would be welcome. The 
deadline, though, is May 1. 
• Another deserving cause: The D.C. Youth Orchestra’s 
campaign to raise $75,000 to send it to the International 
Festival of Youth Orchestras in St. Moritz this summer. It’s 
one of two ensembles to be invited; the other is from 
Portland, Ore. The Montgomery County Youth Orchestra 
had the trip and the honor last year. 
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GIVE YOURSELF 
A BREAK... 
A quiet break in the 1970 Ford at a price 
break with your diplomatic discount. 
It’s a different world inside the luxurious new LTD. 
A quiet place. Somewhere to gather your thoughts 
and lose yourself. Noise is out. Designed out through 
a computerized system of engineering. Quiet 
running. Quiet riding. LTD for 1970. Quite possibly 
the quietest car you’ll ever drive. Take a little sound 
advice. Order now. Get a break on any American- 
made Ford Motor Company car you purchase on 
your diplomatic discount, and pay no U.S. excise 
tax when it’s shipped abroad. For full information: 
• In the Washington area, contact Diplomatic Sales, 
Ford Motor Company, 9th Floor, 815 Connecticut 
Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006, phone—298-7419 
• In the New York area, contact Diplomatic Sales, 
Overseas Distribution Operations, Ford Motor 
Company, 153 Halsey Street, Newark N.J. 07102, 
phone—643-1900 • From New York, phone—964-7883 

1970 LTD 4-Door Hardtop 

FORD • TORINO • THUNDERBIRD • MUSTANG • MAVERICK • MERCURY • MONTEGO • COUGAR • LINCOLN CONTINENTAL • CONTINENTAL MARK III 
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REUNIFICATION DAY 

Once the plains joined the jungles 
To march with the hills 
And witness their wills 
For unity. 

Bamileke, Bakundu, 
Bamenda, Foulan— 
Men answered as Man 
To destiny. 

MOUNT CAMEROON 

Implanted stolid under tattered mists 
It squats, ensconced in history and time, 
Majestic molten mountain catalyst 
Astride a hinterland of hope sublime. 

lust a day past September 
Deep drums remember 
'Mid thunder, the splendor 
Of harmony. 

From Carthage, Hannon’s hulls—like missiles hurled 
Past other magic mountain’s gaping gate— 
Once dared Gibraltar's strait for strange new worlds 
Which waited, dark, for life illuminate. 

Under dark clouds rain-bringing, 
Crowds dancing and singing 
Set Cameroon ringing 
With ecstasy. 

Through eras many came then, in a race 
For pow’r and wealth and prideful proof of sway, 
And each applied fresh makeup on this face 
Of Africa—and wed her for a day. 

So does West meet the East, How mountain-like these people stood their ground 
East complement West— Through thrill of worship, shock of searing hate, 
None last nor yet least Before exploding, spewing all around 
In unity. The lava of a will to liberate! 

Cameroon 
Sketchbook 

WITCH DOCTOR 

Black man, blacker mask— 
What does it mean? 
Dare not ask. 

JEFF CORYDON Scare head, skull in hand. 
Centuries make us 
Understand. 

Tom-tom tom-tom, 
Antedated the atom bomb. 

Dust-shod, dagger-sheathed, 
Weaving in circles 
Interwreathed; 

Black jack, magic black. 
Hit me again and 
Break my back. 

Tom-tom, tom-tom, 
Micromate of the atom bomb. 

Fire pow'r, flower pow’r, 
Opposite spires 
Of our hour; 

Mankind, manunkind, 
When can the past be 
Put behind? 

Tom-tom, tom-tom, 
Who created the atom bomb? 

YAOUNDE RAINSONG 

Tuned to a drumbeat 
Showers fall— 
Three rainy moons while 
Monsoons call. 
Finger the fabric, 
Feel the air, 
Wet as a washcloth 
Clinging there 
High by the crest of 
Cameroon, 
Over her breast-round 
Hillocks strewn. 
After the bath she 
Squints both eyes—■ 
Three sunny moons now 
While she dries. 
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To us, everybody’s 
the Ambassador. 

It doesn’t matter whether you’re just coming home from 
the Peace Corps, or you’re with the Public Health Service, or 
you really are the Ambassador. 

You rate a diplomatic discount. And diplomatic treat¬ 
ment. 

So we’ll equip your Valiant or Dart just as carefully as we do an Imperial. 
(If you’re having it delivered overseas, we make sure it’s ready for overseas 
driving conditions.) 

And we’ll make sure it gets delivered just the way you ordered it. Whether 
we ship it to Bombay or Boston. 

Finally, we’ll check back after you take delivery. Just to make sure every¬ 
thing is the way we promised. 

After all, who knows? Maybe someday you will be the 
Ambassador. 

In the meantime, send this coupon to see how it feels. 
I i 

I’d like information on these cars: Plymouth □ 
Valiant □ Dodge □ Dart □ Chrysler □ Imperial □ 
Charger □ Barracuda □ All of them □ 
Export Sales Department 
P. 0. Box 1688, Detroit, Michigan 48231 

Name Post  

Address. 

City. 

EXPORT IMPORT DIVISION 

State or 
.Country _ 

CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION 

L  i 
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New in the 
University Press of 
Cambridge Series: 

“A challenging analysis of the main 
problems which confront us in the 
European area. An important, 
constructive book.” 
Senator Henry M. Jackson 
“A very useful and timely study of the 
European scene. The various factors 
which will influence developments on 
that continent are effectively analyzed 
and the dangers and opportunitiesjof 
the European situation are well pre¬ 
sented.” Hon. Charles E. Bohlen 
“In this important book, which focuses 
serious attention on the current SALT 
and NATO negotiations, Stanley and 
Whitt manage to give you the concepts 
in depth yet be as topical as the news¬ 
paper you read at breakfast this 
morning.” Herman Kahn 

Detente Diplomacy: 
United States and 
European Security 
in the 1970’s 
By Timothy W. Stanley and 
Darnell M. Whitt 
With a Foreword by Livingston T. Merchant 
Published for The Atlantic Council of the United States 

Dateline Spring 1970: The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. resume their 
crucial talks on strategic arms limitation. NATO Foreign Ministers 
meet to locus the "detente" aspects of East-West relations. 
West Germany’s OstpoTitik foresees exploratory negotiations on 
critical subjects with East Germany. 

These activities and the intractable problems they aim to over¬ 
come are described in historical perspective—as well as in terms 
of future prospects—in this timely and incisive new book. 
Addressing the central question of East-West relations in Europe, 
it focuses on the complicated history of the European security 
problem and American-Soviet diplomacy since World War II. 
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NCE when the boys were small, 
I heard them discussing me. “She’s 
burned the toast again,” muttered 
Tim. “She’s really a bad mommy.” 

“No, Timmy. She’s not a bad mom¬ 
my,” croaked three-year-old Tony. 
“She’s just careless.” 

This apt observation was far from 
my thoughts six years later when we 
started off across Central Africa after 
a brief holiday in Rhodesia. 

“Drive carefully, dear,” my hus¬ 
band warned as he always did. “Take 
care of your mother, boys.” 

In eight hours our almost-new 
Mercedes covered the good tarmac 
route from Salisbury to Lusaka, my 
sons singing offkey from the back seat 
shared with Tiki, their beloved “sort 
of” shepherd. I rode up front with 
Mary Jane, a fellow AID wife keeping 
us company on the three day drive to 
our Malawi mountain home. 

Early next morning we tackled the 
Great East Road, an unpaved winding 
track frequented only by a handful of 
government officials. Most tourists 
flew over that part of the continent 
since a breakdown might mean an 
indefinite stay in the wilderness. We 
were not tourists however, and after 
four years in Africa, took a stubborn 
pride in traveling by road, no matter 
how terrible. 

That morning’s choice was no gem 
by American standards. At one mo¬ 
ment we were gliding past the com¬ 
fortable brick homes and neat gardens 
of Lusaka’s small European popula¬ 
tion. Then we were back in the great 
bush country of dusty hills crested 
with thorn trees, the monotony of the 
landscape relieved only by flashes of 
iridescent bee-eaters. An occasional 
daub and wattle hut appeared by the 
roadside, a woman balancing an over¬ 
size market basket. That was all. 

My sons were following the map as 
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The 
Lellarmaster 

we progressed towards Kachalolo 
where a government “rest house” 
provided the only shelter in nearly 
four hundred miles. “We’re almost to 
the Luangwa River,” Tim reported at 
noon. “It runs through the biggest 
game reserve in Central Africa. Hope 
we see some lions.” 

“I’d rather see the rest house before 
dark,” I said. “A bath will certainly 
feel good.” I stretched away from the 
sticky wheel and pressed on the accel- 
ator. 

That was when it happened. 
Perhaps I was going too fast on the 

winding washboard road. Perhaps the 
steering mechanism failed. All I 
remember is suddenly coming upon an 
unprotected hairpin curve and the car 
not responding to my frantic efforts to 
turn. 

“Hold on,” I cried as we skidded 
through loose dirt and stones. “Get 
down.” 

Over the cliff we plunged at an 
incredible angle, through thorn trees 
and elephant grass. “Get down,” I 
repeated. 

My voice sounded shrill and far 
away. I was standing upright on the 
brake, my hip jammed against the 
steering wheel. Boulders scraped. 
Trees flashed past. As we gathered 
momentum, I realized we would sure¬ 
ly somersault. 

But we didn't. Abruptly a great 
boulder came up beneath the front of 
the car and caught us in mid-air. 
There we balanced half way down the 
escarpment, a short distance above the 
thin line of acacias that bordered the 
Luangwa River. 

For a long moment no one spoke. 
Not daring to move, I saw from the 
corner of my eye that Mary Jane was 
on the floor wedged beneath the dash¬ 
board. Agonizingly I turned towards 
the children. 

Tim was sprawled across the back 
seat, his head hidden under a portable 
radio. He sat up slowly with a bewil¬ 
dered grin. “Wow,” he said. 

“Where’s Tony?” 
“On the floor on top of Tiki, Are 

you okay, Mom?” 
“I think so.” I tried to control my 

trembling hands as I leaned over to 
touch Mary Jane’s tousled hair. 

“You kept shouting ‘get down,’ ” 
she said hoarsely. “So I did.” 

“We shouldn’t be alive,” I mur¬ 
mured. “I don’t know why we are.” 

Mary Jane was silent a moment. 
“Can we get out without rolling any 
further?” 

I looked up through grass higher 
than the roof and decided to try the 
door. After I had squeezed through, 
the boys followed and finally Mary 
Jane, easing herself painfully under 
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the steering wheel. Above us on the 
sheer slope hung the black Mercedes, 
my husband’s pride. “Look what I’ve 
done to your father’s beloved car,” I 
told my sons. 

“It won’t roll any further,” Tim 
decided after a quick assessment. 
“Hood’s smashed in, all the tires are 
flat and one wheel’s hanging off.” He 
shook his head in awe. “You really did 
a job on it, Mom.” 

“But no one’s hurt, It’s unbelieva¬ 
ble. Can you climb the cliff, Tim, in 
case anyone comes along?” 

“It’s a long way up,” Mary Jane 
protested. “We’d better take our bags. 
But hurry!” 

I realized she shared my dread of a 
night alone in the bush. “Just yours 
and mine,” I suggested. “The boys’ are 
wedged under the typewriter and 
cameras.” 

My sandals slipped off as I followed 
Tony, scrambling ahead of us pointing 
our footholds. “Keep away from that 
prickly euphorbia, Mom. Watch that 
loose rock. It might roll back on the 
car.” 

“It’s almost hidden in the grass,” 
panted Mary Jane. “No one would 
have seen us if we had been hurt.” She 
crawled around a dried anthill 
towards Tony's outstretched hand. 

Up on the road we settled on boul¬ 
ders next to our belongings: two 
suitcases, a Boy Scout canteen, a bag 
of sandwiches. Buzzards circled omi¬ 
nously above the dusty acacias. Flies 
covered our bare arms and matted 
our eyelashes. Even my ebullient sons 
hunched silent, scanning the sunbaked 
hills. 

Suddenly the sputter of an engine 
shattered the afternoon stillness. A 
flash of gray metal darted through the 
African bush. Ws sprang to weary feet 
as the distant churning of a motor 
grew closer, spreading ourselves at 
intervals along the rock-strewn road. 
At last around the curve lumbered a 
Land Rover truck, faltered a moment 
and screeched to a stop. Through its 
duty windshield came a blur of faces, 
black and white. 

A blonde fellow in khakis leaped 
from the driver’s seat. “What’s up?” 
he asked in clipped Rhodesian ac¬ 
cents. “Why are you here? Where’s 
your car?” 

We pointed over the escarpment to 
the Mercedes shining faintly through 
the elephant grass. 

He took a look and whistled. “Any¬ 
one inside?” 

I shook my throbbing head. “But 
now we must get back to Lusaka 

somehow. Do you think any more 
cars will come through today?” 

The young man shrugged. “Some¬ 
times no one comes for days, Ma’am. 
You can't stay here, you know. There 
are elephants, lions, leopards. . . . I’m 
heading in the opposite direction, but 
I could take you to Kachalola rest 
house. You might get a ride back 
tomorrow.” 

“We’d be terribly grateful.” 
“It won’t be roomy.” He indicated 

the four Africians peering over the 
cliff. “But we’ll manage. You ladies 
and the small lad climb up front. The 
other boy and the dog can ride back 
with my work crew.” 

As the Land Rover lurched for¬ 
ward, I looked over the escarpment, 
but our car was completely hidden. 

“A lorry went off this road last 
week,” our rescuer remarked. “They 
didn’t find the driver till yesterday. 
Too late.” 

“We were terribly lucky,” Mary 
Jane agreed, rubbing her stiff neck. “I 
don’t suppose there’s a phone any¬ 
where on this road?” 

“A public works camp ten kilome¬ 
ters from here has a radio,” replied 
our good Samaritan. “They might no¬ 
tify the Lusaka police.” 

We were old friends by the time we 
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reached the work camp where Piet 
radioed a message for the American 
Consulate: “Car broken down. Return¬ 
ing Lusaka tomorrow.” The phrase 
“car broken down” was Piet’s idea. As 
he said, it certainly was. 

In the sweltering Land Rover rear, 
Tim shared dustfilled sandwiches with 
the workmen, while up front Tony 
plied Piet with questions. Did he carry 
a gun? What kind? Had he shot any 
lions? I clung to the molten metal seat 
and reflected on our incredible escape, 
squeezing Tony from time to time for 
reassurance. I was eternally grateful 
to be alive in a bucking Land Rover 
on the Great East Road in Central 
Africa. 

At dusk we reached Kachalola, a 
cluster of whitewashed cottages hud¬ 
dled against a wooded hill. The boys, 
lacking a change of clothes, estab¬ 
lished themselves at the dart board 

| outside the rest house pub. There after 
a welcome bath Mary Jane and I 
joined Piet, the proprietor and his 
wife over a lively game of “whiskey 
poker” and recounted our narrow es¬ 
cape. 

“You shouldn’t be alive to tell it, 
| luv,” the proprietor’s wife repeated, 
j “Lord knows, ‘twas a miracle.” 

Next morning Piet drove us back 

the dusty route to Lusaka where the 
American Consulate took over and 
arranged our flight back to Salisbury. 
The once-proud Mercedes was located 
five days later, stripped of wheels, 
battery, radio and personal belong¬ 
ings. The pathetic skeleton was 
trucked to Salisbury for my husband’s 
appraisal. 

I, the culpable cause of it all, 
awaited the verdict anxiously. 

To my surprise my husband showed 
little concern except for his family. It 
might have been any old car that I 
wrecked. 

“It was too demolished to tell what 
caused your accident,” he consoled 
me, after a post-mortem at the 
Mercedes garage. “But they'll try to 
put it together again. They said that 
any car that took such a beating 
deserved to be saved.” 

He gave his sons a man-to-man 
wink before continuing. “Congratula¬ 
tions, dear,” he said. “Not every wom¬ 
an could drive over a fifty-foot cliff 
and . ..” 

I realised the boys were wearing the 
“good old mommy” expressions which 
I had merited so often in the past. 

“You know, Tony, she’s not really a 
bad mother,” Tim began. 

“Just careless,” Tony agreed. ■ 
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Youth is always surrounded by heroism. It is 

disinterested; it is pure. It has not yet had 

time to contaminate itself.” 

Student Activism in the Americas: 

A Comparative View 

It’s about time you Yankees finally 
decided to join the struggle against 
imperialism and follow our example. 
After all, we began it all in Cordoba 
in 1918 and it’s taken you fifty years 
to catch up. 

THE above thought is being ex¬ 
pressed with increasing frequency 
by Latin American student politi¬ 
cians about their fellow activists to 
the North. After all, student protest 
in the Americas and elsewhere is so 
similar—massive demonstrations, 
confrontations with the police, 
building seizures—that it appears 
to be the same phenomenon caused 
by the same grievances. The Latin 
American student, inheritor of a 
tradition of political activism, sees 
his North American cohort coming 
to the game late. Despite the bur¬ 
geoning and now voluminous body 
of literature on rebellious youth, 
few authors have addressed them¬ 
selves to comparing student move¬ 
ments. This article attempts to be¬ 
gin such an effort by comparing the 
form and bases of student activism 
in the Americas. 

In the context of this article, 
“activists” are those university stu¬ 
dents preoccupied with the political 
issues of their universities and soci¬ 
eties, and willing to devote the time 
and effort necessary to actively ad¬ 
vance their causes. Although they 
form only a small percentage of 
their contemporaries, and range 
from the radical to the moderate, 
they are the tone setters of the 
student movements and student pol¬ 
itics in both hemispheres. “Latin 
American students” refers to those 
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politically motivated students in ur¬ 
ban national universities in the 
large Spanish-speaking countries. 
Brazilian student political history is 
different enough to have produced 
several major exceptions to some of 
the generalizations made below, 
still, many of the statements made 
are pertinent also to the Brazilian 
situation. The US student activist 
treated is white, since militant 
black students form quite a distinct 
class of student rebels. The account 
of students given is necessarily im¬ 
pressionistic, and the authors hope 
that further study can illuminate 
the themes presented here in gener¬ 
al form. 

One obvious similarity in student 
activism in the Americas is the 
form of the demonstrations and 
protests: masses of students in pla¬ 
zas or quadrangles, chanting, sign¬ 
carrying, orating, disrupting. This 
identifies student demonstrations 
the world over; this is the vision the 
world shares via television, and the 
vision students share with each oth¬ 
er. Taking to the streets may in 
part be a self-admission that stu¬ 
dents in this hemisphere sense they 

are largely ineffectual, generally re¬ 
moved from the political processes 
and impotent without political al¬ 
lies. There is the consistent attempt 
to seek solidarity, at least rhetori¬ 
cally, with off-campus groups. The 
sought-after allies are the antithesis 
of the power elements student reb¬ 
els oppose: the workers and peas¬ 
ants in Latin America, the poor and 
the black in the United States. 

When student political activity 
involves issues with little appeal 
outside the university, the latter be¬ 
comes the obvious target for pro¬ 
testers. The university, with limited 
means of defending itself and with 
its ethic of tolerance, is appropri¬ 
ately vulnerable, able to be dis¬ 
rupted or closed by a comparative¬ 
ly small number of dedicated reb¬ 
els. Even when protests have little 
chance of achieving their goals, dis¬ 
ruption for its own sake might be 
employed as a confirmation of po¬ 
litical commitment. 

Throughout the hemisphere, stu¬ 
dent dissidence is voiced against 
local, national, and international 
targets. Still, as a reflection of the 
complexity of contemporary society 
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and the persistent strength of the 
“establishment” or the “interests,” 
student protesters stand a better 
chance of victory when they direct 
themselves to very local and limited 
objectives. It is much more likely 
that student protests will accom¬ 
plish the installation of a black 
studies department or achieve a 
greater share of co-gobierno (co¬ 
government) than they will end the 
Vietnam war or throw out “Yanqui 
imperialism.” Among student radi¬ 
cals, an authentic and lasting uni¬ 
versity reform is thought to be pos¬ 
sible only within the context of a 
total reform of society; the remak¬ 
ing of the university comes with the 
broader revolution in the entire na¬ 
tion. 

The backgrounds from which 
American student activists come 
are probably more similar than 
they are different. In the spectrum 
of classes in both societies, activists 
seem to come predominantly from 
middle sectors. In the United 
States, this means the reasonably 
affluent, white, suburban-bred 
youngster whose father has been 
college educated. His counterpart 
in Latin America is “middle class” 
in his own society, likely to be from 
a family of steady income, non- 
Indian, educated in urban second¬ 
ary schools. His father is likely to 
be a lawyer, doctor, teacher, 
shopkeeper, or white-collar worker. 
Few students in Latin America as¬ 
sociated with radical politics come 
from the extremes of the very rich 
or very poor. 

Student activists have always 
been idealistic; their impulses grope 
towards the absolute. Student pol¬ 
iticians in the Americas consider 
themselves the uncorrupted moral 
conscience of their nations, the har¬ 
bingers of new and better times, the 
generation untainted by adult com¬ 
promise. The famous Cordoba 
Manifesto of 1918 announced: 
“Youth is always surrounded by 
heroism. It is disinterested; it is 
pure. It has not yet had time to 
contaminate itself.” Such senti¬ 
ments in more earthy phrases could 
just as easily be heard on campuses 
in the United States today. In Latin 
America, this student-as-conscience 
role has undergone little change 
in fifty years, its message having 
been repeated in countless mimeo¬ 
graphed tracts. Student activists view 
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the world in absolutist and adver¬ 
sary terms. The changes in society 
can and must be instant, total, and 
successful. These desired changes 
in society are seen as almost me¬ 
chanical in nature: “If only Presi¬ 
dent X is removed and Law Y en¬ 
acted, then. . .” Given their abso¬ 
lute vision and rhetoric, tolerance 
of dissidents within the ranks of the 
protestors is low, factionalism en¬ 
demic. The enemy is seen as both 
vague and diabolical, in one case it 
being the “power structure” and 
“fascism,” in the other, the “inter¬ 
ests” or “imperialism.” In North 
and South, the military is repres¬ 
sion personified, the handmaiden of 
corrupt politicians and oligarchs. 

American student activists gener¬ 
ally have at least the trappings of a 
leftist stance (Marxism, socialism, 
communism, etc.). There exists a 
strong sentiment of international 
solidarity among a student class. 
Student movements become linked 
world-wide. Youth begins to ac¬ 
claim the same heroes—Mao, Ho 
Chi Minh, Che—, begins to quote, 
if not read, the same writers— 
Marx, Mills, Marcuse, Debray. 

Underlying all of the above simi¬ 
larities is the broadest identity 
among this hemisphere’s student 
rebels: the overriding fact of their 
rebellion, the fact that they reject a 
society they deem inadequate for 
whatever reasons. Existing authori¬ 
ties are not to be suffered, any 
“conventional wisdom” is not to be 
believed. The shape of their society 
demands refusal. 

Yet it is precisely in this rejec¬ 
tion of their societies that the vital 
difference between activists in Lat¬ 
in America and the United States 
are revealed. The Latin American 
student rejects a society of scarcity 
—a dependent, too poor, materially 
underdeveloped social order that 
alienates its young; the North 
American student condemns a so¬ 
ciety of abundance—a dominant, 
too affluent, materially overindulged 
nation that dehumanizes its chil¬ 
dren. The essential goals of a Latin 
American student radical might 
look suspiciously “reformist” to the 
US rebel. The Latin American stu¬ 
dent, if he really gained an under¬ 
standing of US student protest, 
might see it as ideologically con¬ 
fused and culturally nihilistic. Most 
of the differences among student 
protestors in the Americas derive 

from this different view of how 
their societies have failed. 

Some differences in student pro¬ 
test are attributable to the distinct 
histories and socio-cultural legacies 
of the two regions. A major dispari¬ 
ty comes from the educational heri¬ 
tages of the two areas. Despite the 
fact that university education in 
Latin American countries is gener¬ 
ally free, compared with the sub¬ 
stantial economic burden of higher 
studies in the United States, only a 
small percentage of Latin Ameri¬ 
can young people of university age 
have ever been or are now in uni¬ 
versities. Among these, the attrition 
rate is high. The unique mass avail¬ 
ability of higher education in the 
United States offers a sharp con¬ 
trast. Admission to Latin American 
universities is fiercely competitive 
and restrictive, whereas entrance to 
a US college is almost assured to 
most members of a certain econom¬ 
ic and social level. University grad¬ 
uates in Latin America, with some 
exceptions among lower class stu¬ 
dents who can rarely shake the 
stigma of their heritage, enjoy a 
position of great prestige merely by 
virtue of their degree. This is a 
privilege not fully granted to their 
US counterparts, if only because of 
the massive quantity of graduates 
in the latters’ society. In the United 
States, post-graduate studies are in¬ 
creasingly required to guarantee po¬ 
sitions of prestige and authoority. 
The elite status of the graduate is 
rarely felt in the United States. 

Physically, Latin American uni¬ 
versities are almost always located 
in urban settings, while the tradi¬ 
tion of rural and small town univer¬ 
sities, complete with relatively iso¬ 
lated campuses, is more the norm 
in the United States. In Latin 
American cities, the urban univer¬ 
sity student is more likely to be¬ 
come politicized out of a frustration 
generated by the disparity between 
his expectations of university life 
and his often inadequate academic 
setting. The relative isolation of US 
campuses creates fertile ground for 
a whole student sub-culture, a place 
where activism can be encouraged 
by the insularity and example of 
student existence. 

Politics, on or off campus, has 
been a traditional concern of stu¬ 
dents in Latin America. University 
politics has naturally led to local 



and national politics. Student iden¬ 
tification with established political 
parties in Latin America is fre¬ 
quently strong. In many countries, 
student political groupings have 
been little more than dependent 
adjuncts of national parties, with 
leftist-radical groups being overrep¬ 
resented. In the United States in 
this decade, campus protesters have 
found the traditional national par¬ 
ties increasingly lacking in appeal. 
There can be no regular continuum 
from campus to national politics 
when students graduate and leave 
academic life, uncommitted to any 
party of prominence. Existing par¬ 
ties, especially within the range 
offered by the traditional two-party 
system, are seen as too “establish¬ 
ment.” Loyalties are extended to 
particular candidates, not to imper¬ 
sonal political organizations. The 
singular popularity of Senator Eu¬ 
gene McCarthy during the 1968 
Presidential campaign was a 
manifestation of the North Ameri- 

The style and substance of Latin 
American student activities have 
been almost totally political. Pol¬ 
itics for the Latin American stu¬ 
dent can be the equivalent of the 
sports, clubs, and dormitory life not 
offered by his university situation. 
The climate of student activism in 
US universities is less political and 
is certainly linked with the creation 
of a whole new and alienated style 
of life, what Theodore Roszak 
terms a “counter-culture.” The at¬ 
mosphere of US campus politics is 
inseparable from the elements of a 
new sensibility: drugs, rock music, 
Eastern religions, commune experi¬ 
ments, psychedelic art, new sexual 
attitudes, and exotic garb. None of 
this alternately sincere and fad-laden 
“youth culture” manifests itself in 
Latin America in any way, except 
perhaps in revolutionary poetry. 

In Latin America, politically mo¬ 
tivated university professors and 
administrators have traditionally had 
a heavy influence and leadership 

can college student’s politics. While 
there is not at present a charismatic 
figure such as President Kennedy to 
identify with their ideals and cham¬ 
pion their causes, his successor is 
sought. Given the traditional inter¬ 
est in politics among Latin Ameri¬ 
can students, their political organi¬ 
zation and party discipline is tight, 
in sharp contrast to the present 
near anarchic tendencies and eph¬ 
emeral leadership of US student 
politics. 

role in student politics. Politiciza¬ 
tion can exist to such an extent 
that some professors attempt seri¬ 
ously to build a political power 
base in university centers. In North 
America, university faculty and ad¬ 
ministration have no comparable 
history of politically active involve¬ 
ment paralleling that of their Latin 
American colleagues. Related to 
adult leadership and its role in stu¬ 
dent protest movements, Latin 
Americans have a reverent respect 

for intellectuals as formulators of 
the ideologies of protest and as 
the spiritual definers of national 
goals. Recently in the United States, 
only a few ideological mentors have 
aroused wide student interest, and 
even these pass from the scene 
once they are deemed increasingly 
“establishment” and “bourgeois” by 
a movement that is constantly radi¬ 
calizing. Mentors cannot be trusted 
because their prominence in a cor¬ 
rupt society implies moral com¬ 
promise. The ideology of protest in 
the United States is rarely articu¬ 
lated from above; it is felt existen¬ 
tially from below. 

Paradoxically, despite the great¬ 
er concern for academic excel¬ 
lence in North American universi¬ 
ties, its student protesters seem more 
likely than their southern counter¬ 
parts to be “anti-academic,” anti¬ 
academic in that they reject the 
prevailing academic structure. With 
these protesters, the “rational” man 
is often easily equated with the 
rationalizing one, and there is in¬ 
stead a call to return to the primacy 
of “feeling.” Academic reform per 
se is rarely a motive for protest in 
Latin America. Protest on the Lat¬ 
in American campus is more often 
aimed at the maintenance of on or 
off-campus political power. In the 
United States, academic issues 
themselves are more often the sub¬ 
ject of protest, with the main ques¬ 
tion being whether curricula are 
“relevant” to the students’ idea of a 
worthwhile life, “relevant” in that 
they should deal with the social and 
ideological problems of society. 
This difference in attitude towards 
academic issues can be partially 
explained by the fact that students 
used to a highly authoritarian, ful¬ 
ly-defined curriculum don’t argue 
about it; students that have been 
introduced to “electives” argue 
strenuously about what their 
choices should be. 

The issue in Latin America of 
university “autonomy”—where the 
campus is seen as a sanctuary, off 
limits to the coercive forces of gov¬ 
ernment and as sacred in its con¬ 
text as the church—has long been 
the custom. Historically, the exist¬ 
ence of this custom is a reflection 
of the almost cloistered, church 
affiliated medieval Spanish univer¬ 
sity transposed to Latin America. 
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Practically, autonomy means the 
need for refuge in a political and 
legal system seen as unjust. Despite 
the sacredness of the “private prop¬ 
erty” concept in American law and 
tradition, an autonomy issue is non¬ 
existent in the United States. The 
Latin American concern for univer¬ 
sity autonomy and the personal se¬ 
curity it implies is constantly being 
reinforced by police violence against 
students. Violence towards stu¬ 
dents is still far more widespread— 
and accepted—in Latin America 
than in the United States, at least 
insofar as firearms against demon¬ 
strators are utilized. The martyr¬ 
dom of the fallen student has been 
a constant theme of Latin Ameri¬ 
can student protest but has been 
little reflected in US campus ac¬ 
tivism. 

In the United States, the period 
that one studies, now often extend¬ 
ing into one’s middle or late twen¬ 
ties, has been termed the period of 
“extended adolescence,” a new 
stage of life in developed societies 
which is often cited as one of the 
principal factors encouraging stu¬ 
dent rebellion. It enables students 
to be critical of society while defer¬ 
ring their responsibilities as em¬ 
ployees or heads of households. In 
Latin America however, the uni¬ 
versity student is considered fully 
an adult. He is identified with a 
distinct “student class” which is not 
yet recognized in the United States, 
although there are some tendencies 
in that direction. When asked what 
he does, the Latin American stu¬ 
dent will reply “I am a student” 
while a North American student is 
likely to say “I am in school” or 
“I’m taking political science.” The 
difference is between a role orien¬ 
tation rather than a “procedural” 
one. 

In Latin America, much has 
been made of the phenomenon of 
the “professional student,” the indi¬ 
vidual who remains in the universi¬ 
ty for years, often changing his field 
of study, to maintain the politically 
protected position his university 
status confers on him. His existence 
is closely tied in with the more 
intense political nature of the Latin 
American student milieu. The 
phenomenon of the professional 
student is changing, however, as 
more restrictive academic regula¬ 
tions are adopted. The phase of 
extended adolescence in US univer¬ 

sities bears a superficial resem¬ 
blance to the situation of the pro¬ 
fessional student. The essence of 
these two roles, however, is differ¬ 
ent: the first is socially and cul¬ 
turally rooted to the university 
community while the second uses 
the university for personal political 
ends. 

Student activists throughout the 
Americas consider themselves 
“pure” and “disinterested” and the 
true consciences of their nations 
but in Latin America this feeling 
takes on a stronger condescending 
tone, especially as it refers to the 
lower socio-economic classes. The 
university student, a very special 
being in Latin American society, 
assumes the traditional role ex- 
bited by his country’s elites, that 
of the patron in relation to the 
campesinos (peasants) and obreros 
(workers). North American stu¬ 
dent activists and their sympa¬ 
thizers form too large a group to be 
elite and have inherited a historical 
tradition that rejects pretensions of 
nobility. They see themselves ideal¬ 
ly in the role of the participant- 
democrat, with an active personal 
commitment to identify with and 
help society’s downtrodden. The 
large number of inner city help 
projects and the popularity of a 
political public service organiza¬ 
tions like the Peace Corps and 
VISTA, are a reflection of this con¬ 
cern. 

Political style in Latin America 
puts much weight on verbal compe¬ 
tence. Student leaders, like their 
older political models and many 
Latin Americans, are strong believ¬ 
ers in the primacy of rhetoric and 
the solid point well made. The 
fluency of debate reigns over its 
content. The values US student ac¬ 
tivists see in language offer a sharp 
contrast. They identify rhetoric 
with political mystification and ra¬ 
tionalization. Many US students 
seem to have cultivated inarticu¬ 
lateness or made a deliberate effort 
to create a special in-group vocabu¬ 
lary as part of their counter cul¬ 
ture. The street talk of blacks be¬ 
comes token in this student culture, 
one of its enriching sources. Latin 
American students taking on the 
patois of their countries’ rural or 
urban poor seems inconceivable. 
The Latin American student is 
more word-oriented than action- 

oriented; the North American the 
opposite. To many Latin American 
young people, the exhortation is 
equated with action. To many 
North American student rebels, ac¬ 
tion or process is so vital that ver¬ 
bal justification often follows the 
act. 

Latin American student activists 
seem to concentrate more on tar¬ 
gets outside the university than do 
their US brethren, although both 
find that the university is a safe 
platform from which to attack. 
Scapegoatism, especially linked to 
real or imagined foreign domi¬ 
nance, is common in Latin Ameri¬ 
ca. The enemies are seen as the 
United States and its “imperialis¬ 
tic” designs, and the local oligarchy 
and military which collaborate with 
them. In the United States, the 
enemy is the demonic American 
“system,” which not only imperson- 
alizes life, but is as inherently 
unjust as it is totally reformable. 
The university so dominates the 
lives of US students, that any out¬ 
side enemy is linked to the institu¬ 
tion and the battle is waged there. 
Latin American students are vehe¬ 
ment exponents of an idealistic and 
even mystic nationalism, today 
more so than ever, whereas their 
northern counterparts reject domes¬ 
tic nationalism as foul (although 
they would firmly support national¬ 
ism in developing countries, espe¬ 
cially if liberation forces could be 
identified). Public opinion in Latin 
America is more consistently on the 
side of student protesters than is 
the case in the United States. Much 
of this is because Latin American 
students, at least verbally, champi¬ 
on the rights of the underdog ma¬ 
jority of their population, while in 
the United States, student protest 
calls into question and threatens 
the basic premises and style of life 
of the middle class majority. 

All of the above differences 
come back to that cruel and essen¬ 
tial paradox mentioned before: the 
Latin American student’s hatred of 
a society without enough for all and 
the North American student’s ha¬ 
tred of a society which has so much 
that it criminally indulges itself. 
The Latin American clamors in his 
spirituality for the material more; 
the North American wrestles with 
an omnipresent materialism to se¬ 
cure his spiritual deliverance. ■ 
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The name of the game is crisis management 

versus the judge-advocate system 

How We 
Do Our Thing: 

Crisis Management 
|T has been argued (see FSJ, Jan- 
uary, 1970) that the process of 
policy formulation and execution in 
the Department of State (and 
probably in other major com¬ 
ponents of the national security ap¬ 
paratus as well) operates on the 
basis of cumbersome areal and 
operational advocacies within ad¬ 
vocacies. It has been argued that 
decisions in this system are made 
downward within a sphere of advo¬ 
cacy, and that the decision-maker 
in such cases keeps in mind the 
effect his decision will have on his 
upward-directed advocacy func¬ 
tions. How can such a system pos¬ 
sibly act with reasonable despatch 
in periods of keen international 
crisis? The system attempts to 
prepare itself for such eventualities 
by quasi-judicial decisions aimed at 
the future: contingency plans. Do 
they work? 

We find a difference between 
reality and the formal image. The 
self-image of the institution is that 
of a small-unit military staff coping 
with a quickly-unfolding crisis situ¬ 
ation. One thinks of carefully sys¬ 
tematized channels of crisis intel¬ 
ligence, being narrowed down 
through ascending levels of intelli¬ 
gence analysis until the top decision 
makers get only the distilled es¬ 
sence. One thinks of orderly arrays 
of contingency plans—of sub-plans 
within plans. One thinks of staffs 
presenting carefully reasoned lists 
of alternative grand strategies and 
lists of implementing specific ac¬ 
tions. One thinks of the crisis deci¬ 
sion maker contemplating such im¬ 
personal, even Olympian staff 

JOHN W. BOWLING 
The author’s earlier article on pol¬ 
icy formulation appeared in the 
January JOURNAL. Mr. Bowling is 
serving as Coordinator, Political 
Studies, School of Professional 
Studies, FS1. He entered the Serv¬ 
ice in 1946 and has served in Afri¬ 
ca, South Asia and the GTI area. 

work, choosing course of action 
“B” over courses “A” and “C,” 
then ordering this single-minded 
staff to implement all necessary 
lines of action consonant with the 
decision, and finally going off to an 
ivory tower to think long thoughts, 
plan grand strategy, watch intelli¬ 
gence condensations, and wait for 
his faithful trusted staff to present 
him with another list of alternatives 
at the next decision point. 

This is the way it might work if 
the national security apparatus op¬ 
erated in its self-image—its formal 
image. But the idea of such a staff 
existing or a top decision-maker 
being either able or willing to use it 
is of course as erroneous as the 
belief that the day-to-day policy 
formulation mechanism is anything 
other than a quasi-judicial one of 
clashing advocacies. An instant 
judicial decision is a contradiction 
in terms. Judicial decision-making 
requires the marshaling of evi¬ 
dence, the marshaling of argu¬ 
ments, and contemplation on the 
part of the judge. Time is an indis¬ 
pensable element in the process if 
it is to work. 

Crisis management is real, how¬ 
ever. The apparatus makes quick 

crisis decisions. They may or may 
not be the best decisions, but they 
are much too fast and too good to 
have come out of the advocacy 
system used in day-to-day policy 
formulation. Crisis management 
bypasses the standard policy for¬ 
mulation mechanism and is a sepa¬ 
rate process, with only marginal 
overlap with the policy formulation 
process described previously in this 
journal. 

The existence of two separate 
decision-making systems does much 
to explain some of the paradoxes 
which have hampered the develop¬ 
ment of scholarly theories of deci¬ 
sion-making in international rela¬ 
tions. Using such crisis decisions as 
the US decision to defend South 
Korea and such non-crisis decisions 
as the US decision to launch the 
Marshall Plan, different processes 
seem to emerge, with a disappoint¬ 
ing paucity of common features on 
which to check and build theories. 

Crisis management is accom¬ 
plished largely by men above the 
level of assistant secretary of state— 
crisis management as herein 
defined. But not all officials of ex¬ 
alted rank are crisis managers—- 
there are usually not more than six 
in the Department of State and not 
more than ten in the rest of the 
national security apparatus. The 
chosen know who they are, as do 
those who have not been chosen. 
Membership in the crisis manager 
set is determined partly by rank, 
partly by capacity, partly by per¬ 
sonality and partly by connections. 
Those who are not of the elect 
often pretend, even to themselves, 
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that they are, but the “crises” they 
are “managing” turn out on close 
examination to be “judging” within 
an area of operational or real advo¬ 
cacy, as a normal part of the stan¬ 
dard advocate-judge process of po¬ 
licy formulation. 

It is inaccurate to think of high- 
level crisis managers as men yearn¬ 
ing for surcease from demands 
thrusting in upon them. Actually, 
they eat up crisis management; 
they are usually ambitious, and al¬ 
most always energetic and capable. 
Without crisis management the 
routine of the advocate-judge sys¬ 
tem would drive them out of their 
minds. They might even be driven 
to try to act like a Continental 
judge—to ascertain the facts and 
marshal the arguments themselves 
in routine functions. The system 
can withstand a few isolated ven¬ 
tures of this type, but repeated 
efforts by ignorant judges to play 
the advocate would weaken or even 
destroy the existing real system of 
policy formulation without putting 
anything coherent in its place. 

The number of crises being man¬ 
aged at any one moment in time 
does not depend on the internation¬ 
al situation. It can rather be deter¬ 

mined by the formula—aX- ± 1, 
y 

in which a represents the number 
of crises which each manager 
would prefer, for personal reasons, 
to handle at one time, x represents 
the number of crisis managers in 
the government, and y represents 
the group of crisis managers’ mean 
preference for the number of man¬ 
agers to be ideally assigned to man¬ 
age an average crisis. Thus, if six¬ 
teen security crisis managers are 
available throughout the United 
States Government, each manager 
prefers to work on two crises at 
once, and the preferred number of 
crisis managers to work on any one 
crisis is eight, one would multiply 2 
by 16 and divide by 8, and, follow¬ 
ing the formula, one could expect 
to find four crises, plus or minus 
one, outside the everyday judge- 
advocate system and in the crisis- 
management system at any one 
time. The factor of plus or minus 
one in the formula reflects some 
slight flexibility in the system for 
adjustment to periods of extreme 
placidity or extreme turmoil in the 
international situation and the wan- 
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dering of minds and interests in the 
Christmas-New Year period and in 
August. 

During periods of peak distur¬ 
bance in the international arena, 
the crisis management system, even 
with the “plus one” factor oper¬ 
ating, may be overloaded, in that 
one, two, or even three problems of 
a gravity and quick-reaction nature 
that would normally put them into 
the crisis-management category are 
still in the standard advocate-judge 
system, bobbing like gas-filled bal¬ 
loons against the closed trapdoor 
which opens into the world of crisis 
management. In quiet periods, 
however, when the number of 
crises drops below the formula even 
with the “minus one” factor oper¬ 
ating, the trapdoor opens and a 
kind of suction draws into the crisis 
management sanctum matters which 
would under normal circumstances 
be left below in the adovcate-judge 
system. 

In other words, there is a con¬ 
stantly shifting “critical mass” 
which, if reached, will pull any 
problem out of the hands of the 
massive advocate-judge bureaucra¬ 
cy. The problem might be one 
which the bureaucracy had been 
plaintively attempting to call to the 
attention of crisis managers. But, if 
by virtue of its own significance 
and/or a shift in the degree of 
suction/resistance from the crisis 

management system, it reaches that 
critical mass, a vast qualitative 
change in decision-making occurs. 
The advocate-judge bureaucrat dis¬ 
covers that the string holding this 
balloon to his hand has been 
severed, the balloon shoots above 
the treetops, and he is reduced to 
racing madly through the alleyways 
of the bureaucracy to try to keep it 
in sight; he no longer controls it at 
all. 

Aside from the resistance or suc¬ 
tion related to the formula, there 
are intrinsic elements in a national 
security problem which contribute 
toward its ultimate mass in the de¬ 
cision-making complex. At least 
three elements compose this intrin¬ 
sic mass: the number of deaths 
which have occurred as a result of 
the problem within a 30-day peri¬ 
od, the number of deaths which 
might result in the 90 days follow¬ 
ing, and the importance ascribed to 
the problem by the attentive public 
in the United States (largely a 
function of news media treatment). 
If any problem involves relations 
between the United States and 
Russia and/or China, the weight of 
all the factors above roughly dou¬ 
bles. 

The most significant element of 
crisis management decision-making 
as compared with the standard ad¬ 
vocate-judge system is its almost 
total divorce from the latter system. 



It is significant that this barrier 
tends in organizations like the State 
Department to become formalized 
in such mini-staffs as the Oper¬ 
ations Center, which may co-opt 
individuals from time to time to 
serve on the mini-staff of crisis man¬ 
agement, but which in organiza¬ 
tional terms acts as a nearly water¬ 
tight organizational bulkhead be¬ 
tween the two systems. 

From the time a problem enters 
the crisis management system, the 
information input to the responsible 
crisis managers tends to be most 
remarkable. Most crisis managers, 
despite their protestations, want to 
devour and do devour absolutely 
raw intelligence. Most crisis manag¬ 
ers are eager to score a “beat” on 
their colleagues by learning of a 
development a few minutes or 
hours before the others know about 
it. Any processed intelligence which 
they will consume is usually limited 
to one page in writing or five min¬ 
utes of oral briefing. They are im¬ 
patient with details and nuances. 
The totality of ordered information 
in the minds of crisis managers with 
respect to any given crisis is re¬ 
markably small. What they have at 
any moment is often the result of 
the perusal of flash indicator tele¬ 
grams, raw policy recommendations 
from chiefs of missions, and five- 
minute baek-seat-of-the-sedan brief¬ 
ings from aides who may be only 
slightly less aware of all the facts 
than they are. Luckily, 'the typical 
crisis manager is brilliant, energetic, 
aggressive, and the possessor of a 
finely honed intuition in which he 
has great confidence. 

Which crisis managers handle a 
given crisis? The determining fac¬ 
tor is not, as one might imagine, 
expertise or specialized experience. 
It is rather the simple matter of 
who is not already seized of too 
many crises—of who is available. 
Of three equally qualified State De¬ 
partment crisis managers, the one 
who ultimately ends up managing a 
given crisis may be the one who 
happened to have an open spot on 
his schedule one afternoon when a 
worried Assistant Secretary trots 
upstairs with a problem which, un¬ 
beknownst to him, has just reached 
critical mass and is ready to bump 
up and through the trapdoor in the 
ceiling. 

The process by which crisis deci¬ 

sions are reached (the role of the 
President himself is excluded, of 
course) is centered in the informal 
committee of crisis managers. Its 
membership fluctuates, and its au¬ 
thority appears vague, but when 
such an informal group speaks, 
lesser mortals listen. The group 
tends to physically exclude staff 
other than the specialized mini¬ 
staffs of crisis management. Written 
records of these deliberations are 
usually non-existent or untrust¬ 
worthy. Personal charisma and 
salesmanship may influence the ul¬ 
timate decision to an even greater 
degree than such human factors 
affect the decisions of a jury. The 
tendency toward compromise so 
characteristic of the advocate-judge 
system is greatly diluted in crisis 
management. Strong and irrecon¬ 
cilable differences of opinion at the 
crisis management level are more 
likely to manifest themselves in a 
practice of pretending to reach an 
agreement on principle when no 
such agreement actually exists. The 
crisis management habit of doing 
without written records becomes 
pernicious here, because four crisis 
managers are capable of leaving a 
conference room with four different 
versions of what has been decided. 
The aversion of crisis management 
teams to the recognition of a chair¬ 
man or rapporteur in these in¬ 
formal meetings multiplies the op¬ 
portunities for confusion. 

One of the strangest aspects of 
crisis management is in the output, 
or implementation, process. One 
might imagine that the one task 
which could safely be kicked 
through the barriers into the advo¬ 
cate-judge system and the massive 
bureaucracy which it commands 
would be the preparation, des¬ 
patch, and monitoring of the de¬ 
tailed instructions arising from a 
crisis decision. But the crisis man¬ 
agers are peculiarly unwilling to so 
delegate authority. Almost without 
exception they waste vast amounts 
of time in dictating, re-dictating, 
and arguing over the language of 
individual messages of instruction. 
This peculiarity flows from the one 
mentioned above: subconsciously 
they know they have perhaps not 
reached agreement, and the deci¬ 
sion-making process is often post¬ 
poned in part to the stage of the 

preparation of detailed instructions 
implementing the decision. 

The termination of a crisis and 
the transfer of the problem back to 
the standard advocate-judge system 
does not work according to the 
book. The formula set forth above 
on the movement of problems into 
the crisis management sphere can 
be applied in reverse—low-mass 
problems will tend to be kicked 
back into the standard system be¬ 
cause of the intrinsic mass of the 
problem and the application of the 
formula to determine the system 
forces which will kick the problem 
out of one system and into the 
other at any given time. Thus, de¬ 
pending on circumstances outside 
the crisis itself, we may find prob¬ 
lems of a heavy crisis loading 
dumped suddenly into the hands of 
advocate-judges even though im¬ 
portant decisions remain to be 
made. More often, the problem re¬ 
mains in a dormant state with the 
crisis managers until they become 
preoccupied with newer crises and 
the problem gradually drifts through 
the bureaucratic barrier into the 
standard system. 

The interesting characteristic of 
the transition is that for a surpris¬ 
ingly long time, the problem may lie 
neglected by the crisis managers, 
but not yet picked up by the stan¬ 
dard bureaucracy, which has re¬ 
ceived no signal from the crisis 
managers. Thus, for periods of a 
few hours, a few days, or even 
occasionally a week or more, the 
government is for all practical pur¬ 
poses non-reactive. It is disquieting 
to note that such periods are not 
markedly conducive to catastrophe. 

The advocate-judge bureaucrat 
is in a delicate position during the 
transition period. Not being able to 
do more than guess the extent to 
which the crisis managers still have 
a proprietary interest in his prob¬ 
lem (he is lucky if he has been 
able, by listening at doors, to have 
other than a vague idea of what 
has been happening in terms of 
crisis management decisions), he is 
tempted to steal a move on his 
competitors from other advocacy 
teams and launch some initiative 
under the assumption that the crisis 
managers are no longer interested. 
If they are still interested, he will 
have his head taken off at the 

(Continued on page 48) 
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A brief account of what happens when 

an Embassy has to close down in 48 hours 

A Break in Time 

both North and South Yemen 
most important decisions are made 
Thursday afternoon. Family mem¬ 
bers, business partners, government 
cabinets and cliques of friends re¬ 
cline together to chew qat, a mildly 
narcotic leaf much appreciated by 
a large percentage of the male pop¬ 
ulation and not disdained by many 
of the gentler sex. According to its 
users, qat, unlike cannabis, seems to 
stir up the mental processes and 
give the user the sensation of om¬ 
niscience, the feeling of political 
(or economic) infallibility and the 
ability to see complex problems in 
a new and clear light. Secrets are 
poorly guarded under its benevolent¬ 
ly democratic influence. The small 
groups of political leaders who 
have the dominant voice in deci¬ 
sion-making and who have every 
intention of protecting their inter¬ 
ests through the device of secrecy 
(among others), once they have a 
healthy cud of chewed leaf tucked 
into the right cheek, share cheerful¬ 
ly and in the most democratic man¬ 
ner their views, opinions and rea¬ 
soning. As a result in both Yemens 
political decisions are often “openly 
arrived at.” 

The People’s Republic of South¬ 
ern Yemen, rather like the Holy 
Roman Empire being neither holy, 
roman nor an empire, does not 
belong to the “people,” is not a 
republic and is really not much 
inclined to be part of the Yemen. It 
is, however, quite appropriately 
south of North Yemen and usually 
hot enough for good measure. 

The “conspiracy theory of pol¬ 
itics” is much favored in this little 
country and the added stimulus of 
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qat makes the complex simple and 
the sweeping view of a diabolic 
force in all developments very at¬ 
tractive. The devil for an aspiring 
“people’s republic” cannot be the 
Soviet Union or Red China, for the 
time being at least; the better can¬ 
didate is “American imperialism” 
or “British colonialism.” 

Thursday, October 23, 1969, in 
Aden, the capital of the People’s 
Republic of Southern Yemen, was 
a day to be devoted to discussion of 
the big problem—Palestine. Con¬ 
cern over the actions of the Leb¬ 
anese Government against the Pal¬ 
estine fedayeen was linked with 
South Yemen’s attitude towards the 
United States. 

This Thursday’s qat sessions evi¬ 
dently resolved the troublesome is¬ 
sue of whether or not to break 
with the United States. Those push¬ 
ing for a rupture argued that South 
Yemen which had aspirations of 
being the most radical of the Arab 
States and possibly even a full 
fledged member of the “Socialist 
Camp” should not have an Ameri¬ 
can Embassy in Aden. South Yemen 
on this point would always be out¬ 

flanked on the left by the Baathist 
Syrians and Iraqi. Simpler minds 
probably found appealing the charge 
of American plotting up country. 
Finally, the Arab-Israeli dispute, 
though far from Aden’s barren rocks, 
was always a useful emotional issue 
with which to give dimension and 
force to criticisms of the Americans. 

So it was that on Friday morn¬ 
ings, a day in which Embassies and 
Government offices are closed, our 
Charge, William L. Eagleton, who 
had only returned to Aden the pre¬ 
vious day following home leave, 
was summoned by Ali Salim al- 
Baydh, the Foreign Minister. This 
young Hadhrami foreign minister 
had never made a secret of his 
suspicion and hatred of the West 
and of its democratic institutions. It 
was with genuine enthusiasm that 
he informed Charge Eagleton that 
he had only 24 hours to leave the 
country. The rest of the staff would 
magnanimously be granted 48 hours 
to quit Southern Yemen. 

For the Americans the ensuing 
two days were ones of febrile activ¬ 
ity. By prearrangement the Embas¬ 
sy contacted the British Ambassa¬ 
dor, Mr. John Phillips, informed 
him of the news and asked him to 
obtain his government’s consent to 
assume the role of Protecting Pow¬ 
er. This would not be an easy task 
for the British in Aden. They had 
more than their own share of 
headaches in their relations with 
the South Yemeni Government. 

The second order of business 
was clearly the destruction of clas¬ 
sified files and of all the carefully 
hoarded notes, jottings and clip¬ 
pings plus the incomplete and the 
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pending which always seemed to 
sink to the bottom of in-boxes to 
nestle forgotten for weeks at a 
time. All members of the staff 
turned to on this exercise with more 
than usual enthusiasm. Files rep¬ 
resenting months of work were 
gutted in less than five minutes. 
Our Marines succeeded in burning 
and breaking down the ashes of all 
the files not being pouched to 
Washington in about three hours by 
using the regular Embassy incinera¬ 
tor. 

I find it difficult to explain the 
zeal with which officers who had 
drafted these reports, secretaries 
who had typed them and staff 
members who had transmitted, filed 
and protected them, put them to 
flame. The abstract concept of se¬ 
curity is too obvious a reason but it 
was true that a pile of ashes was 
just one less thing to worry about. 
Perhaps too some of us subcon¬ 
sciously thought of this as destroy¬ 
ing our mistakes along with our 
more useful contributions. In a sense 
also we were slamming a door shut 
on an episode in our lives and on 
the existence of Embassy Aden. 
Henceforth the Department could 
never reference a telegram or an 
airgram to us or to our possible 
successors without an answering 
shrug of the shoulders. 

The heavy use of the Embassy 
incinerator caused an incident 
which could have been serious. 
Backing up to the chancery and 
towering directly above the inciner¬ 
ator chimney is a six story apart¬ 
ment house owned by British Pe¬ 
troleum and housing Indian and 
South Yemeni employees of the 
company. Sometime after one 
o’clock on Friday afternoon the 
Public Security Forces mounted a 
machine gun emplacement on the 

roof of the BP building with the 
gun pointed down into the Embassy’s 
back yard. The incinerator and a 
large rotating wire barrel (much 
like a huge squirrel cage) generat¬ 
ed much smoke and fine ash which 
seemed to favor the apartment 
house as it billowed forth. The 
Armed police in their sixth story 
aerie, their eyes streaming only 
partly from rage, were most unhap¬ 
py. As the Marines became more 
proficient in maintaining an intense 
fire, a heavy updraft, and, with the 
addition of a second wire grid over 
the top of the chimney, even finer 
ash, the inhabitants of the building 
and the Armed Police apparently 
lost their patience. At first shouting 
down complaints and threats at the 
Marines who were preoccupied 
with their work, the police finally 
dumped a heavy sandbag from 
their emplacement down six flights 
where fortunately it merely burst in 
the empty yard of the apartment 
building, just a few feet from the 
enclosure wall of the Embassy. 
Shortly thereafter, a Southern Ye¬ 
meni official who was present to 
“facilitate” our departure gave in¬ 
structions that the incineration of 
files was to stop forthwith because 
there might be a fire hazard. He 
did not, however, make allowance 
for the ingenuity of our staff. While 
some of us engaged him in pro¬ 
longed “discussion,” the Marines 
hastily jammed the remaining two 
pouchloads of shredded papers 
into the incinerator and the rotary 
cage. Once we knew that all was 
well ignited we gave our assent to 
halt the destruction of our files. 

The South Yemen Government 
assigned a heavy contingent of 
guards to “protect” the Embassy 
and individual residences because 
it was concerned that the Ameri¬ 

cans were in danger from the 
aroused citizens of Aden. It soon 
became apparent however that the 
real purpose was to imprison the 
staff. At no time was there the 
slightest indication of any wish by 
the Aden community to demon¬ 
strate against or in any way to 
harm the Americans of the Embas¬ 
sy. The police’s main responsibility 
was to keep us in a sort of quaran¬ 
tine until our departure on Sunday. 

On Saturday morning the streets 
around the chancery were crowded 
with a large, friendly but anxious 
mass of the local citizenry. Some 
were creditors and landlords, others 
were friends willing to run the risk 
of later trouble by coming to offer 
their help, and still others were the 
Embassy’s local staff members who 
were blocked from entering the com¬ 
pound. The largest group of all 
represented some of the 500-odd 
visa applicants who feared to see 
their aspirations collapsing about 
them with the departure of the Em¬ 
bassy’s hard-working consular 
officer, FSS Richard Rauh. Indeed, 
Rauh attempted to pass out several 
visas which had already been is¬ 
sued and to return a number of 
Yemeni and South Yemeni pass¬ 
ports which happened to be in the 
consular files on October 23. The 
police guards blocked him physical¬ 
ly from handing these documents 
to the outstretched hands of their 
owners. 

These police guards who were 
with us constantly from Friday un¬ 
til our departure on Sunday 
demonstrated the inherent courtesy 
so ingrained in the Arab character 
in spite of two years of vicious 
anti-American propaganda spewed 
out by South Yemen’s controlled 
press and radio. Riding with us in 
our automobiles and carrying their 
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rifles clamped between their legs 
and the muzzles pressed against the 
car roofs, the security police invari¬ 
ably sought to express their sor¬ 
row and regret at seeing the Ameri¬ 
cans so ill-treated. Most wished for 
our quick return although some 
qualified this expression with the 
hope that the United States would 
change its policy in the Middle 
East. They often sought within 
possible limits of interpretation of 
their instructions to be as lenient as 
possible. Being simple and honest 
chaps they did occasionally swing 
to the opposite extreme of rigid 
inflexibility. For example, on sever¬ 
al instances they prevented foreign 
diplomats and their wives from as¬ 
sisting the Americans in packing 
and following through on last min¬ 
ute chores. 

All of us were struck by the clear 
evidence that courtesy and reason¬ 
ableness were in inverse order to 
an individual’s rank in the regime. 
Events on Saturday evening sup¬ 
ported this conclusion. 

The Embassy’s Administrative 
Section under the taut direction of 
FSS Joe Babin and with the smooth 
assistance of FSS Frank Holeva and 
FSS Bob Scott pulled together out¬ 
standing invoices, billings, rental 
contracts, inventories and the many 
other necessary files and books to 
turn over to the British Embassy. 
Earlier I had obtained agreement 
from the Army lieutenant in 
charge of the detachment guarding 
the chancery to permit me to carry 
these files to the British compound, 
about a mile and a half distant 
from our Steamer Point location. 
He gave a ready assent when asked 
his assistance in lending me two 
guards to protect the files while in 
transit between the two Embassies. 

Unfortunately by the time the 
five cardboard cartons were filled 
and sealed, a new representative of 
the Foreign Ministry arrived at the 
chancery to “facilitate matters.” He, 
however, possessed no authority 
whatsoever and, being very much 
the timid civil servant, referred ev¬ 
ery matter to the Permanent Secre¬ 
tary of the Ministry. This referral 
procedure became much more 
complicated since all our telephones 
had been cut earlier in the day. 
Negotiations for the transfer of the 
administrative files consumed about 
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two and a half hours with long 
“time outs” for trots down the street 
to the telephones of the Rock Ho¬ 
tel. 

When it became obvious that we 
were getting nowhere fast, I chose 
a new stratagem somewhat re¬ 
moved from patient reasoning. 
Adopting a lighthearted tone, I told 
the official it was perfectly all right 
with the United States Government 
if we were forced to carry out of 
the country all of our administra¬ 
tive files, or better still if we de¬ 
stroyed them, because then we 
could probably save our govern¬ 
ment close to ten thousand pounds 
(a figure definitely out-of-the-hat). 
No landlord would be paid, I said, 
no contract would be honored and 
not an outstanding bill would be 
settled. We would merely ask the 
British Embassy to refer all credi¬ 
tors to the Foreign Ministry for 
satisfaction. 

We drove into the British Em¬ 
bassy compound ten minutes later 
with the six boxes of files and 
ledgers. 

An amusing incident took place 
a few minutes later while we were 
sitting in the British Embassy 
chancery. I remembered that some 
weeks previous I had been invited 
to dine with HMG’s Ambassador 
for that very evening and it was 
close to the dinner hour. Since I 
assumed that the packers and my 
cook-houseboy under the guiding 
hand of Mrs. Patrick Eyers of the 
British Embassy had packed my 
personal effects and that there 
would be no food at home, it 
seemed a good idea to have one 
decent meal, sandwiches being the 
standard fare otherwise. I so in¬ 
formed the official after checking 
with my extremely obliging British 
colleagues to be sure that the din¬ 
ner was still scheduled. The official 
shifted nervously from one foot to 
another and then said that he 
would have to telephone his Per¬ 
manent Secretary. One call proved 
insufficient since evidently the Per¬ 
manent Secretary had to refer this 
formidable question to Foreign 
Minister al-Baydh. A few moments 
later, the official his face flushed 
and obviously deeply embarrassed, 
turned towards my British col¬ 
leagues and myself and stated: 

“The Foreign Minister says that 

Mr. Keller needs his rest. He may 
not dine with the British Ambassa¬ 
dor.” 

An explosion of anger, indigna¬ 
tion and then laughter greeted this 
ruling. I quickly agreed to fast in 
the best Gandhi fashion if that was 
the wish of the Foreign Minister 
but added that I planned to remain 
in the British chancery building for 
some time in order to make a num¬ 
ber of important telephone calls 
since, as the official was well 
aware, our own chancery switch¬ 
board had been cut. He at first 
objected but when he saw that 
there was little he could do to force 
me to return to our own chancery, 
shrugged his shoulders, mentally 
washing his hands of the whole 
affair, and left, not to be seen again 
until the following morning. The 
phone calls completed, I thanked 
the British and left, accompanied 
by my driver and my friendly rifle 
toting policeman. 

Our final morning in Aden was a 
paradox of confusion, quiet and 
seemingly vast amounts of free 
time. The chancery building by 
eight o’clock in the morning was 
chock-a-block with Government 
furniture moved in from the leased 
apartments and houses. With hun¬ 
dreds of chairs and dozens of 
couches jammed into most offices 
there was scarcely a place to sit 
down. Buyers for our personal cars 
descended on us with wads of 
South Yemeni dinars and in some 
cases with hard American dollars. 
The police tried half-heartedly to 
stop this capitalist commerce but 
some of them or their relatives or 
friends began suggesting that they 
too were interested. 

Our Marines, their work largely 
completed, broke open two bottles 
of champagne to celebrate the 
sealing of the chancery compound. 
Final cables were dispatched, some 
letters and brief notes were jotted 
down and forwarded to their des¬ 
tination, and one last look was cast 
around the offices and in desks for 
any personal items forgotten until 
then. Our six Marines and three 
communicators loaded twenty-two 
diplomatic pouches into two Em¬ 
bassy vehicles, and as the British 
placed a seal on the main door of 
the chancery, we left for our houses 
and then on to the airport. ■ 



Open Letter to the Staff Corps 

This is the first time in many years 
that a member of the Staff Corps has 
been elected to the Board of Directors 
of AFSA. Such an action is long 
overdue. It is evidence that the new 
Board wants to represent all levels of 
personnel in the foreign-affairs agen¬ 
cies. The overwhelming support you 
gave in the recent election demon¬ 
strated the importance you attach to 
Staff representation on the Board. But 
its significance will depend not only on 
the role the Staff Corps member of 
the Board plays in Washington, but, 
even more, on the kind of support she 
receives from fellow Staff Corps 
members in the field. 

One of the new Board’s first actions 
was to create a Staff Corps Advisory 
Committee under the chairmanship of 
the Staff Corps Board member, Bar¬ 
bara Good. This newly formed Com¬ 
mittee plans to make a thorough re¬ 
port on the present status of the Staff 
Corps in the State Department and 
recommend solutions to any inequities 
it reveals. 

It is also interested in receiving 
suggestions from the field and will 
gladly examine any questions you may 
wish to submit. 

At the present time the Committee 
is particularly concerned with those 
activities and recommendations of the 
Macomber Task Forces which will 
directly affect the Staff Corps. For 
example, there might be no FSSO 
category after the implementation of 
reform proposals now being consid¬ 
ered. If that were to be the case, the 
Committee would be extremely con¬ 
cerned about the future career status 
of those Staff officers. Would the 
Mustang concept really provide the 
necessary ladder for recognition of 
outstanding Staff employees? 

The question of duty free entry for 
Staff Corps personnel at certain posts 
is also of vital interest to the Commit¬ 
tee. 

Since so much compensatory time is 

lost by Staff Corps personnel serving 
in the field, a recommendation was 
made in the Department in 1965 that 
all posts should pay them overtime. 

But this is only the beginning of the 
list of grievances from which State 
Department Staff personnel have long 
suffered. The special inequities of 
USIA and AID Staff Corps personnel 
must also be studied. Again, it will be 
up to you to identify these current 
problems. 

So often in the past, overseas per¬ 
sonnel (as well as those in Washing¬ 
ton) have felt there was no one in 
Washington to turn to with problems 
that seemed insoluble. Through the 
efforts of AFSA, ombudsmen have 
been named in State, USIA, and AID. 
It is their function to hear your gripes 
and help you solve your problems. 
The AFSA Members’ Interests Com¬ 
mittee is working very closely with 
them in identifying legitimate prob¬ 
lems. Your Staff Corps Board member 
is also personally interested in seeing 
to it that Staff Corps personnel get a 
fair shake. She is prepared to consider 
any questions you may not wish to 
submit directly to your Ombudsman. 
It is easy to restrict gripe sessions to 
the post and not to forward legitimate 
problems to Washington. But if we 
are ever going to close the communi¬ 
cations gap, it is up to you to pursue 
the dialogue. 

With the membership drive coming 
up, it is essential that members of the 
Staff Corps realize the new, signifi¬ 
cant, and revitalized role they can 
play in the Association. The Board is 
anxious to reach those members of the 
Staff Corps who dropped out of the 
Association because they felt it did 
not truly represent their interests. If 
you have any suggestions on ways to 
bring them back into the Association, 
or if you are Washington based and 
are willing to contribute some time on 
these problems, get in touch with your 
Staff Corps Board member. 

Membership in a Year of Action 

AFSA is kicking off its 1970-71 
membership campaign this month. We 
are streamlining the campaign in or¬ 
der to give members better service 
and are concentrating on increasing 
membership in all three agencies: 
State, AID, and USIA. 

This year we will change over our 
membership records to a computer¬ 
ized system. This allows for quicker, 
better, and for more complete in¬ 
formation available to the Board and 
to AFSA members generally on the 
composition and location of members. 
As we shoot for a membership of 
10,000 this year, the new system 
reflects AFSA’s concerns with up-to- 
date management of the Association. 

Second, we are asking existing 
members to renew at the first notice if 
possible. This not only saves your 
Association expenses on second 
mailings, etc., but even more impor¬ 
tant it allows us to concentrate our 
membership drive on bringing in new 
members. 

Third, we want a big increase in 
membership. State membership is only 
about half the eligible people, USIA a 
little more than one half and AID 
slightly less. Yet this year, State is 
undergoing a major personnel reform 
and AID is facing a major reorganiza¬ 
tion. AFSA is already deep into these 
matters and will be representing its 
members on every major issue in¬ 
volved. But to be effective, AFSA 
needs to have big membership backing 
from all areas of the foreign service. 
If we are to speak for the professional 
foreign service, we need to have all 
the professionals with us. 

Finally, we are asking every mem¬ 
ber to be a personal representative of 
AFSA: 

1. Renew early 
2. Speak to your friends about 

AFSA 
3. Please get at least one new mem¬ 

ber to join this year. 
This year, AFSA means Action. Be 

there with AFSA. It’s going to be a 
big year. 



FOREIGN SERVICE 

Herewith some more photos of the 
Club. Come on in. 

By this time all AFSA members in 
the Washington area should have re¬ 
ceived the membership renewal or 
application form. 

Those whose annual membership 
dates from April, May or June 1969 
received a bonus three months mem¬ 
bership. We extended their member¬ 
ship in order to permit them and new 
members to elect the monthly dues 
payment plan if they wished. 

New members joining in May get a 
bonus too since their membership will 
date from July 1. In the meantime, 
they may use the club as full-fledged 
members through the purchase of 

scrip (instead of signing order checks) 
pending receipt of their club cards. 

Those who want to look over the 
situation first are warmly welcome to 
do so. They, too, may purchase scrip 
for food and beverage orders. 

Miss Blue, the Receptionist on the 
second floor, will sell scrip in almost 
any amount and will make refunds for 
any amount unused. 

Fair enough? 

cent step forward) as have several 
food items, with some increases in 
others. The increasingly popular Ex¬ 
ecutive Special has been expanded to 
offer you a wide choice of sandwiches 
every day, made to order, in addition 
to hot soup and a beverage—still only 
990. The Club special martini or man- 
hattan is reduced to 700—and most 
other cocktails are down to 950. The 
Daily Special can be expanded to a 

FLASH! Prices reduced! New 
menus are being printed and when 
they are ready members will see quite 
a change—especially in prices. Bever¬ 
ages have been reduced about 5 per 
cent (with your raise that’s an 11 per 



full course luncheon for only $2.55. 
Farewell parties—punch, coffee, 

sandwiches, cookies—all for $1.00 per 
person. The Do-it-Yourself Sandwich 
Bar with beer, soft drinks and coffee 
at $2.25 is a painless way for Task 
Forces to get together after hours. 

More and more members are invit¬ 
ing their foreign diplomat colleagues 
for luncheon at the Club—several 
were observed last month. One made 
a charming addition to the Club in her 
national dress. Mrs. Rogers and Un¬ 
dersecretary Richardson were also 
luncheon guests last month. 

Why don’t you plan to use the Club 
to entertain your foreign colleagues at 
lunch, cocktails or dinner? Special ar¬ 
rangements can be made. 

We still have room for art works 
for exhibition or for permanent dis¬ 
play—paintings, photographs, sketches, 
objets d’art, curios—all those valuable 
and sentimentally invaluable items we 
bought here and there over the years 
and somehow put in a closet back 
home. Why not share them with your 
friends at the Club? Courtesy credits, 
of course, to all exhibitions and 
donors. 

Have you been to your Club lately? 
Or brought your wife in for lunch? 



AFSA’s Former President Receives Award 
Philip C. Habib, president of the 

American Foreign Service Association 
from January, 1968 to January, 1970 
was honored recently by winning one 
of the ten National Civil Service 
League’s 1970 Career Awards. Those 
receiving the awards came from seven 
departments of cabinet level and three 
agencies that rank equally. 

Mr. Habib is currently a member 
and senior advisor to the Paris Peace 
Talks, a position that gives him an 
opportunity to draw on his 24 years of 
service (including military). 

He is an FSO-1 with the personal 
rank of Minister. 

Mr. Habib has some special qualifi¬ 
cations for his present post. He served 
in Saigon with the personal rank of 
Minister under Ambassadors Lodge 
and Bunker. Secretary of State 
William Rogers signed a memoran¬ 
dum saying that “his performance and 
sophisticated grasp of political factors 
proved extraordinary. He carried out 
US policy in Vietnam with intelli¬ 
gence, leadership and grasp.” 

In April 1968, Mr. Habib was the 
natural choice for chief of staff for the 
Paris peace talks. He has been de¬ 
scribed as “the brain, the spokesman, 
the prod, and the heart and soul of the 
delegation.” Virtually every move of 
the delegation goes through his hands. 

A Brooklynite, born in 1920, Mr. 
Habib earned his bachelor’s degree at 

the University of Idaho, and his doc¬ 
torate at the University of California. 
He also attended the Sorbonne. His 
specific field has been economics, but 
he has served as a political officer 
abroad, and in Washington as Deputy 
Assistant Secretary, Bureau of East 
Asian and Pacific Affairs. 

Mr. Habib has spoken out for the 
Foreign Service Association. A mem¬ 
orandum about him, attached to Sec¬ 
retary Roger’s communication about 
him, says that “His leadership and 
spokesman role for the Association 
have been immensely important to the 
new and potentially constructive role 
that the Association has now assumed 
in the affairs of the Department.” He 
inspired and guided the “Young Turks” 
in their revitalization of the American 
Foreign Service Association. 

Others who received the same 
award as Mr. Habib were: Vernon D. 
Acree (Internal Revenue Service) Dr. 
Beatrice Aitchison (Interstate Com¬ 
merce Commission) Neil A. Arm¬ 
strong (astronaut) Dr. Ned D. Bayley 
(Department of Agriculture) Henry 
Geller (Federal Communications Com¬ 
mission) Lawrence R. Houston (Cen¬ 
tral Intelligence Agency) Henry L. 
Newman (Federal Aviation Adminis¬ 
tration) William J. Page Jr. (Health 
Education and Welfare) William B. 
Ross (Housing and Urban Develop¬ 
ment). 

New Board Member 

Michael Pistor was born in Oregon 
on April 29, 1930. He served as a first 
lieutenant in the Army from 1952 to 
1954 and received his BA from the 
University of Arizona in 1955. Before 
joining USIA, Mr. Pistor was an an¬ 
nouncer-writer for radio stations 
(1954-56) in Arizona and a magazine 
editor in New York (1956-59). 

After entering USIA in 1959, Mr. 
Pistor served for one year at USIS 
Tehran. From 1960 to 1964, he 
served in Africa, first as Public Affairs 
Assistant in Kampala (1960-61), and 
then as Branch Public Affairs Officer 
at Douala in Cameroon (1962-1963). 
Mr. Pistor was assigned to USIS Lon¬ 
don as Student Affairs Officer in 1964 
and remained in that position until 
September 1969 when he assumed his 
present position as Program Coordi¬ 
nator in the Office of the Assistant 
Director (Africa). 

With the Artists of the 
Foreign Service 

Our May cover shows “Brokkelof- 
tet,” a Norwegian hytte (house) dat¬ 
ing from the sixteenth century. Quar¬ 
ters for house servants and farm 
hands, it was originally located on the 
Brokkefarm in Hylesad, Setesdalen. 
It is now part of a private museum of 
nineteen old houses, assembled by Dr. 
Anton Rabbe, an eminent surgeon, at 
Bjornsgaard on the north shore of the 
lake Bogstadvannet in Sorkedalen, a 
northwestern suburb of Oslo. 

The artist, R. Gordon Ameson 
(FSO retired), served at the Embassy 
in Oslo as Counselor for Economic 
Affairs from 1956 to 1958. 

Result of Mail Strike 
A last-minute correction on a price 

in the Rutgers University Press adver¬ 
tisement failed to reach the JOURNAL 

in time for it to be made. 
Those interested in ordering “First 

American Ambassador to Guinea” by 
John H. Morrow from the advertise¬ 
ment in April should note that the 
price is $9.00, rather than $10.00. 

JFSOC NEWS: Report on CORDS 
The leadership of JFSOC has learned 

that the Department has renewed its 
commitment to fill CORDS posts in 
South Vietnam on a regular basis with 
Foreign Service officers on detail. 

JFSOC officers met with the Direc¬ 
tor General of the Foreign Service, 
John Burns, on April 14 to obtain 
clarifying information and to urge 
that the Department examine the 
CORDS assignments closely regarding 
their benefits to the individual officer 
and to the Department. JFSOC also 
made clear that it believed that the 
Department had failed not only to ful¬ 
fill its past promises to officers assigned 
to CORDS, but had in effect discrimi¬ 
nated against CORDS veterans, par¬ 
ticularly junior officers, regarding on¬ 
going assignments. 

The Director General informed 
JFSOC that: 

—Incoming officers would no long¬ 
er be assigned to CORDS or any 
other outside agency on their first 
tours. 

—The Department has realized that 
there have been difficulties in the on¬ 
going assignment of CORDS veterans. 

Special efforts have been made to 
insure that officers returning from 
CORDS receive assignments tailored 
to their career needs. Bureau person¬ 
nel officers have been instructed to 
make every effort to find slots for 
CORDS veterans. 

—A new position will be created in 
CMA which will, among other duties, 
make certain that officers in CORDS 
are fairly treated. It will be filled by a 
CORDS veteran. 

The Director General emphasized 
that one of the reasons for his recent 
trip to Vietnam was to make certain 
that CORD positions to be filled by 
FSOs were both necessary and respon¬ 
sible, and that he was convinced that 
these conditions existed. 

The Director General welcomed the 
opportunity to discuss junior officer 
problems with JFSOC and asked that 
the dialogue with JFSOC be continued 
in the future. 

JFSOC officers expressed their in¬ 
tention to continue to monitor the 
problem of CORDS assignments and 
represent junior officer interests with 
regard to them. 



Michael Michaud’s article on foreign service 

reporting triggers both communication and controversy 

The Foreign Service Officer: 

OBSERVER OR ADVOCATE? 

| N Michael A. G. Michaud’s stimulating article on 
“Communication and Controversy” (October, 1969 
issue of the FOREIGN SERVICE JOURNAL), he proposed 
that Foreign Service officers could best exercise their 
reporting role by “becoming advocates of positions 
instead of being passive observers.” Michaud’s hypothe¬ 
sis was that the quantum increase of information avail¬ 
able in Washington from sources inside and outside the 
Government, and the growing rapidity of its transmis¬ 
sion, made Foreign Service informational reporting re¬ 
dundant. According to Michaud, the Foreign Service 
officer will increasingly have to justify his relevance not 
simply by reporting information, but by making “judg¬ 
ments and recommendations.” 

Clearly, Michaud believes that the Foreign Service 
officer, in his reporting function, should be an advocate. 
But an advocate of what and why? He declares that the 
Foreign Service “may (and should) have the resources 
to make superior judgments on the implications of a 
given set of facts, and to recommend policies and 
actions best suited to advance American national inter¬ 
ests in these circumstances.” 

However, it could equally well be maintained that the 
Foreign Service may not in fact possess the resources to 
make “superior judgments.” Michaud’s apparent belief 
in the intrinsic superior wisdom of the Foreign Service 
(a new Master Race?) is the most debatable aspect, 
and one of the central assumptions, of his argument for 
the virtue of increased advocacy in reporting. 

In spite of the leap from uncertain foundations, 
Michaud’s recommendations deserve scrutiny. This ex¬ 
amination must focus on how the reporting system 
functions now, what are the consequences of this func¬ 
tioning, and what should be done to rectify any short¬ 
comings which may exist. 

Are We Now Observers or Advocates? 

If Foreign Service officers are advocates now, 
Michaud is suggesting only more of the same. If, on the 
other hand, FSOs are detached observers, his ideas 
represent a fundamental change in orientation. 

At the present time, in preparing an airgram or 
deciding to send a telegram, the officer involved makes 
a judgment. Sets of facts to be communicated are 

JON D. GLASSMAN 
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seldom, if ever, “given.” Out of an array of events and 
statements, the reporting officer selects items which he 
believes are important. The practice of selection of 
information to be communicated is not unique to the 
Foreign Service. The journalist does not transmit all 
information, rather he only reports items which appear 
to be “newsworthy.” The scholar generally establishes a 
research hypothesis and only searches for information 
which is relevant to prove or disprove his hypothesis. 

Because the quantity of information that could be 
obtained on any subject in all its ramifications is proba¬ 
bly infinite, any real world communications process 
must confront the necessity of selection. This process of 
selection eliminates items of information which are 
considered unimportant or unnecessary in accordance 
with the criterion of selection used. Thus, the FSO now 
is, and probably always will be, an advocate in the 
sense that his reports will present only a selected portion 
of reality. 

Analysis—The Second Level of Selection 

After having related or considered a selected set of 
facts, the Foreign Service report will usually offer com¬ 
ments or interpretations of this data. These interpreta¬ 
tions may represent the ideas of one man or may be the 
“cleared” product of several individuals. Regardless, 
however, the possible interpretations of the data which 
the report offers will not likely be exhaustive. An 
explicit or implicit choice will be made of the interpreta¬ 
tion (s) which seem most correct. Again, a criterion of 
selection eliminates interpretations which seem un¬ 
sound. On the level of analysis also, then, the Foreign 
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Service officer, or group of officers, is an advocate by 
eliminating alternative explanations, whether the inter¬ 
pretation of events is least common denominator 
“cleared pablum” or the ideas of a single man. 

Bias—The Pathology of Selection 

The selection of both data and interpretations de¬ 
pends on an explicit or implicit criterion of choice. 
Clearly not all criteria are equally good. The choice of a 
suitable criterion depends on the task to be performed 
or the objective sought. The definition of appropriate 
criteria for Foreign Service reporting is a key problem 
which has not yet been solved. 

One criterion, however, can be said with assurance to 
be absolutely dysfunctional in all cases. This is the 
criterion known as bias—a selection mechanism through 
which a rigid preconceived judgment selects only in¬ 
formation which is acceptable to it to be communi¬ 
cated. This phenomenon recalls Adlai Stevenson’s jocu¬ 
lar phrase, “On these conclusions do I base my facts.” 
An unbiased criterion of selection must choose any 
information or datum which is relevant, not just the 
information which is acceptable or pleasing. While the 
incidence of bias in Foreign Service reporting may be 
relatively low in comparison to other information 
media, it is still important to be aware of aspects of the 
reporting system which potentially could permit or en¬ 
courage bias. 

The Ultimate Level of Selection—“Clearing” 

At the present time, data to be reported and interpre¬ 
tations of this information are selected by a drafting 
officer and are subject to a “clearing” and approval 
process. (I will use “clearing” as a shorthand for both 
“clearing” and approval.) “Clearing” is the final pre¬ 
communication selection mechanism, and is executed 
vertically through the chain of command and horizon¬ 
tally between agencies, offices, sections, and so forth. 
When differing views exist, “clearing” is essentially a 
bargaining process between the drafting officer and 
“clearing” individuals and agencies. The process of 
“clearing” is often said to produce a consensus at the 
least common denominator, the maximum shared value. 
Indeed, agreement at the least common denominator is 
the logical result of bargaining between equals—be they 
individuals or agencies. However, the bargaining in¬ 
volved in the “clearing” process is often not between 
equals. 

Vertically, the power structure of the Embassy chain 
of command is clearly hierarchical. Individuals higher 
on the chain can refuse to “clear” information selected 
by persons below them and are able to sanction or 
reward these individuals. In contrast, individuals lower 
on the chain of command have no power vis-a-vis those 
above them. “Clearing” vertically is not a bargaining 
process between equals. Rather, it is a process whereby 
a comparatively small number of individuals (relative to 
the number of FSOs engaged in reporting) can exercise 
decisive control over the content of information to be 
communicated. This is clearly not the situation of least 
common denominator compromise, rather one of poten¬ 
tial or actual diktat. 

“Clearing” horizontally between agencies and sections 

also often involves a disproportion of bargaining power. 
Relatively greater power is in the hands of the agency 
or section granting “clearance” since it is able to with¬ 
hold the desired objective (“clearance”) unless the 
changes it demands are made in the information to be 
communicated. The only power which the initiating 
agency has over the “clearing” agency or section is the 
implicit threat of demanding reciprocal treatment in the 
future. This is an empty threat, however, in cases where 
the “clearing” agency or section does not submit its own 
reports for “clearance.” 

The present process of “clearing,” both vertically 
through the chain of command and horizontally between 
sections or agencies, is a mechanism of information 
selection characterized by the inequality of bargaining 
power between the initiator of reports and the “clear¬ 
ing” individuals or agencies. This disproportion of power 
allows a comparatively small number of (or single) 
individuals or agencies to exercise an important, and 
perhaps decisive, control over information to be commu¬ 
nicated. The possibility of bias or “conventional wis¬ 
dom” taking hold in such a system controlled by few is 
obvious. 

Michaud’s Mistake 

Functionally, the present Foreign Service reporting 
system consists of various levels of selection of data and 
interpretations. While ideally the reporting officer and 
“clearing” system are supposed to produce a detached 
and objective product, the present reporting system, by 
its elimination of alternative data and interpretations, is 
functionally a process of advocacy. 

At first glance, then, it would seem that Michaud, in 
suggesting that the FSO become an advocate rather than 
an observer, was calling for only more of what already 
exists. Michaud, however, in making his recommenda¬ 
tion, was evidently not referring to the functioning of 
the reporting system, rather he was focusing on the 
FSO’s philosophy of what constitutes his proper role. 
The maladies of the present reporting system, however, 
will not be corrected by a change in the philosophy of 
FSOs. Indeed, there is good reason for assuming that 
the present philosophy of detached observation is one of 
the few factors which lessen the tendencies toward bias 
inherent in the present reporting system. 

The Solution 

The shortcomings in the present system of reporting 
will be overcome only when there are changes in the 
functioning of the system. Michaud’s proposals for alter¬ 
ing the present “clearing” process are useful in this 
regard. The elimination of “clearing” in favor of a 
“coordination” system in which alternative data and 
interpretations could be spelled out would be a great 
advance. As Michaud suggested, the persons, agencies, 
or sections through which the report would be “coordi¬ 
nated” could place their dissenting views on a separate 
attachment to the report rather than altering its con¬ 
tents. This system would permit a wider range of 
alternative interpretations to reach the decision-makers 
in Washington, and would present a less deceiving 
picture of a situation by eliminating the specious image 
of authoritativeness which often emerges from the con- 

(Continued on page 45) 
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Dezinformatsiya as a secret weapon of governments 

and methods of circulating same 

IN May, 1969, NOVOYE RUSSKOYE SLOVO, an outstand¬ 
ing Russian language daily published in New York, 
carried a letter stating that the author (S. Woyciechow- 
ski), through association in the 1920s with a “white” 
emigre group in Europe (the so-called “Kutepov organi¬ 
zation”) had come across innumerable documents re¬ 
ceived from Moscow over secret channels, and that 
these documents later proved to be forgeries serving as 
tools “of Soviet provocation and deceit.” The letter then 
suggested that all documents coming clandestinely from 
Russia be treated with extreme caution as they too 
could be forgeries. 

The forged material to which the letter refers is a 
part of the so-called “misinformation” technique. 

“Misinformation”—or “dezinformatsiya” to use the 
Russian term—has long been known in military doc¬ 
trine. It now applies in international politics. The Mos¬ 
cow “Politicheskii S'lovar” (Gospolitizdat, 1958) edited 
by B. N. Ponomarev, defines the word: “dezinformat¬ 
siya is the intentional presentation of inaccurate in¬ 
formation with the aim of leading someone astray.” 
Experts on our side of the Iron Curtain see “dezin¬ 
formatsiya” as false, incomplete or misleading informa¬ 
tion passed, fed or confirmed to a targeted individual, 
group or country. 

Misinformation should not be confused with propa¬ 
ganda, which is biased information circulated by an 
identified source. A slanted TASS communique is la¬ 
beled TASS. All know that it mirrors the Soviet view¬ 
point. But misinformation appears under the guise of 
objective truth and masks the origin of the message by 
a false source. 

The channels circulating misinformation vary, depen¬ 
ding on the target and objective of the initiator. Mis¬ 
information appears even in scholarly studies. Vic¬ 
tor Alexandrov, an author of some renown in France, 
wrote a biography of Nikita Khrushchev entitled 
“Khrushchev the Ukrainian.” Analysis of this work has 
shown that some fifty per cent of the reference material 
he cites is false. Yet he hoodwinked United States 
officials sufficiently to have the forged biography briefly 
placed on the recommended reading list for United 
States Government personnel. 

Forged political documents occupy a place of honor 
among channels of misinformation, but serious analysts 
have given them little attention. Single cases of political 
forging and misinformation, the parent technique, have 
been examined with greater or lesser skill. The Memori¬ 
al allegedly submitted to the Japanese Throne in 1927 
by General Giichi Tanaka, Premier of Japan, awakened 
interest in political literature since it contained what 
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was purported to be Japan’s plan to crush the United 
States, conquer India, Asia Minor, and even Europe. 
Much ink was also spilled over the so-called “Zinoviev 
letter” that still remains in the public eye. Neither of 
these forged documents has ever been thoroughly re¬ 
searched or analyzed. 

Political forgeries take the form of official acts, 
circulars, instructions, minutes of meetings, memoranda, 
or letters exchanged between officials. Among them are 
resolutions of the Politburo of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, as well as 
classified State Department directives, secret cables to 
Washington sent by ambassadors, and Moscow commu¬ 
nications to agents abroad. 

By Soviet definition, a forgery is a document in which 
the genuine has been replaced by the false and the 
authentic by the imaginary. We consider that any text 
that has been altered even slightly is a fabrication. But 
seldom is a document completely forged. Accurate 
information or information viewed as true by the target 
must appear in the text to give it credence. The Tanaka 
Memorial deceived public opinion because it reflected 
aspirations already attributed by rumor to the Japanese. 

To succeed, a political forger usually selects a subject 
of vital interest to the target. Only then is the forgery 
likely to produce an effect. In 1925, the CHICAGO 

TRIBUNE carried a Comintern “instruction” to a mysteri¬ 
ous “Executive Committee of the Northern United 
States of America” which showed Moscow to be spend¬ 
ing large funds “to paint the United States red.” 
Fabricated by Soviet agent Druzhelovski in Berlin, the 
document contained serious factual errors obvious to 
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readers lacking experience in Soviet affairs. So great, 
however, was American concern over Moscow that the 
CHICAGO TRIBUNE, blinded by its interest in the subject, 
purchased the forgery. 

Forged material plays on wishful thinking, a weak¬ 
ness often encountered among observers. False evidence 
confirms the target’s hopes. The early 1920s illustrate 
the point. Moscow aimed at preventing Western Europe 
from interfering in Soviet affairs. While discussing plans 
for an armed intervention against Moscow, political 
leaders in Western Europe lived in the hope that 
internal tension would cause the Soviet regime to col¬ 
lapse. It was then that false reports from Russia led 
the West to believe that a Monarchist Association 
(MOTsR), an important opposition group, was plan¬ 
ning to overthrow the communist regime. Western ob¬ 
servers (members of the British, Polish, and other 
intelligence services and government officials) were 
only too happy to accept the story. Some even met 
MOTsR representatives who were actually Soviet agents 
masquerading as monarchists, and accepted from them 
abundant material, containing just as abundant misin¬ 
formation, on conditions in Russia. 

The interest of a political forgery lies in the source 
which set it afloat rather than in the identity of the 
technician who forged the document or in the circum¬ 
stances under which it was forged. To learn that an 
emigre in the presence of his pregnant wife forged the 
“Zinoviev Letter” and that a reception at “Berlin’s most 
fashionable restaurant, Monico’s” followed the fabrica¬ 
tion, may add piquancy to the tale but is merely a 
colorful smoke-screen diverting attention from a vital 
issue—the reason for the fabrication. The “Letter’s” 
travels from office to office, the signatures, the letter¬ 
head, all underwent minute scrutiny, but the forgery 
was hardly ever examined in the proper perspective. 

The Tanaka Memorial is another case where minor 
details were analyzed, but no effort was made to study 
important factors—the timing, errors of logic, and the 
forgery’s role in international relations. 

A suspect document—and here we side with Soviet 
scholars—must be examined in “indissoluble relation¬ 
ship” with its place in history; in other words, against 
the political background existing at the time of its 
appearance. 

But what political material should be considered 
suspect? First on the list is any document alleged to 
have originated in a highly guarded milieu where 
documents are closely protected, for example, the Polit¬ 
buro or the United States President’s personal files. Also 
suspect are documents that show errors of logic in the 
text or those that transmit information that should 
already be in the hands of the addressee. 

The timing of a suspect document often sheds light on 
the motive for the forging. For example, the forged 
“Politburo resolutions” circulated in Europe in the mid¬ 
thirties coincided with the communist effort to launch a 
popular front; the aim of the forgery was to change the 
image of the Comintern and the Soviet Government. 

A trait remarkable in many political forgeries of 
recent years is their direct or indirect link with Moscow. 
To the question: whom does this profit? Soviet foreign 
policy is almost invariably the answer. Raymond L. 
Garthoff, an authority on Soviet military doctrine, notes 
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that Soviet interest and accomplishment in deception are 
traits characteristic of military operations as well as 
Soviet political affairs. 

Time and again political forgeries have been traced to 
Moscow or to Soviet agencies operating outside Russia. 
Soviet services in Moscow supplied the MOTsR for¬ 
geries of the twenties, and today Moscow sources 
confirm the fact. Druzhelovski, a Soviet agent, produced 
the Comintern instruction published by the CHICAGO 

TRIBUNE and other similar material. Both sets of for¬ 
geries helped Soviet foreign policy. 

Well-founded suspicions involving Moscow exist 
about a number of other forgeries. Serious evidence 
leads to Moscow in the “Zinoviev letter” affair. So do 
certain facts in the Tanaka Memorial case. One of the 
sources that furnished “Politburo resolutions” to the 
German authorities is known to have been close to 
Soviet agencies. Extensive scholarly research is needed, 
of course, before a final conclusion can be reached on 
the origin of these forgeries. 

The doctrine supported by the Soviet government is 
largely responsible for this Soviet penchant for forged 
material as a tool in foreign policy. Lenin’s “left wing 
communism: an infantile disorder” dominates Moscow’s 
actions. This “encyclopaedia on the strategy and tactics 
of the international communist movement” as it is 
described by Soviet scholars, recommends stratagems, 
artifices, illegal methods, evasions, and subterfuges to 
the communist, and suggests that military techniques be 
transferred to politics. Leninism thus paves the way for 
the introduction into political relations of methods which 
in the past belonged to military tactics, such as misin¬ 
formation, camouflage, and the utilization of forgeries. 

The use of these new methods has created a new 
“socialist” art of diplomacy that differs from the diplo¬ 
macy practiced by non-communist countries. The 
United States regards diplomacy as a method of adjust¬ 
ing international relations by harmonious means in the 
interest of the country practicing the method. In Mos¬ 
cow’s eyes, diplomacy is a method of advancing the 
cause of the ruling class of the country practicing the 
method, that is, in the case of the Soviet Union—the 
communist cause. It follows that diplomacy influences 
the international environment in the interest of the 
“toilers” and “socialist” foreign policy aims at provoking 
dissent and conflicts in the enemy camp. As expressed 
by Lenin, “if we are obliged to put up with scoundrels 
such as the capitalists, each of whom is ready to knife 
us, it is our prime duty to make them turn their knives 
against each other.” In this effort forgeries have become 
a major instrument. 

The conviction that deceit, camouflage, and forgery 
belong in the field of intelligence rather than politics 
may explain the indifference of scholars toward the 
study of forged political material. The technical aspects 
of forging and the selection of agents and channels for 
the circulation of forged material have, for many years 
been subordinate to Soviet security services. The Lon¬ 
don WHITEHALL GAZETTE AND ST. JAMES REVIEW 

reported as early as 1926 that the GPU foreign depart¬ 
ment was engaged in falsifying “all kinds of documents 
of a financial, governmental, and political nature.” 
Many sources have confirmed this report and it seems 

(Continued on page 46) 
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“Some outsiders say that we cannot do the 

job from within. Implicit in my remarks 

today is the conviction that this is wrong.” 

—William B. Macomber, Jr. 

I N conducting State Department personnel on a tour d’hori- 
zon of deficiencies and needed reforms of the Department, 
Deputy Under Secretary William B. Macomber, Jr., dis¬ 
played an impressive knowledge of the terrain. He rightly 
pointed out that not only is skilled personnel needed, but 
also organizational reform, deep seated changes in pro¬ 
cedures, conditions of service and attitudes. He emphasized 
that “changes in tables of organization are never final and 
never finally solve basic management problems. More fun¬ 
damental to management success are: first, the attitudes 
and approach that managers at all levels bring to their jobs 
and instill in those about them; and second, the manage¬ 
ment tools we are continually developing and making avail¬ 
able throughout our organization.” 

As an instance of this, one might look at the Foreign 
Service entrance requirements. Far from constituting a man¬ 
agement tool, they completely ignore the organizational di¬ 
mension of foreign policy and diplomacy. No candidate for 
the Service is required to have the vaguest glimmer of it. 

State’s attitude is that whatever officers need to know 
about the foreign affairs establishment they can learn on the 
job. This is General Electric’s and General Motors’ position. 
They tell prospective applicants to acquire a good college 
education and that they will learn about the organization, its 
operations and problems once employed. But is not our 
calling more akin to a profession than to the manufacturing 
and sale of refrigerators and automobiles, so that candidates 
should know at least something about it as well as having 
a sound general undergraduate education? 

Private companies swiftly and systematically train newly 
employed personnel. Our attitude, on the contrary, is that 
knowledge of the Department, the Service and the foreign 
affairs community in Washington is not really necessary. 
Hence, the Department neither orients the newcomer in 
depth nor provides special courses to all officers at various 
stages of their careers. We take the same position in the 
orientation of novitiates as we take in entrance require¬ 
ments: they need not be well prepared about problems; they 
need not be forewarned; they will learn little by little, 
assignment by assignment, experience by experience. They 
will grope, make unnecessary mistakes, acquire all sorts of 
limited and parochial impressions and opinions, pick up all 
sorts of prejudices and fancies. But never mind. They will 
“learn.” Our attitude is such that we receive applicants as 
amateurs in the organizational dimension of foreign policy 
and diplomacy, and we turn them out to their first assign¬ 
ments still as babes in the wood. 

Twice in the last eight years I have sat through our 
“orientation” of newly commissioned officers. The first was 
on my own initiative. Horrified as an oral examiner to find 
how little successful candidates know about the bare bones 
of the organization to which they apply for admission, I felt 
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I should find out whether this gap might be filled by our 
induction process. So I attended “The Basic Officers 
Course.” That was in 1962. The gap was not filled. 

Three years later I was called back as a full-time 
consultant to put in a year of searching inquiry into some of 
our basic personnel problems. One was morale. We decided 
to tackle this through case studies of one manifestation—the 
drop-out of promising young officers. 

This led to similar studies of young officers who had not 
dropped out but were considerably frustrated. These probes 
strongly indicated that one source of low morale centered on 
a total lack of preparation for the environment of our 
diplomatic organization. So, again, I audited our orientation 
course; with the rotation of officers, it undergoes a perpetu¬ 
al tinkering; and to make any recommendation one had to be 
thoroughly au courant. Little had changed. It was improved 
in some areas but not in teaching the environment of the 
nation’s diplomatic corps. Both the materials and the lectur¬ 
ers dealt with our organization and its functioning in 
gingerly generalities. There was lacking a hard, realistic 
analysis of the problems that a diplomatic establishment 
presents to formulators of foreign policy and practitioners of 
diplomacy. At no point were the crucial organizational, 
operational and personnel problems frankly laid out and 
dissected. 

Just as in diplomacy we approach disagreeable matters in 
a way to allay their unpleasant features, so in orientation we 
play down the unpleasantries of our establishment. No one 
leveled with the young officers; consequently they encoun¬ 
tered the disagreeable problems with bewilderment and 
sometimes with shock. 

If it is expecting too much of government officials to tell 
the facts straight for fear of quotation reaching superiors or 
Congressmen, then at least neophytes can be required to 
read some of the material that is written from independent 
vantage points—material that tries to tell the truth. Neither 
of the orientation courses that I attended had a reading list 
of such material. However, shortly after my second ex¬ 
posure, an officer took over the course and produced one. 
It was of recommended, not required, reading, however. No 
survey was undertaken or even a show of hands requested 
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to indicate to what extent any of the reading was done. 
Orientation, I might add, has traditionally exacted no eve¬ 
ning study. It has been strictly a 9:00 to 5:30 proposition. 

One of the interesting points made by Mr. Macomber in 
his January 14 address was that various studies of the 
establishment over the last quarter century have been “very 
helpful,” “reflected a great deal of thinking” and provided 
“much preparatory work” for reforms. If so, why have they 
not been made required reading by every officer? Does not 
the attitude to which such a lapse attests, suggest that 
reform from within lacks a broad base of study and 
understanding? As a result, will not such changes as may be 
effected in the next few years, as have so many in the past, 
wither away as soon as their producers are rotated? 

One positive impact this lapse does have is to convey to 
every officer the impression that we do not have serious 
problems, or, if we do, they are not problems for Foreign 
Service officers. They are for someone else—“administrative 
types,” for instance. As Mr. Macomber said, “Management 
has not been our bag.” A deeply embedded attitude has 
made it this way and it will continue so until orientation, 
education and training are designed to root it out. 

These lapses, of course, explain why officers must rely on 
their own experiences in judging the nature of the Service 
and the Department. Experience is the yardstick in identify¬ 
ing problems and suggesting alternative solutions. Hence the 
existence of as many images of the Department and Service 
as types of officers and experiences. These myriad concep¬ 
tions, their contradictions and the confusion bred by them 
are a fertile source of frustration, poor morale, inadequate 
testimony before Congressional committees and glib replies 
to Presidents who ask what is wrong with the Department 
and are told by one of us: “You are." How much reform 
can such an establishment nurture and carry out for how 
long a time? 

The Department has aggravated this situation by failing to 
conduct research on organizational and personnel problems, 
either in the Department or contracting for it to be done on 
the outside. There is a notable exception: when William J. 
Crockett was Deputy Undersecretary for Administration. 
Mr. Crockett tried to do something along this line. 

Under the inspiration of Crockett, John E. Harr, author 
of “The Professional Diplomat,” when an officer of the De¬ 
partment initiated as a personal project a questionnaire ad¬ 
dressed to FSOs to ascertain their views, attitudes and movi- 
vations with respect to their calling. The Junior Foreign 
Service Officers Club has also done this once with junior 
officers. The only examination in depth of attitudes of 
which I am aware, however, was that done through the 
case studies mentioned above and that exercise proved of 
short duration. Does not all this say a great deal of the 
seriousness of our interest in this factor which germinates 
many of our personnel and organizational problems. 

But does this situation not say something of the depth of 
Department officers’ interest in the germination of problems 
that continue to plague the organization? It does. Also, 
continuous research and planning are obviously essential. 

One of our attitudes strongly inclines us to pragmatism. 
We depend so heavily upon information gained on the run, 
instinct and hunch, that we are something less than pro¬ 
found. Indeed, we boast that diplomats are born, not made, 
and we, of course, pride ourselves on being diplomats, not 
“organization men,” planners, researchers or managers. We 
say that foreign policy and diplomacy are essentially politi¬ 
cal processes and hence involve simply the art of the 
possible. We shrug off the suggestion that diplomacy may 
contain scientific elements by saying, irrelevantly, that it can 
never be “an exact science.” So we are much given to 
tinkering. This is why so much “reform” developed from 
within is just that. We call it reform but it is generally 
pragmatic juggling and adjusting. 
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Another attitude that handicaps genuine reform by our¬ 
selves is a distrust of “outsiders.” We view the State 
Department and Foreign Service as wholly sui generis. So 
we feel little is to be gained from engaging management 
consultants, scholars or almost anybody outside the clan. 
This is why every reform that has involved a “public 
advisory board” has withered away as soon as its innovator 
disappeared. Those “modern practices in public administra¬ 
tion” which the Foreign Service Act of 1946 extolled and 
which were intended to be applied sweepingly to the diplo¬ 
matic establishment were applied only fragmentarily and 
spasmodically until William J. Crockett made his great push 
from 1963 to 1967. We simply do not trust those who can 
best advise us on “modern practices in public administra¬ 
tions.” Until this distrust is rigorously rooted out of officers 
through suitable educational and training devices, reform 
from within will never prosper. 

Some of the reforms now proposed may fail to take 
adequate account of attitudes and wind up not as advances 
but retrogressions. For example, the proposed five-category 
personnel system. One of the categories is to be consular, 
separate from the political and economic staffs. Its officers, 
generally speaking, will be expected to serve only as consular 
officers—i.e., “consular specialists”-—and will be assigned, 
judged and promoted as such. This reflects an attitude long 
extant in our establishment that consular work is concerned 
only with passports, visas, protection and welfare and can be 
divorced from other work. This, indeed, is how the “con¬ 
sular” part of our orientation for new officers is structured. 
The divorce has thus become embedded in our attitudes 
from the start of our careers. 

But consular work has from time immemorial been 
political, informational, cultural, economic and commercial. 
Other nations so view it, and every other nation uses its 
consular posts accordingly. If for no reason other than to 
get our money’s worth from our consular posts, we must go 
conduct ours. This demands consular officers of as good 
background and instincts in political and other areas as 
political officers, and with just as thorough a familiarity with 
our foreign policies and diplomacy. Is it conceivable that 
such officers will be content to serve only in consular posts? 
It is not to me. If they are capable in a consular position, I 
would expect them to want other assignments in their 
careers. 

Such a system conjures to my mind the problems, includ¬ 
ing morale, that afflicted us prior to 1924, when we had two 
overseas services, diplomatic and consular. True enough, the 
proposal now is not to return to separate services. The 
categories or “tracks” are to be developed within a single 
service. But do we have clearly in mind the ease with which 
prejudice and morale mischief lurk in diplomatic passports, 
diplomatic immunities, tours of duty limited to capitals, and 
hobnobbing with the leading, “elite” personalities to be 
found in national capitals? These were some of the subtleties 

(Continued on page 47) 



“I am seeking only to face realities 

and to face them without soft concealments."—Woodrow Wilson 

Woodrow Wilson’s Last 
Special Agent to Mexico 

HOM his inauguration in March, 
1913, until the completion of his 
second term Woodrow Wilson was 
troubled by diplomatic problems 
arising from a social revolution that 
had begun in Mexico in 1910. On 
frequent occasions Wilson had by¬ 
passed official channels of the State 
Department and dispatched special 
agents whom he thought he could 
trust to provide him with an accur¬ 
ate on-the-scene observation and 
analysis of the intricate web of 
cross-currents inherent in that revo¬ 
lution. These confidential agents 
more often than not were non¬ 
career diplomatic personnel whose 
understanding of Mexico varied 
sharply from satisfactory to igno¬ 
rant. A major criterion for appoint¬ 
ment was personal friendship and 
service to the Democratic Party 01 

agreement with Wilson’s policies. 
The credulity and incompetence of 
some of these men Wilson did not 
seem to question. 

Wilson’s Mexican problem had 
commenced with a question of dip¬ 
lomatic recognition (that of Victo- 
riano Huerta) and ended with a 
similar issue. In the spring of 1920 
a coup d’etat had overthrown Pres¬ 
ident Venustiano Carranza whom 
Wilson had reluctantly granted de 
jure recognition three years earlier. 
The interim government of Adolfo 
de la Huerta (and official presiden¬ 
tial candidate Alvaro Obregon) 
proved conciliatory towards the 
United States and eagerly sought de 
facto recognition. 

Washington, however, was not 
prepared to act hastily. The Mex¬ 
ican problem by 1920 had 
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broadened for both countries. For 
Mexico mere political reform had 
been expanded into socio-economic 
goals. In the United States Wilson’s 
theory of constitutional legitimacy 
had blossomed into the larger pic¬ 

ture of the claims of injury and 
death to American citizens and 
damage to their property as a con¬ 
sequence of a decade of revolution¬ 
ary turmoil. Moreover, the wording 
of Article 27 of the Mexican Con¬ 
stitution of 1917 suggested an ex¬ 
propriation policy that seemed to 
threaten all existing property of 
foreigners in the country whether it 
had been legitimately acquired or 
not. 

Carranza’s fall from power tem¬ 
porarily eliminated the bugbear for 
Washington on the issues of diplo¬ 
matic claims and valid property 
rights of American citizens. Ten¬ 
sions were eased, but for the 

George Creel, Chair¬ 
man of the Commit¬ 
tee on Public Infor¬ 
mation during World 
War I 
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United States at least certain obsta¬ 
cles remained to handicap the re¬ 
sumption of normal diplomatic 
relations. Washington would post¬ 
pone recognition of the interim gov¬ 
ernment until a four point package 
was accepted by Mexico City: 1) 
internal order and stability were to 
be restored; 2) indemnities to for¬ 
eigners for injustices and claims es¬ 
tablished; 3) financial obligations 
of governments prior and subse¬ 
quent to 1910 assumed; and 4) no 
retroactive application of Article 27 
of the Constitution for the arbitrary 
confiscation of privately owned 
property. 

Mexico City expressed its will¬ 
ingness to accept the State Depart¬ 
ment’s recommendations, and Obre- 
gon’s election to the Presidency in 
September hastened its efforts to 
to initiate formal proceedings toward 
recognition before the American 
election in November. Although 
Obregon would not take office for 
his four year term until December 
1st, Mexico City regarded the de 
facto recognition of the interim de 
la Huerta government as an impor¬ 
tant precedent for such recognition 
being automatically granted to Ob¬ 
regon. The American political scene 
was obviously considered. As an 
outgoing President, Wilson had 
nothing to lose by granting recogni¬ 
tion while a Republican victory in 
November, as indicated by Senator 
Albert B. Fall and other antagonists 
of Mexico, might mean much harsh¬ 
er demands and possibly interven¬ 
tion. It was imperative that Obre¬ 
gon, who advocated a policy of 
pacification and reconstruction of 
his war-torn country, eventually re¬ 
ceive the recognition of the major 
powers which held the domestic 
capital Mexico needed for invest¬ 
ment and reconstruction. 

As the November election drew 
near, Wilson was urged by friends 
to salvage some respect for his 
Mexican policy. In late September 
campaign supporter Henry Mor- 
genthau, Sr., emphasized a chang¬ 
ing attitude in Mexico towards the 
United States and alluded to politi¬ 
cal advantages to be derived from 
restoring diplomatic relations. Si¬ 
multaneously George Creel, Chair¬ 
man of the Committee on Public 
Information (CPI) during World 
War 1, was approached for a simi¬ 
lar purpose in early October by 
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Roberto Pesqueira, a “dear friend” 
and de la Huerta’s representative in 
Washington. A high level conference 
was held by mid-October in which 
Creel agreed to visit Mexico City as 
Wilson’s confidential agent. Creel’s 
understanding of the Mexican prob¬ 
lem was perhaps as satisfactory as 
might be expected. The CPI had 
maintained a branch in Mexico, and 
Creel probably made reference to 
his distant cousin, once a Governor 
and a cabinet official in the latter 
days of the Porfirio Diaz regime. 
Creel’s motivations, however, were 
more personal in that he wished to 
vindicate Wilson’s policies. He hoped 
by his mission to thwart the Republi¬ 
cans in their platform pledged to a 
firm stand on Mexico and to re¬ 
move the sting of American oil 
interests in Mexico, the most pow¬ 
erful lobby in the United States 
demanding intervention in Mexican 
affairs and non-recognition of any 
government unfavorable to their in¬ 
terests. 

Creel met with the faction in 
power and reached agreement 
within one week on the terms Wil¬ 
son required for recognition. By 
October 26th the Mexican rep¬ 
resentative Pesqueira delivered a 
letter to the State Department basi¬ 
cally encompassing the four points 
in question mentioned above. Pes¬ 
queira was empowered to sign a 
protocol between the two countries 
if the United States were to resume 
formal diplomatic relations. The 
Department responded favorably and 
drew up a memorandum based on 
the letter of October 26th, and Pes¬ 
queira signed it. This information 
was released to the press by October 
30th. 

No action, however, was taken 
on the memorandum, and the ne¬ 
gotiations which had been slowly 
progressing toward de la Huerta’s 
recognition were suddenly can¬ 
celled. Creel returned to Washington 
dismayed and irritated at their col¬ 
lapse for which he blamed jealousy 
in the State Department at his suc¬ 
cess and renewed attacks by the 
lobbying American oil interests in 
Washington. 

In the State Department other 
reasons were given. Consular re¬ 
ports from Mexico in early Novem¬ 
ber indicated a revival of banditry. 
A circular from Mexico City to its 
diplomatic personnel abroad caused 

concern in Washington because it 
rejected the acceptance of any pre¬ 
conditions for recognition from the 
United States. Although Mexico 
City was undoubtedly attempting to 
refute charges of unconditional sur¬ 
render to the United States, the 
State Department was skeptical of 
the sincerity of de la Huerta (and 
Obregon). 

Wilson concurred in the Depart¬ 
ment’s inaction. Devoting his atten¬ 
tion to Europe after 1917, he had 
allowed the Secretary of State and 
the Division of Mexican Affairs to 
consider Mexico’s problems. Wilson 
likewise had grown considerably 
cautious toward any involvement in 
the southern republic. Both he and 
Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby 
were suspicious of the continuous 
agitation of American interests for 
diplomatic interposition, and dis¬ 
gusted with the members of the 
administration who had resigned to 
join the staff of the American oil 
companies in Mexico. 

It is conceivable then that Creel 
was too successful in reaching an 
immediate agreement. Wilson and 
Colby apparently believed Creel 
had either misrepresented Washing¬ 
ton’s position or had credulously 
accepted promises from Mexico 
City. Colby maintained that Pes- 
queira’s letter of October 26th could 
serve only as the basis for a pre¬ 
liminary step toward recognition, 
and not recognition itself. In an in¬ 
terview in April, 1921, with Hard¬ 
ing’s Secretary of State, Charles 
Evans Hughes, Wilson admitted that 
he had not found any hope of im¬ 
provement in relations between the 
two countries. 

The hesitation and delay in 
Washington in early November and 
the Republican electoral victory 
doomed de la Huerta’s chances for 
recognition. Within a few weeks his 
successor, Obregon, entered office 
to painstakingly reopen channels 
for negotiations. Wilson’s three re¬ 
maining months in Washington 
brought no change in the status 
quo. The prestige for a settlement 
of the outstanding controversies be¬ 
tween the two countries since 1910 
went to the Republican administra¬ 
tion—but only after a tedious two- 
and-a-half year prolongation until 
Obregon was recognized in August, 
1923, and diplomatic relations with 
Mexico were finally normalized. ■ 



Roger Cunningham traveled far but his later 

travels required no passport 

The 
Cunningham 
Saga 

I HAD not thought about Roger for years, and might 
never have thought of him again, had I not seen in a 
recent issue of TIME an obituary of his nephew and 
namesake, a prominent New York businessman and 
philanthropist. It brought back to me that July day in 
1943 when I returned from lunch to find Roger on my 
desk in the Department. 

I did not know at first, of course, that it was Roger. 
What I saw was a heavy package about 14 by 14 by 18 
inches, wrapped in brown paper and addressed to 
Jonathan B. Porter, Esq., American Foreign Service Offi¬ 
cer, in care of the Department. The postmark showed it 
had been sent from Smithville, Nebraska. 

A check of the records showed Jonathan Porter to be 
assigned to the American Consulate General at Vladiv¬ 
ostok, USSR; and I was about to forward the package to 
the mail room to be transmitted to Jonathan in the 
Soviet Union when my better judgment reminded me 
that before I sent the package halfway around the 
world, I had better check to make sure it really should 
go. And well I did! 

Peering into a break in the brown paper, I found that 
the package contained a polished mahogany box, in the 
center top of which was affixed an oblong silver plaque. 
By tearing the paper a bit more, I could see the inscrip¬ 
tion: “Roger Woodrow Cunningham, 1858-1941.” 

I started then on a quest to find out who Roger was, 
how he arrived on my desk, and where he was to go. It 
was nearly a month before I was able to unravel the 
mystery completely. As the story unfolds, you will 
understand the necessity for using fictitious names, for 
Roger’s family is an old and prominent one. The facts, 
however, are authentic. 

I shall not go into the details of how I tracked down 
the facts, searching through old files, corresponding at 
length with Foreign Service posts, talking with officers in 
the Department, slowly putting two and two together, 
and coming out finally with the whole saga of Roger and 
his globe-trotting adventures. With the pieces sorted out 
and arranged chronologically, the story finally emerged. 
Ordinarily, cases .such as Roger’s just don’t happen. But 
with a world at war, anything can be expected. 

To start at the beginning, in 1924 Roger, then about 
66 years old, decided to join that group of rich Ameri- 
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cans who choose to live out their declining years 
abroad. Switzerland appealed to him and, being well 
endowed with this world’s goods, he set up an establish¬ 
ment there, where he enjoyed life for many years. Came 
rumors of war. Many of Roger’s friends, gathering up 
their treasures, ran for home. But Roger stayed on. After 
all, an octogenarian in poor health does not lightly 
uproot himself. 

Then, in November of 1941, the frail old man 
succumbed to pneumonia. As is customary when an 
American citizen dies abroad without the presence of 
next of kin or someone legally empowered to act, a 
consular officer took temporary charge and cabled Rog¬ 
er’s brother for instructions. The brother cabled back 
that he wished Roger cremated and the ashes returned to 
New York City. 

So far, the story was clear, but where had Roger been 
between his death in November 1941 and that day in 
July 1943 when he appeared on my desk? 

By the time the consular officer had Roger ready to 
be shipped home, we were at war. How to send Roger 
back to the United States? Various plans were discussed 
and discarded. The problem was not resolved until 
April, 1942 when, to the relief of the consular officer 
(who was by now more than eager to be relieved of the 
responsibility for Roger), transfer orders arrived for 
Consul Alexander W. Finley. The orders specified that 
Mr. Finley, together with his wife and effects, was to 
proceed to Washington immediately for a three-year 
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assignment in the Division of European Affairs in the 
Department. What better than to have Mr. Finley bring 
Roger along as part of his effects? 

The Finleys arranged to proceed by car from Switzer¬ 
land across Southern France and Spain to Lisbon, where 
they would board a plane for New York. Household 
goods were crated and shipped, farewell parties were 
attended, and one morning Mr. and Mrs. Finley, in an 
old-fashioned open touring car, left for Portugal, the 
back seat piled with personal belongings—and Roger, 
who should have gone into a packing case, but had been 
overlooked. 

All went well until the travelers were almost across 
Spain. The roads were narrow and twisting at that 
particular point, night was coming on, and there had 
been a shower. Consul Finley miscalculated on a turn, 
the car skidded, slid against a culvert, and came to rest 
at a tilt. Luckily, it had been going fairly slowly, so that 
neither Mr. nor Mrs. Finley was injured beyond minor 
bruise. Many of the contents of the back seat, however, 
were scattered down a ravine. 

A score of local inhabitants, attracted by the crash, 
righted the car and assisted the Finleys in retrieving 
their belongings. With less than an hour’s delay, they 
were on their way again. 

About ten minutes later, Mrs. Finley suddenly said, 
“Alex, 1 don't remember seeing anyone put Roger back 
in the car!” 

A quick check of the load confirmed the horrible fact. 
There was nothing to do but return to the scene of the 
accident. With the help of a flashlight, Roger was 
located, partially hidden under a bush, where he had slid 
when the car tilted. Back into the car he went, and on to 
Lisbon without further misadventure. 

At Lisbon, Roger was squeezed into one of the crates 
of furniture to be loaded into the hold of the ship 
leaving shortly for New York. Mr and Mrs. Finley drew 
a sigh of relief and proceeded to forget Roger, settling 
down to enjoy a day or two in Lisbon before the plane 
on which they were to fly to New York was due to take 
off. 

Alas, their relief was premature, for there arrived at 
the Embassy a set of amended travel orders. Consul 
Finley would not proceed to Washington for duty in the 
Department; he would proceed instead directly to Syd¬ 
ney, Australia, for duty in the American Consulate 
General there. The United States Despatch Agent in 
New York would arrange to have the household effects 
transferred in New York, from the ship on which they 
would arrive from Lisbon, to an Australia-bound ship. 
The Finleys themselves would arrange to proceed di¬ 
rectly to Australia by the Eastern route, without coming 
to the United States. 

“Good Lord!” said Mrs. Finley, “What about Roger?” 
What about Roger indeed. It proved impossible for the 

Despatch Agent in New York to obtain access to the 
crate, which was in due course put on a ship for 
Australia. The ship made its way safely through the 
submarine zones, to dock finally, several weeks later, in 
Sydney. But after the unloading, the crate containing 
Roger could not be found. 

Four months later, the wife of another consular 
officer at Sydney said to Mrs. Finley, “Madge, I was 
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down on the dock today and saw a crate over at the back 
of the loading shed. Could it be your missing one?” 

Investigation proved it was indeed the missing crate, 
which had somehow been left behind in the trans¬ 
shipping operation in New York, and had been put on a 
later ship. Roger took up residence in Mr. Finley’s office 
in Sydney, having at one point been as close to his home 
in New York as the docks at Hoboken. The problem of 
getting him to his waiting relatives was as acute as ever. 

About that time, Vice Consul Porter arrived in Syd¬ 
ney, following a series of harrowing experiences in 
getting himself and a group of Americans out of an East 
Indian port just ahead of the invading Japanese army. 
Soon after his arival in Sydney, Vice Consul Porter 
received orders to proceed to Washington for consulta¬ 
tion, prior to traveling via Siberia to his new assignment 
in the American Consulate General at Vladivostok. He 
had permission to spend two weeks en route at his 
father’s home in Nebraska, the first time he had seen his 
family in some years. The earliest means of travel was 
by troop transport, bound for San Francisco after bring¬ 
ing a load of soldiers to Australia. Passage was arranged 
for Mr. Porter, and the Finleys thankfully gave Roger 
into his charge. It was by now late spring of 1943, and 
Roger had been ashes for almost a year and a half. 

In San Francisco, Mr. Porter was met by an old 
friend. Since it was Mr. Porter’s intention to travel fast 
and light to Nebraska, he asked the friend to send the 
personal luggage by express to Smithville, Nebraska and 
to express Roger to the Department. The friend, howev¬ 
er, was the procrastinating type, and it was several days 
before he realized that he really should do something 
about it. He made the decision while well into a cocktail 
party, and rushed off to take care of the matter right 
away, a most laudable step, except that he sent Mr. 
Porter’s personal luggage to Washington and Roger to 
Nebraska. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Porter haunted the Smithville ex¬ 
press office in vain. Finally he had to leave, but he told 
his father that when the luggage arrived, as it no doubt 
would in time, it should be sent to him in Washington at 
once. Upon his arrival in Washington, Mr. Porter was 
pleased to find his personal effects, just arrived from 
California, awaiting him. Glad as he was to get them, 
however, he was concerned at Roger's absence. 

The day following Mr. Porter’s departure from home, 
a box had arrived for him at Smithville, and his father, 
assuming it to be the missing personal effects, read¬ 
dressed it to Washington and sent it on its way. Upon its 
arrival in the Department, Mr. Porter thankfully recog¬ 
nized it, drew a sigh of relief, and told the mail room 
what it contained. 

The mail room, consulting its distribution list, ex¬ 
claimed, “Aha! Remains of an American who died 
abroad. That would be handled in the Division of 
Foreign Service Administration.” 

And that is how Roger arrived on my desk, just one 
year and eight months after his death in Switzerland. A 
telegram to his brother resulted in a reply which asked 
me to send Roger to his home town. I sent him, express 
collect, to his waiting relatives; and so far as I know, he 
still rests in his family mausoleum, in peace at last, I 
trust, after his wanderings. ■ 



Two Images of the Nation 
State System 
THE INSECURITY OF NATIONS: Interna¬ 
tional Relations in the Twentieth Cen¬ 
tury, by Charles Yost. Praeger. 
THE INEQUALITY OF STATES: A Study of 
the Small Power in International Rela¬ 
tions, by David Vital. Clarendon Press. 

Reviewed by 
Frank Ralph Golino 

WILLIAM B. MACOMBER, Deputy Un¬ 
der Secretary of the Department of 
State, observed in a public address on 
January 14, 1970, that: “In the dec¬ 
ades remaining in this century rela¬ 
tions among nations will offer greater 
opportunity and greater peril to the 
occupants of this earth than ever be¬ 
fore.’’ Both of these books address 
themselves to this national security 
paradox of the Twentieth Century but 
from opposite ends of the telescope. 
Both authors are “practitioners” as 
well as analysts of international rela¬ 
tions; both have been involved in the 
formulation and execution of the for¬ 
eign policies of their respective coun¬ 
tries, which are among the largest and 
smallest of state actors in the interna¬ 
tional system. 

Ambassador Yost is a distinguished 
member of the American Foreign Serv¬ 
ice. His repeated association with the 
United Nations, which began at Dum¬ 
barton Oaks in 1945, was culminated 
by his appointment as United States 
Representative to the United Nations 
in January 1969. From 1966 to 1969 
he was a Senior Fellow at the Council 
on Foreign Relations, which is the 
sponsor of his study. 

Mr. Vital is a member of the Israel 
Government Service who was award¬ 
ed a year’s leave of absence in 1965- 
66 to prepare his study at St. Antho¬ 
ny’s College, Oxford. The diverse na¬ 
tionalities of these two foreign affairs 
specialists is perhaps the causative ex¬ 
planation for the remarkable diver¬ 
gence of their perspectives concerning 
the nation-state system. 

While Vital equates insecurity with 
inequality, Ambassador Yost is not as 
concerned with the inequalities of in¬ 
ternational relations as he is with the 

insecurity of the global system. Am¬ 
bassador Yost's world is a world dom¬ 
inated by the two super powers. It is a 
world in which Europe, the Far East 
and the so-called Third World are the 
three principal arenas of conflict for 
the United States and the Soviet 
Union. He expresses concern that 
despite the enormous technological 
and other progress in human affairs 
during the past half century man is as 
insecure if not more insecure than 
ever. He notes that wars are still 
fought in the name of national securi¬ 
ty and that the means statesmen and 
soldiers use to promote national secu¬ 
rity “do more on the whole to pro¬ 
mote insecurity.” In this regard he 
believes that human nature and hab¬ 
its, scientific progress, traditional na¬ 
tionalism, nuclear weapons, new po¬ 
litical ideologies (faiths) and systems, 
and economic change and expecta¬ 
tions all play -their part in the insecuri¬ 
ty of nations. But, the primary cause 
of the insecurity of nations is, ac¬ 
cording to Ambassador Yost, “the 
very attribute on which nations pride 
themselves most—their sovereign in¬ 
dependence, their ‘sacred egoism,’ 
their insubordination to any interest 
broader or higher than their own. The 
tragic character of their condition 
lies, moreover, in their habitual failure 
to understand what their own interests 
really are, to recognize that the inter¬ 
ests of all are in the modern world so 
bound together that those of one na¬ 
tion cannot be imperiled without all 
being imperiled.” In other words, for 
Ambassador Yost international rela¬ 
tions is a game of loaded billiard balls 
where states are constantly banging 
into each other and where the greater 
the number of states the greater the 
chances are -that conflicts will occur 
which might destroy the entire sys¬ 
tem. 

He therefore sees the assimilation 
of nation-states into a more coherent 
and functional international system as 
the only reliable escape from the inse¬ 
curity of nations, indeed from eventu¬ 
al disaster. Such a system, based on 
the rule of law, implies the existence 
of “some impartial and effective inter¬ 
national authority, expressing man’s 
best instincts and common interests, 
designed and empowered to keep the 
peace, restrain aggressive govern¬ 
ments, control national armaments, 
negotiate and enforce peaceful settle¬ 
ments, facilitate peaceful change, and 
assist new states to develop and mod¬ 
ernize. When single states or coalitions 
take it upon themselves to perform 
these tasks in their own way, they 
inevitably raise up rival states or coal¬ 
itions which insist on performing them 
otherwise.” 

While he rules out the possibility of 

a pax Sovietica or pax Americana as 
intolerable and anachronistic, Ambas¬ 
sador Yost states that the solution he 
recommends depends on a significant 
measure of Great Power cooperation. 
In Southeast Asia and the Near East, 
for example: “What is necessary. . . is 
that both the Soviet Union and the 
United States, with their principal al¬ 
lies, should conclude (1) that the 
absence of more effective means of 
peace-keeping is creating unaccepta¬ 
ble risks to their national interests, 
(2) that unilateral and competitive 
peace-keeping seems likely to magnify 
rather than reduce those risks, and 
(3) that a gradual reinforcement of 
multilateral peace-keeping through the 
United Nations offers a mutually ac¬ 
ceptable and mutually manageable 
means of limiting those risks.” 

In sharp contrast, Vital sees the 
insecurity of the nation-state system 
not in the absence of great power 
cooperation or in the multiplicity of 
membership in the system but rather 
in size. “In other words the smaller 
the human and material resources of a 
state the greater are the difficulties it 
must surmount if it is to maintain any 
valid political options at all and, in 
consequence, the smaller the state the 
less viable it is as a genuinely inde¬ 
pendent member of the international 
community.” 

Vital’s study successfully attempts, 
therefore, to answer three questions: 

“(a) What are the practical conse¬ 
quences for the small -power of the 
material inequality of states? 

“(b) What are the limits of the 
small power’s strength and, in particu¬ 
lar, its capacity to withstand great 
external stresses? 

“(c) Given its limited resources and 
the ease with which overwhelming 
strength can be marshalled against it, 
what national policies are open to the 
small power to pursue?” 

Thus, while Ambassador Yost 
reflects a basic anxiety concerning the 
adequacy of existing collective securi¬ 
ty arrangements and for the preserva¬ 
tion of international order as well as 
the existence of mankind, Vital is 
more concerned with the existence 
and freedom of the individual nation¬ 
state. His analysis of the political via¬ 
bility of the small state is cast in terms 
of “the isolated maverick, unaligned 
power, the small power alone—the 
state which can rely least on outside 
help and sympathy and which, by 
virtue of its situation, is compelled to 
make its own decision on the basis of 
its own understanding of that situation 
and such resources as are available to 
it.” 

Vital seems to agree with Yost’s 
observation that the higher levels of 
most governments are not able easily 
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to gain a comprehensive view of the 
affairs of other states. He also concurs 
with Yost’s view that “foreign rela¬ 
tions continue for the most part to be 
conducted in a hurly-burly of hasty 
encounters.” Vital adds, however, that 
the unending search for coherence 
impels the policy makers of large 
states to consider the problems of 
small states in the light of consider¬ 
ations which are not directly relevant 
to the small states and which they can 
only influence marginally. Vital is also 
critical of what he calls the “compul¬ 
sion to view affairs in a very broad 
perspective where generalities count 
for very much more than details.” He 
feels this puts the small states at a 
disadvantage since it ignores the high¬ 
ly differentiated circumstance in which 
each is placed. What Vital does not 
point out is that this is a two-sided 
argument since over-generalization 
can facilitate the gaining of consensus 
in a pluralistic society where foreign 
and other policies are determined 
through the competition of particular 
interests. It may be easier for coun¬ 
tries such as the Republic of China or 
Israel to obtain military assistance 
from the United States if they are 
seen as “bastions of democracy” in 
their respective areas than it would be 
by pleading solely on the merits of 
their unique circumstances. It has 
been argued, for example, that Pres¬ 
ident Truman may have exaggerated 
the Communist threat to Greece and 
Turkey in order to gain Congressional 
approval for economic and military 
assistance to these two countries. 

In assessing the practical conse¬ 
quences for the small power of the 
material inequality of states Vital 
notes that with a smaller machinery of 
government and a narrower range of 
problems the small power can more 
easily attain coherence of policy. On 
the other hand, the preponderance of 
physical strength in the great power is 
“buttressed by inequality in the instru¬ 
ments of foreign policy and by a 
combination of indifference and deep- 
rooted reluctance to ascribe any prac¬ 
tical significance to the doctrine of the 
legal equality of states.” The margin 
of security available to great powers 
in proportion to their physical size and 
political influence is reduced almost to 
nought in the case of the small state. 
“In some respects the strategic prob¬ 
lems facing the small power in condi¬ 
tions of conventional warfare are sim¬ 
ilar to those which would face all 
states in the event of nuclear war: 
There can be practically no recuper¬ 
ation from major defeat and very 
possibly none from major attack ei¬ 
ther.” Vital points also to a set of 
practical military problems which 
grow in relative insolubility as the size 
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of the state diminishes. These include 
(a) those posed by the nature of 
modern weapons; and (b) those 
which arise out of the impossibility of 
maintaining a wholly autonomous de¬ 
fense industry. 

Vital converges with Yost in observ¬ 
ing that in all situations short of 
outright conflict, the modern defense 
establishment constitutes a source of 
weakness, an accentuation of the gen¬ 
eral vulnerability of the state, small or 
large. Citing a quotation from the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, Ambassador 
Yost observes, for example, that ever 
since shortly after World War II the 
military power of the United States 
has been steadily increasing while 
throughout this same period the na¬ 
tional security of the United States 
has been rapidly diminishing. Despite 
this basic security dilemma, Vital ar¬ 
gues that the small state “has the most 
profound reasons for attempting to 
offset limited numbers, limited sup¬ 
plies and small room for manoeuvre 
by acquiring weapons of the highest 
fire power, mobility and operational 
efficiency and which are consequently 
of the highest complexity and cost.” 
He cautions, however, that: “The 
small power can hope to operate free¬ 
ly within the limits set by two points: 

“(a) the point at which it can safely 
maintain a defensive posture, i.e., 
effectively safeguard its status quo; 
and 

“(b) the point at which it is likely 
to evoke excessive, counter-productive 
response.” 

Thus, in analyzing the options 
which small powers have to pursue 
national policies, Vital concludes that 
with rare exceptions small powers are 
generally unable to inflict economic 
hardship on other states. It is equally 
difficult for the small state to maintain 
an effective military deterrent due to 
the asymmetry of relations between 
major and small states. Even the re¬ 
stricted number of highly industrialized 
small states which have the scientific, 
technological and economic capacity to 
acquire an autonomous nuclear force 
would face national suicide if they 
deployed such weapons against a ma¬ 
jor opponent. Nevertheless, “there 
may be circumstances—rare but not 
inconceivable and for which there are 
historic precedents—where anything 
less than a nuclear capability would 
invite conquest.” 

In summary, Vital’s impression con¬ 
cerning the possibilities for survival of 
small politically isolated states is as 
disquieting as Ambassador Yost’s view 
of the over-all international system. 
Both remain optimists, however, with 
Ambassador Yost placing his confi¬ 
dence in the strengthening of interna¬ 
tional cooperation through an im¬ 
proved United Nations and Mr. Vital 
relying on the cohesiveness and lead¬ 
ership capacity of the small state. If 
Ambassador Yost’s hope for the re¬ 
vival and reenforcement of the United 
Nations is utopian or idealistic, then 
Vital is obviously the realist or Hans 
Morgenthau of small power politics. 

THE UNITED NATIONS AND How IT 
WORKS, revised edition, by David Cush¬ 
man Coyle. Columbia University Press, 
$7.50. 
PUBLIC PAPERS OF THE SECRETARIES- 
GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS, Vol¬ 
ume 1: Trygve Lie 1946-1953, edited by 
Andrew W. Cordier and Wilder Foote. 
Columbia University Press, $15.00. 
THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE MIDDLE 
EAST CRISIS, 1967, by Arthur Lall. Co¬ 
lumbia University Press, $10.00. 

Although the number of books en¬ 
gendered by an institution is not al¬ 
ways indicative of its importance, cer¬ 
tainly there is some relation. After 
twenty-five years, the United Nations 
can look back on a wide number of 
volumes inspired by or growing out of 

“The United Nations and How it 
Works”: A useful volume first put out 
in 1955, has been revised this year 
with an introduction by Arthur Gold¬ 
berg. It is probably the most useful 
single handbook about the United Na¬ 
tions and has run through an impres¬ 
sive number of reprintings. Arthur 
Goldberg’s introduction points up the 
importance of the United Nations and 
the United Nations family of organi¬ 
zations. He urges us to learn more 
about the United Nations’ workings as 
we are drawn ever closer as neighbors 
whatever our color, creed, religion, or 
vocations. This book is highly recom¬ 
mended for laymen and practitioners 
alike. 

“Public Papers of the Secretaries- 



General of the United Nations, Vol¬ 
ume 1: Trygve Lie 1946-1953”: Per¬ 
haps the most prestigious indication of 
fame in public life is determination 
that one’s name justifies putting out a 
volume of public papers. The first of a 
series of public papers of the Secre- 
taries-General of the United Nations 
has been published by Columbia Uni¬ 
versity Press. Volume I contains the 
papers of Trygve Lie 1946-1953. It is 
a formidable volume but essential for 
anyone wishing really to understand 
how the United Nations organization 
got moving. It is impossible to imagine 
the United Nations without the early 
influence of Trygve Lie. The papers 
are interspersed with thoughtful ex¬ 
planatory notes by President Andrew 
Cordier of Columbia University, 
former Under Secretary-General of 
the United Nations. It is a welcome 
addition to our libraries. 

“United Nations and the Middle 
East Crisis in 1967”: The third book 
deserving mention is a lengthy case 
study of the Middle East problem. 
Arthur Lall has given the story his 
own coloration. It is, however, a read¬ 
able account, useful because of the 
collection of relevant documents 
which he appends to the book. Mr. 
Lall’s solution is at least different. He 
suggests that each side in the conflict 
enter into an identical treaty with the 
United Nations, thus getting around 
the difficult solution of the refusal of 
one party to negotiate directly with 
the other. For a student of Middle 
East problems or for a person inter¬ 
ested in the details of how one partic¬ 
ular and difficult case has been han¬ 
dled in the United Nations, the book 
is interesting reading. 

—JOHN M. CATES, JR. 

Tribute from an Adversary 

EUROPE AFTER DE GAULLE, by Lord Glad¬ 
wyn. Taplinger Press. 

T HE post-war policies of General 
Charles de Gaulle are renowned for 
two goals that he unswervingly pur¬ 
sued. He sought to restore France to 
her pre-war position of supremacy in 
the affairs of continental Europe, and 
to restore Europe to a position of 
parity and independence between the 
two super-powers. 

To achieve these aims, de Gaulle 
never hesitated to behave in a way 
that many Europeans and more 
Americans considered incompatible 
with the spirit of Atlantic solidarity. 
He opposed all forms of supra¬ 
national controls; he took France out 
of NATO; he successfully blocked 
British entry into the European com¬ 
munity; he rejected American military 
domination of the Atlantic Alliance; 

and he did his best to undermine 
American economic and political influ¬ 
ence in Europe. 

Lord Gladwyn (earlier known to us 
as Sir Gladwyn Jebb) seeks to inter¬ 
pret the policies of the great man in 
this comprehensive but admirably con¬ 
cise volume—really about de Gaulle 
himself rather than the future of Eu¬ 
rope. It is a thorough, painstakingly 
documented, step-by-step account of 
the evolution of de Gaulle’s policies. 

Both as Ambassador to France and 
in his other public and private capaci¬ 
ties Lord Gladwyn has been a leading 
proponent of Britain’s entry into Eu¬ 
rope. He has also been one of the 
foremost advocates of genuine Euro¬ 
pean unity. It is not surprising, there¬ 
fore, that Lord Gladwyn was unalter¬ 
ably opposed to de Gaulle’s European 
policy and is convinced that the future 
of Europe depends on the repudiation 
of de Gaulle’s policies. 

Lord Gladwyn contends that how¬ 
ever changeable and even erratic 
some of de Gaulle’s courses of action 
may have been since 1945, they have 
had an underlying consistency that in 
essence has been to associate France 
in combinations that assure her of 
maximum influence in European 
affairs. He believes that the key to 
understanding of de Gaulle’s policy is 
to observe the fluctuating fortunes and 
relationships of the great powers dur¬ 
ing the post-war years and the way 
in which de Gaulle accommodated 
French policy to these fluctuations so 
as to give France political “leverage” 
far in excess of its actual political and 
military strength. 

However much Lord Gladwyn may 
admire de Gaulle’s tactical astuteness 
and iron determination in carrying his 
policies out, he believes that these 
policies are both pernicious and self- 
defeating. 

Thus “Europe after de Gaulle” is a 
bill of indictment, but one cast in a 
mold quite different from the usual 
strident polemics of the anti-Gaullist 
journalists and bureaucrats on this 
side of the Atlantic. Lord Gladwyn is 
scrupulously fair in his recounting of 
the facts; there is no distortion, no 
suppression, no invidious inferences. 
He concedes the' sincerity of de 
Gaulle’s faith in European unity even 
though he considers it vitiated by in¬ 
sistence on French preeminence. Even 
more importantly, Lord Gladwyn 
gives due credit to the man himself— 
to his magnanimity, his culture, his 
historical insights, his uncanny politi¬ 
cal prescience, and the indomitable 
courage of his decisions on Indochina 
and Algeria. 

In reading this tribute from a dedi¬ 
cated adversary, one is struck by how 

fundamentally unqualified Americans 
are to give advice on European 
affairs. 

As a cultivated Englishman with the 
same traditions and sense of values as 
his great protagonist across the chan¬ 
nel, Lord Gladwyn can understand de 
Gaulle as we cannot. 

—CHARLES MAECHLING, JR. 

China’s Asian Policy 

VIETNAM AND CHINA: 1938-1954, by 
King C. Chen. Princeton University 
Press, $12.50. 

“U.S. deference to France after 
the war cost the United States a 
golden opportunity to save thou¬ 
sands of American lives in Viet¬ 
nam in the 1960s. Had Washing¬ 
ton insisted on granting independ¬ 
ence to Vietnam, as Britain did 
to India, the American involve¬ 
ment in Vietnam in the 1960s 
might well have been avoided.” 

The rationale for this arresting quo¬ 
tation is cogently argued in a defini¬ 
tive study of relations between China 
and North Vietnam from 1938 to 
1954, in which Dr. Chen of Brown 
University examines the background 
for United States involvement in the 
Vietnam war and traces Ho Chi 
Minh’s rise to leadership of the Viet¬ 
namese Communist Party and his 
relations with Chinese Nationalists 
and Chinese Communists. 

The author covers Sino-Vietnamese 
relations from 300 B.C., through the 
French take-over of Indochina in 
1885 and the Chinese Communist 
revolution of the 1940s, to the Geneva 
Conference of 1954. Much attention 
is given the negotiations at Geneva 
and the positions of the United States, 
United Kingdom, Soviet Union, North 
Vietnam, and Communist China. 

In the 1938-1954 period, Sino- 
Vietnamese relations-—both in the 
time of the Chinese Nationalists and 
the Chinese Communists—were sig¬ 
nificantly conditioned by four out¬ 
standing influences: (1) geographical 
contiguity; (2) the long historic and 
cultural background that induces Viet¬ 
namese to look to China when the 
latter is engaged in political evolution, 
cultural movements, or social change; 
(3) racial affinity and similar socio¬ 
economic conditions creating natural 
ties between the two peoples (Ho Chi 
Minh in 1961 described Sino- 
Vietnamese relations as “particularly 
intimate” and “as one hundred favors, 
a thousand loyal affections, ten thou¬ 
sand loves”); and (4) a similar cause 
and ideology, notably during the 
Communist era, reinforcing the rela¬ 
tionship. 

‘‘The Vietnamese nationalist 
revolution was modeled after and 
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benefited from that of China . . . 
Communist China’s aid to North 
Vietnam from 1950 to 1954 was 
decisive in her victory over the 
French. . . . The significance of 
the Chinese revolutionary model 
for Vietnam lies in Peking’s offer 
of material aid, which helped to 
implement the model, and in Vi¬ 
etnam’s learning from the Chi¬ 
nese experience.” 

China’s attitude in 1954 and 1968 
towards peace-making in Vietnam was 
vastly different. In 1954 China was a 
leading champion of peace, seeming 
at times more concerned for peace 
there than the Soviet Union. In 1968 
Peking insisted on Hanoi’s rejecting 
any peace talks on Vietnam, averring 
that conditions for negotiations were 
not yet ripe. The Chinese Communists 
denounced President Johnson’s pro¬ 
posal of March 31, 1968, for peace 
talks as a fraud and urged the Vietna¬ 
mese to “fight on to the end.” 

China’s Asian policy has three main 
goals: “to exclude all Western powers 
from Asia, for Asians to settle Asian 
affairs, and to lead all Asian nations. 
China’s policy towards Vietnam has 
been directed toward keeping the 
United States bogged down as long as 
possible in an attempt to drain US 
financial and man-power resources in 
order to compel her to capitulate— 
unconditional withdrawal from Viet¬ 
nam.” 

Professor Chen's authoritative in¬ 
terpretations owe much to his analyti¬ 
cal expertise as a political scientist and 
to his access to a large collection of 
unpublished Chinese official and pri¬ 
vate documents covering Sino 
Vietnamese relations from 1940 to 
1950. His scholarly study will surely 
be a standard work for years to come. 

—ROBERT W. RINDEN 

More Fascinating than the Play 

THE OPPENHEIMER CASE: Security on 
Trial, bv Philip M. Stern. Harper & Row, 
SI 0.00.' 

I HE Oppenheimer case was one of 
the great dramas of our time. In 
recognition of the inherent drama, it 
has been drawn on for a play which 
was a success in Europe and will come 
to Washington shortly. The transcript 
of the case, however, in a thousand 
closely printed GPO pages, is more 
fascinating than any play for one who 
lived through World War II and the 
post-war period. It is one measure of 
the richness of this case that, where 
Philip Stern has written an absorbing 
book reconstituting the case and high¬ 
lighting the damage done by the ob¬ 
session with personnel security in the 
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’50s and beyond. Thomas Wilson of 
the State Department Counselor’s staff 
has completed another book on the 
case (to appear shortly after the first 
of the year) which focuses instead on 
the dominant issues of peace and war 
and the control of weapons. Mr. 
Stern’s book tells the basic story well 
and adds a helpful prologue and epi¬ 
logue. While Mr. Stern writes with 
evident feeling and with no attempt to 
conceal his personal sense of involve¬ 
ment, his account is balanced and 
objective. The story is replete with 
personalities; Oppenheimer himself, 
Dr. Edward Teller, General Leslie 
Groves, John McCloy, George Ken- 
nan, David Lilienthal, Lewis Strauss, 
and dozens of others. These men and 
their personal relationships of friend¬ 
ship and conflict are interwoven with 
many of the great issues of the past 
three decades: Communism and anti¬ 
communism, war and weapons and 
arms control, the tendency of the 
momentum of technology to dominate 
international power relations as well 
as the shape of our daily lives, the 
relationship of the individual (particu¬ 
larly the intellectual) to war and tech¬ 
nology and changing society. Books 
about trials are generally fascinating. 
This one, where not a crime but loyal¬ 
ties and ideas are under scrutiny has 
perhaps no equivalent since Galileo. 

—PHILIP J. FARLEY 

The Lhasa Revolt Recreated 

FROM THE LAND OF LOST CONTENT, by 
Noel Barber. Houghton Mifflin Com¬ 
pany, $5.95. 

INIOEL BARBER picks the subjects for 
his books the hard way. His formula: 
seize on one of history’s great conflicts 
and then recreate it through the words 
of survivors and documentation. 

His “Sinister Twilight,” says the 
NEW YORK TIMES, “recreates the 
tragedy of Singapore as vividly and 
compelling as though the story had 
never been written before.” 

Now Barber has turned to the 
Lhasa revolt of 1959, that epic but 
fruitless effort by Tibetans to with¬ 
stand the invading Chinese. The au¬ 
thor interviewed dozens of Tibetans in 
places as widely scattered as India and 
the United States. He talked with a 
government clerk, with Tibetan 
monks, with the Dalai Lama’s moth¬ 
er, and with His Holiness the Dalai 
Lama himself. 

Not content with personal inter¬ 
views, Barber went to the British For¬ 
eign Office to supplement his informa¬ 
tion with documents recording 
Chinese broadcasts, newspaper and 
magazine content at the time of the 
revolt. 

The result—a day-by-day account 
of the gallant straggle put up by the 
Tibetans. Though they lost their capi¬ 
tal and their country to the invader, 
they did—by their heroic efforts— 
allow the Dalai Lama to reach the 
sanctuary of India. 

This book is the story of that strug¬ 
gle and that city: “Lhasa, the distant 
city unlike any other in the world, still 
stands. . . a symbol of defiance by the 
puny against the mighty, of the un¬ 
quenchable spirit of men who, howev¬ 
er far away from us are now welded 
by a common bond with their brothers 
in Budapest and Prague. For they also 
asked for freedom.” 

—JAMES O. MAYS 

Penetrating Yet Compassionate 

NOTES FROM AFRICA, by H. S. Aynor. 
Praeger, $5.95. 

FROM the title and the dust jacket, l 
assumed that this slim volume, by a 
veteran Israeli diplomat, was another 
standard collection of ambassadorial 
reminiscences of discreet trivia. In¬ 
stead, it is a succession of penetrating 
yet compassionate vignettes of the po¬ 
litical, social and economic problems 
of contemporary black Africa. Much 
of it is in the form of dialogue, remin¬ 
iscent of Plato, with protagonists of 
the various elements: peasants, tradi¬ 
tional chiefs, French-African career 
officers, a prime minister whose devo¬ 
tion to both negritude and the French 
cultural community makes one guess 
he is Senghor, an enlightened British 
Governor General in a self-governing 
African member of the Common¬ 
wealth, and several young European- 
educated civil servants seeking to rein¬ 
tegrate into the African life. 

Aynor’s experience of being accred¬ 
ited concurrently to adjacent coun¬ 
tries, one ex-French and the other 
ex-British, gave him a unique opportu¬ 
nity to interpret the different ap¬ 
proaches of the two colonial systems 
and the imprint made on their leg¬ 
atees. The French African finds fault 
with the British system for relying on 
and reinforcing the reactionary chiefs, 
leaving a heritage of divisive tribal¬ 
ism. The British African is critical of 
the lower level of literacy outside the 
elite, the disposition to extravagant 
“parade projects,” the relative ineffici¬ 
ency and continued fiscal dependence 
on the ex-metropole which he ob¬ 
serves across the border. 

Why the continued corruption and 
nepotism? In place of a sociological 
essay, we learn to sympathize and 
understand, without fully condoning, 
from the comments of a French- 
educated district commissioner con- 



scientiously seeking to serve the peo¬ 
ple under impossible tribal pressures. 
He concludes: “It is impossible to 
satisfy even their most urgent re¬ 
quests. So the art of statesmanship is 
the art of how to compromise in the 
division of a nonexistent cake.” 

Why do so many hopeful aid 
projects go sour? What might have 
been explained in abstruse econome¬ 
tric equations is made vivid in con¬ 
crete examples of an abortive resettle¬ 
ment scheme, a poultry project en¬ 
countering a native reluctance to eat 
eggs, and a hospital located without 
regard to tribal sensitivities. 

After a succession of such portraits 
and dialogues, set in a flowing narra¬ 
tive, Aynor concludes with what pur¬ 
ports to be his annual economic re¬ 
port, and which emerges as a pas¬ 
sionate plea for the developed coun¬ 
tries not to lose heart but to increase 
both the volume and the quality of 
their assistance to Africa. 

—ARMISTEAD LEE 

Bolivia’s Evolution 

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
BOLIVIA, by Robert Barton, published by 
EDITORIAL "LOS AMIGOS DEL 
T.IBRO," La Paz-Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

To set forth “an account of all that 
has taken place in upper Peru from 
earliest times to the present” is the 
challenging task which Cultural Af¬ 
fairs Officer Robert Barton set out for 
himself. Drawing primarily on sec¬ 
ondary sources available in Bolivia 
during his recent assignment there, 
Mr. Barton has put together a most 
readable overview of the colorful but 
tragic history of this little known 
Andean republic. Explicitly refraining 
from personal evaluation of causes 
and effects, he has given us a much 
needed historical introduction. 

Mr. Barton transports us over the 
high points of Bolivia's evolution from 
its tribal roots to the flowering of its 
Aymara culture, the successive in¬ 
vasions by the Inca and the Spaniard, 
the mineral wealth which gave the Al- 
tiplano special importance in Spain’s 
empire, the bloody civil uprisings 
which sapped it during both colonial 
and republican times, the lost wars 
with Chile and Paraguay and the so¬ 
cial revolution of contemporary Bo¬ 
livia. A commendable job and pleas¬ 
ant reading. It is made more com¬ 
mendable and pleasurable by Bolivian- 
inspired illustrations by his talented 
artist-wife, Mrs. Nancy Hemenway 
Barton, two of which appear on this 
page. 

—IRVING G. TRAGEN 

Problems and Prospects of Nation- 
Building in Africa 

NATION-BUILDING IN AFRICA: Problems 
and Prospects, by Arnold Rivkin, edited 
by John H. Morrow. Rutgers University 
Press, $10.00. 

HT the end of World War II there 
were only four independent nations in 
Africa. Now there are 42. None of 
them, as we know, had been given 
adequate preparation for independ¬ 
ence by the former colonial powers, 
and some none at all. Arnold Rivkin, 
the author of “Nation-Building in Af¬ 
rica,” describes and analyzes with au¬ 
thority and clarity the problems these 
nations have faced in coping with the 
complicated problems of establishing 
stable governments. 

It is doubtful if anyone better 
qualified than Arnold Rivkin could be 
found to make a study of this nature. 
He had devoted years of study to 
Africa, first while in the service of the 
US Government, then as Director of 
African Economic and Political De¬ 
velopment at M.I.T.’s Center for In¬ 
ternational .Studies, and finally at the 
World Bank. He had visited Africa on 
official missions countless times. His 
untimely death in September 1968 at 
the age of 49 deprives the United 
States of one of its greatest authorities 
on Africa. Fortunately he had largely 
completed this definitive work in 
manuscript form before his death. It, 
together with his previous two books 
and numerous articles on Africa, will 
assure his place as one of the out¬ 
standing American scholars writing on 
African subjects. 

Fortunately also Mrs. Rivkin per¬ 
suaded another of our leading Afri¬ 
canists, John H. Morrow, our first 
Ambassador to Guinea, to put aside 
temporarily his work at Rutgers in 
order to edit the manuscript and 
prepare it for publication. This he has 
done with modesty and skill. 

Arnold Rivkin in this, his last book, 
starts with the premise that individual 
state sovereignty, rather than Pan- 
Africanism, is the almost universal 
desire of the new African states. He 
has no quarrel with this concept but 
does regret the current opposition to 
federalism, which he considers has the 
greatest prospect for nation-building 
among the large African states such as 
Congo(K) and Nigeria. He also con¬ 
cludes that the trend toward one-party 
unitary governments will diminish the 
prospects of successful nation-building 
in Africa. He does not go along with 
the political scientists who accept the 
theory that unitary one-party govern¬ 
ments are better adapted to Africa 
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than the multi-party system, and who 
feel that such governments can or will 
remain democratic in nature. On the 
contrary, one-party governments are, 
he points out, with one or two excep¬ 
tions, authoritarian in nature. More¬ 
over, their weaknesses have brought 
about the numerous coups and mili¬ 
tary takeovers of recent years. 

From this rather pessimistic picture 
the author concludes that the inter¬ 
twined problems of economic develop¬ 
ment and nation-building are likely to 
be more difficult of achievement and 
take more time than most Africans ap¬ 
pear to expect. This state of affairs— 
of expectations outrunning capacity— 
is, he suggests, likely to make the next 
several decades in Africa highly unset¬ 
tled, and render the already uncertain 
nation-building and development pros¬ 
pects even more hazardous. 

This frank assessment by an expert 
in government will not, it may be 
assumed, be pleasing to many African 
leaders. If however they read this 
book they would gain a more realistic 
appreciation of what the future may 
hold. They will at least be pleased to 
learn that the author considers the 

prospects for successful nation¬ 
building to be better in Africa than 
they are in Asia or Latin America. 

“Nation-Building in Africa: Prob¬ 
lems and Prospects” can be highly 
recommended to the members of the 
foreign service community who have 
served or are serving in Africa. It 
should also be of interest to the re¬ 
maining members of that community 
who are almost certain to serve in one 
or more of the growing number of 
nations of Africa sooner or later. 

—J. C. SATTERTHWAITE 

A Powerful, Lyrical Work 

A BEGGAR IN JERUSALEM, by Elie Wiesel. 
Random House, $5.95. 

E LIE WIESEL describes his novel, “A 
Beggar in Jerusalem,” more eloquent¬ 
ly than I can: “This tale aims to be 
all-encompassing, on all levels. It tries 
to show what cannot be shown (the 
holocaust), to explain what is not to 
be explained (the weight of history on 
dreams and dreamers), to recapture 
an experience that cannot be relived.” 
The narrator, subject and witness of 

the tale is David, a beggar, perhaps a 
madman, standing in front of the 
Wailing Wall one night immediately 
after the Six Day War, seeing and 
reliving his childhood in Transylvania, 
the horrors of World War II, the 
deadness of its aftermath, the feeling 
that the horrors of history were return¬ 
ing in May 1967, finally the Six Day 
War itself. Part of this life is relived 
through the tales of the Hassidim, 
part of it through a friend—a real 
one? an imaginary one? an idealiza¬ 
tion of himself? perhaps all of these? 
Katriel, to whom David bears witness 
as he bears witness to the whole tale. 

It is a tale of blurred distinctions: 
distinctions of time, first of all, since 
David himself sees time as a blur; the 
distinction between individuals, too; 
and perhaps most important of all, the 
distinction between sanity and mad¬ 
ness. Madness is the bearer of truth: 
first the truth of the hell that was 
the holocaust, and later—with the 
triumph in the war and the return to 
Jerusalem, does the madness of the 
new Israeli, the new Jew, the madness 
of self-confidence, triumph over the 
weight of Jewish history, over “the 
beginning of things” which David has 
related? Neither David nor, one sus¬ 
pects, Wiesel can quite bring himself 
to believe that it does. We are left 
with the question. 

This is a powerful, lyrical work—a 
tale, a web of tales, its messages the 
more gripping because they are never 
made explicit. As one of the charac¬ 
ters says, “only the unnameable is 
immortal.” “A Beggar in Jerusalem” 
as Wiesel says of novels in general, “is 
not to be explained. It is to be read.” 

—TERESITA CURRIE 

Vietnam Conflict in Pictures 

13/13 VIETNAM: SEARCH & DESTROY, by 
Gordon Baxter. World Publishing Com¬ 
pany, $6.95. TN his photographic essay, Gordon 

Baxter gives a dramatic account in 
word and picture of a battle in Viet¬ 
nam that he witnessed and photogra¬ 
phed. His purpose is to help his com¬ 
patriots understand why we are in 
Vietnam and what we are fighting for. 
Besides a moving account of Ameri¬ 
cans in battle, he describes the Med- 
CAP operation, in which thousands of 
South Vietnamese receive medical at¬ 
tention, food and clothes. 

Nothing but praise can be voiced 
for the purpose of this photographic 
essay and its stirring realization. The 
fact remains, however, that what 
Baxter has set forth in hard cover is 
also seen weekly in such periodicals as 
LIFE and LOOK and daily on American 
television screens. 

—ROBERT W. RINDEN 
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OBSERVER OR ADVOCATE 

from page 30 

temporary “cleared” report. The new system would also 
tend to reduce the much qualified equivocations which 
often result from the “clearing” process’s reconciliation 
and homogenization of conflicting views. 

Decisions on the impact of a specific overseas situa¬ 
tion on United States policy must ultimately be made in 
Washington. Information is available there on the totali¬ 
ty of the domestic and foreign environment in which our 
policies must operate. Any reporting system from the 
field which eliminates alternative data and interpreta¬ 
tions before they reach Washington in effect makes 
decisions that should be made only in Washington. While 
it is true that there are other channels of information to 
Washington, both inside and outside the Government, in 
addition to Foreign Service reporting, there is no 
guarantee that these channels are not also eliminating 
alternative data and interpretations through their own 
formal or informal mechanisms. 

In order to make a contribution to sound decision¬ 
making, Foreign Service reporting must illuminate, not 
suppress alternatives. The “clearing” system should be 
abandoned and control over the communication of 
information should be decentralized. This process would 
not only encourage the production of alternative data 
and interpretations, but also should correspondingly 
lessen the tendency toward bias inherent in the present 
communications system. 

In addition, as Michaud rightfully suggests, changes 
should be made in the personnel evaluation system in 
order that persons expressing dissent or alternative 
views will not be sanctioned. More frequent post inspec¬ 
tions and the evaluation of individual officers’ reporting 
in Washington (as advocated by Michaud) would lend 
objectivity, at least to a limited degree, to the presently 
highly subjective process of personnel evaluation. Cer¬ 
tainly, the worst possible system for producing objective 
information is the present one in which the officers who 
judge personnel performance also control access to 
communications. 

Verdict on Michaud 

In sum, Michaud arrived at some worthwhile sugges¬ 
tions based on partially inaccurate premises. The FSO 
should continue to strive to be a detached observer 
rather than an advocate, in order to protect himself 
against bias. But, in order to allow the FSO to be a truly 
detached observer, he must be freed from a reporting 
system which potentially can be the instrument for the 
advocacy of biased, partial, or inaccurate information, 
without the saving grace of competition or the free play 
of ideas. The so-called “information explosion,” the 
quantum increase of information reaching Washington 
from many sources, is no excuse for preserving the 
present system. Indeed, rather than producing an ava¬ 
lanche of alternative data and interpretations the “in¬ 
formation explosion” may only produce a more solidly 
reinforced “conventional wisdom.” The Foreign Service, 
in order to contribute to sound policy decisions, must 
make a conscious effort to generate, or at least not to 
suppress, alternate points of view. The first step toward 
that goal is the modification of the present system of 
reporting. ■ 
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FORGERY 
from page 32 
conclusive, therefore, that a branch of the Soviet secret 
service specializing in forging material and in its dissemi¬ 
nation has been operating for quite a while. The respon¬ 
sibility for planning the type of material to be circulated 
lies, however, with officials other than the Soviet secret 
service. Says Alexander Orlov, high ranking security 
officer who broke with Moscow: “The matter of decid¬ 
ing what information or rumors, if any, should be 
deviously planted within the earshot of a foreign gov¬ 
ernment is a question of high policy itself and must be 
subordinate to the specific aims pursued by the highest 
Soviet policymakers.” 

Forged political documents traceable to Soviet initia¬ 
tive may be roughly divided into several groups. 

Documents intended to influence the thinking of 
foreign governments fall into one group. The message 
they carry is carefully masked by authentic information 
since the targets are experts. The forgeries travel to their 
destination usually over intelligence channels and sel¬ 
dom receive publicity. MOTsR material which misin¬ 
formed foreign services from 1922 to 1926 and was 
exposed in 1927, has received no publicity to this day. 

A second group of forgeries complies with Lenin’s 
suggestion that “if the least opportunity arises of aggra¬ 
vating the differences between America and other capi¬ 
talist countries, it should be grasped with both hands.” 
These documents are intended for a wider but still 
sophisticated audience. The documents are nonetheless 
more easily identified as forgeries. The “Fechteler re¬ 
port” (Paris LE MONDE, May 10, 1952), a forgery 
intended to stir hostility toward America and among 
West European nations, follows the pattern. 

Forgeries of a third type incite the people outside the 
Iron Curtain against all authorities in their countries. 
The target is the man on the street. The text of the 
material aims at trying to convince the unsophisticated 
that non-communist officials act immorally and crimi¬ 
nally and that the Establishment should be opposed. 
The allegations made in the forged materials are often 
absurd, yet the forgery leaves a residue of doubt and 
hostility toward the Establishment in the mind of the 
reader. 

Documents forged in order to be exposed as forgeries 
fall into the fourth category. Crude errors, usually of 
place, name or title which can be traced and easily 
verified, are consciously introduced into the text by the 
forger. They enable readers to recognize forgeries with¬ 
out the aid of experts. The crude errors in the Comin¬ 
tern “instruction” to the Executive Committee of the 
Northern United States of America easily identified the 
document as a forgery and led public opinion to doubt 
all evidence, including the genuine, that Moscow was 
aiding the revolutionaries. 

Against this background, the warning in NOVOYE 

RUSSKOYE SLOVO has an ominous ring. We know that 
Soviet foreign policy continues to be built on Leninism, 
that communist principles have undergone no change, 
and that Soviet diplomacy remains “socialist.” The 
possibility of deceit, camouflage, and political forging 
cannot therefore be denied. 

It is for us to identify the fabrications and determine 
the value of these forgeries to Soviet foreign policy. ■ 
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REFORM FROM WITHIN 

from page 34 

which contributed to the serious morale and operating 
problems we experienced before, and for some years after, 
the Rogers Act. Will they not reappear in the proposed track 
system? They almost certainly will unless concerted and 
vigorous efforts are made to change attitudes and values 
nurtured by attitudes. 

Before a reader dismisses this point, let him answer this: 
what is our prevailing attitude today toward consular posts 
and assignments? Are they less attractive than embassies? 
Do we regard them as generally staffed with people of less 
political sensitivity, information, and judgment than those in 
embassies? Are they less capable of seeing the whole picture 
of a country and therefore viewed as making only fragmen¬ 
tary and superficial political assessments? Are they regarded 
as having less comprehension of the Department’s policies 
and diplomacy about not only their country of assignment 
but to the whole range of our activity? Is this likely to 
increase under a track system? 

Let us examine one other facet of this. To what extent do 
embassies bring consular officers within “the family” of 
officers now, even when the consular officers are posted 
within embassies? To what extent are they kept informed of 
the embassies’ political, economic, informational and cul¬ 
tural activity and thinking so as to participate intelligently in 
them? To what extent do we view “consular activities” as 
germane to these others? 

Present attitudes are an important consideration in weigh¬ 
ing the extent to which a “category” or “track” system may 
reinforce a view that consular officers are somehow apart 
from diplomatic. This could reproduce an unhappy condi¬ 
tion from which we were rescued by the Rogers Act. Would 
it not be better to broaden our conception of consular duties 
and correct adverse attitudes toward them than to introduce 
a system which may well reinforce them? 

We like to believe, as Mr. Macomber said, that reforms 
and modernization imposed upon us from outside “will be 
neither as informed nor effective as those we initiate 
ourselves.” But apart from a very few like Mr. Macomber, 
how well informed are we as to what needs to be done? 
How well informed are we as to past efforts and what went 
awry? To what extent, to paraphrase George Santayana, are 
we so unknowledgeable that we are condemned to repeat 
past mistakes and to innovate changes which will afflict us 
with evils earlier corrected? How well prepared are we to 
support and follow through on any of the sound changes to 
be made? To what extent will these be imposed upon us, not 
from the “outside” but by a few who perceive, while the rest 
of us, not perceiving, will let them evaporate when the 
innovators vanish from the scene? These are basic ques¬ 
tions—basic to reform—and we had better recognize that a 
sizeable task of systematic education and training faces us. 

The Foreign Service Institute must thus be envisaged in 
far bolder terms than heretofore. Its programs must be the 
keystone of any reform arch. If we do this, we must be 
prepared to confront the problem of numerical staffing. It is 
no good planning a better, more effective FSI if there are 
not enough officer bodies available for assignment to its 
courses. For years, our staffing pattern has been too tight to 
permit adequate programs in FSI, including correspondence 
courses. A disproportionate part of the time and energy of 
FSI staffers goes into trying to pry loose bodies from the 
bureaus and the Service. A staffing pattern more congenial 
to educational and training programs must be provided. This 
means more funds for an expanded staff. Are we reformers 
ready and willing to put that up to the Administration and 
Congressman Rooney? If we are and prepare our case 
thoroughly we may find them more than sympathetic. It is 
time, at any rate, we put them to the test. ■ 
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DO OUR THING 

from page 21 

shoulders for his impertinence. If 
the advocate-judge does not act, 
some representative of a rival ad¬ 
vocacy may grab the loose ball and 
keep it for a long and costly series 
of downs. 

The resumption of normal advo¬ 
cate-judge operations after an issue 
comes back down from crisis man¬ 
agement is more complicated than 
a simple grabbing of the ball and 
running with it. The whole playing 
field is often profoundly altered. 
Sometimes the advocate-judge 
officials may not even be able to 
decide quickly which side of the 
field they are defending. One is 
reminded of rival tribes of ants 
trying to pick up their war again 
after a bulldozer has gone through 
the neighborhood. 

Particularly disturbing to the ad¬ 
vocate-judge is that he has only the 
vaguest idea of what the crisis 
managers have been doing. Their 
decisions per se are often not rec¬ 

orded. Implementing instructions 
tend to be transmitted by limited 
distribution messages or by oral 
communication. It adds up to a 
re-shuffling of the deck from time 
to time in any conflicts between 
advocacies. But before long the ad¬ 
vocacies are once more preoccu¬ 
pied with their multi-polar multi¬ 
dimensional tug-of-wars, and ev¬ 
erything returns to its pristine state. 

If the picture of decision-making 
conveyed herein is convincing to 
knowledgeable readers, it need not 
lead to condemnation of the crisis 
management system. It has its 
faults, but it is certainly, in terms of 
the security of the nation, infinitely 
preferable to the advocate-judge 
system for dealing rapidly and de¬ 
cisively with fast-moving problems. 
If the auxiliary crisis management 
system were not available, one can 
imagine three or four conflicting 
advocacies locking horns, piling up 
mountains of paper arguments, and 
letting the sky fall down on the 
national interest while they try to 
outflank their rivals in some cases 

or seize the opportunity to leap for 
the jugular of a suddenly weakened 
opponent in other cases. The advo¬ 
cate-judge system simply cannot 
work in crises. A separate system is 
the only alternative to a series of 
national disasters. 

For the crisis managers, no mat¬ 
ter what their personal failings and 
no matter what the shortcomings of 
the crisis manager role, do at least 
make their decisions in terms of the 
national interest as they perceive it, 
and not with the advocacy of a 
sub-national interest clouding their 
vision. Is it possible that this char¬ 
acteristic of the crisis manager role 
explains why so very few otherwise 
well-qualified professional diploma¬ 
tists, professional soldiers, and pro¬ 
fessional overseas operators can 
reach and keep an active role in 
the crisis management system? Is it 
not possible that after two or three 
decades of the advocate-judge role 
they have become so habituated to 
it that they cannot shift to the role 
of crisis manager even if offered an 
opportunity? ■ 
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GLOSSARY FOR SPACE 

ROBERT DEVEREUX 
The space age has brought into common usage a host of 

new words and terms—astronautics, count-down, nose-cone, 
etc.—and, at the same time, has brought into prominence an 
even larger array of long-established words that were former¬ 
ly more or less known only within the scientific community. 
This is especially true as regards the names of the various 
sciences that deal with the earth as a unit of the universe 
and with its phenomena and with the universe itself. A full 
understanding of current news stories on space developments 
requires an accurate awareness of what each such science 
involves, but the present writer submits that most readers 
lack such knowledge. The point is easily proved or disproved. 
Listed below are the names of 15 such sciences, together with 
a second list of their definitions. How accurately can you 
match up the two lists? 

1. aerolithology (••..) 1. systematic description of the 
sun 

2. aerology (....) 2. science of description and 
mapping of the heavens 

3. aerostatics (....) 3. branch of astronomy dealing 
with fixed stars 

4. areology (....) 4. science of the sun’s energy 
and action 

5. astrognosy (....) 5. scientific observation of clouds 
6. astrography (....) 6. science of the equilibrium and 

motion of gases and of solid 
bodies immersed in them 

7. astrolithology (....) 7. science that deals with mete¬ 
orites 

8. astrometry (....) 8. science or study of the planet 
Mars 

9. cosmogony (....) 9. branch of astronomy dealing 
with measurements of the ce¬ 
lestial bodies, esp. those made 
to determine their positions 
and movements 

10. cosmography (....) 10. science dealing with the con¬ 
stitution of the whole order 
of nature or the figure, dis¬ 
position and relation of all its 
various parts 

11. cosmology (....) 11. branch of systematic philoso¬ 
phy that deals with the char¬ 
acter of the universe as a cos¬ 
mos by combining speculative 
metaphysics and scientific 
knowledge 

12. heliology (....) 12. science dealing with meteors 
13. heliography (-.) 13. branch of astronomy dealing 

with the origin and develop¬ 
ment of the universe and its 
components 

14. meteoritics (....) 14. science of the description and 
discussion of the phenomena 
of free air as revealed by 
kites, balloons, airplanes and 
clouds 

15. nephelognosy (....) 15. science that deals with mete¬ 
orite stones 
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PLEASE allow me to respond, in your 
pages, to those parts of Ambassador 
Kohler’s recent letter to the JOURNAL 
which relate to the recruitment and 
examination of candidates for junior 
Foreign Service officer commissions. 

He forecast that “it will be found 
impracticable to examine candidates 
for admission under the category sys¬ 
tem.” He did not “believe that the 
bulk of the candidates will know 
enough about the Foreign Service to 
make such a choice . . 

Since 1962, the FSO examinations 
have included special options for can¬ 
didates interested in performing 
economic/commercial or administra¬ 
tive/ management work. Thousands 
have taken those options. In Decem¬ 
ber, 1969, 264 candidates took Option 
B (Administrative) and 336 took Op¬ 
tion C (Economic/Commercial). 

Over 100 passed Option B, and are 
quickly being interviewed by the oral 
examining panel. These interviews, in¬ 
cluding a pre-examination “briefing” 
on administrative affairs in the For¬ 
eign Service, go deeply into the nature 
of careers in the administrative cate¬ 
gory of our profession, so that those 
who pass are fully aware of the work 
they have engaged to perform. These 
candidates include a number with ad¬ 
vanced degrees in public or business 
administration who could easily get 
better-paid jobs in private industry. 
Indeed, several MBA candidates in 
New York were introduced to two 
men who had recently quit the For¬ 
eign Service, from junior levels, in de¬ 
cisions to move to better pay in pri¬ 
vate life. After the evening was over, 
every candidate maintained his appli¬ 
cation to the Foreign Service with 
even more certainty. (There is a rum¬ 
or that they may even have persuaded 
one of the ex-FSOs to apply for re¬ 
appointment to the Foreign Service). 

On the economic/commercial side, 
201 passed Option C last December 
and are being interviewed by their 
oral examining panel, chaired by 
Howard Parsons, one of our most 
distinguished FSO economists, who 
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has proven his managerial and politi¬ 
cal abilities in many demanding situa¬ 
tions. The candidates have selected 
their category of professional develop¬ 
ment by taking Option C. The oral 
interview will be shaped to make sure 
that the candidate has a clear sense 
of what he will be doing. 

There has never been a problem of 
choice for those candidates who want 
to become “political” officers. The 
great majority of FSO candidates 
have been—and still are—primarily 
interested in working in essentially 
"political” affairs. Frequently, a candi¬ 
date will stress to an oral panel his 
deep and abiding interest in becoming 
an expert on Russia, for example, He 
often is already qualified in the lan¬ 
guage, has visited the USSR, and is 
concentrating his gratuate studies on 
that subject. There is no doubt in his 
mind what “category” he wants to en¬ 
ter. Many are just like him, although 
their concentrations range from Africa 
to China to Latin America. 

(I am not proposing, believe me, 
that such candidates will make the 
best “political” officers. I am only 
noting that most FSO candidates have 
made a choice about their career cate¬ 
gories, often in quite specific terms, 
long before they take their examina¬ 
tions) . 

The Consular category is more 
troublesome to staff from junior FSO 
ranks because there has never been a 
special option offered for their recruit¬ 
ment. Today, the Panel examining 
those candidates who passed Option A 
—the traditional generalist point of 
entry—is inquiring of those who pass 
the oral if they wish to enter the con¬ 
sular track. Our success, to date, has 
been reasonably satisfactory. 

Ambassador Kohler urges us to 
place on the oral examining panels 
“officers who have demonstrated a 
mastery of . . . core skills as well as 
mastery of a specialization.” This is 
also our objective. I am convinced 
that the Ambassador and our col¬ 
leagues in the Service will note with 
approval such assignments to the oral 
panels as FSO-1 Robert L. Brown, 
recently Economic Counselor in Tai¬ 
pei, currently Deputy Executive 
Secretary of the Executive Secretari¬ 
at; FSO-1 Normand Redden, an out¬ 
standing example of the best officers 
who have followed the consular track; 
FSO-3 William Woessner, one of the 
bright young political officers with 
proven managerial ability; FSO-5 D. 
Lowell Jones, a veteran of tough ad¬ 
ministrative jobs in Africa, with de¬ 
grees in political science. 

Furthermore, at the suggestion of 
the Director General, we have been 
inviting to attend the oral examina¬ 
tions such distinguished officers as 

Deputy Assistant Secretaries Margaret 
Tibbetts, Emory Swank, William Sul¬ 
livan, Rodger Davies, Chris Van Hol- 
len, and Robert Hurwitch. They share 
in the judgments of the candidates 
they meet, and give counsel on the 
conduct of the examinations. 

I sincerely hope that Foy will also 
join us some morning or afternoon 
when he is next in Washington. 

JOHN H. STUTESMAN, JR. 

Washington 

From Rhetoric to Policy . . . 

DEPUTY Under Secretary Macomb- 
er’s January 14th speech on “Man¬ 
agement Strategy—A Program for 
the 70s” offered a number of interest¬ 
ing suggestions for “revitalizing” the 
diplomatic service. Wheels of change 
turn very slowly on Foggy Bottom, 
however, and one wonders how much 
of the noble rhetoric will become, in 
fact, new policy. 

For example, we are told that po¬ 
litical specialists will no longer be 
appointed Consuls General as consola¬ 
tion prizes if they fail to become 
Ambassadors or DCMs. We were also 
told that Section 519 of the Foreign 
Service Act permitting the retirement 
of former ambassadors for whom 
there are no longer “suitable” posi¬ 
tions available may be employed 
(more precisely “we shall be prepared 
to use”). 

While both measures would certain¬ 
ly help to upgrade the Consular 
“cone,” does anyone seriously believe 
that hard-working and capable con¬ 
sular types will really become princi¬ 
pal officers in the near future at the 
traditional “out-to-pasture” consular 
posts in Italy, Southern France, and 
Spain et al.? It’s hard to believe that 
past and present policy of sending 
senior political types that no one 
knows what to do with (including 
some ex-Ambassadors) out to retire at 
pleasant consular posts will really 
change very much in the near future. 

WM. L. CARTER 

Washington 

To Pasturage? 

I ENJOYED reading the address of 
Professor Galbraith published in the 
December issue of the JOURNAL, and 
agree with him that the Foreign Serv¬ 
ice must mobilize to protect itself. 
His talk was amusing, glib, and 
offered some good ideas. However, his 
glibness led him into error when he 
stated that the good climate of Paler¬ 
mo and Naples tend to make these 
posts pasture for older officers. I 
would like to correct this misstatement 
and point out that the consulates 
of Palermo and Naples have a work 
load much larger than many of our 



embassies, that the presence of the 6th 
Fleet in the Mediterranean and 
NATO south headquarters in Naples 
gives another dimension to these two 
cities and that good judgment and 
wise representation is essential. The 
two former ambassadors who are run¬ 
ning these offices are serving their 
country well, and perhaps waiting un¬ 
til the President stops filling ambassa¬ 
dor’s jobs with amateurs and they will 
again have an opportunity to serve as 
chiefs of mission. 

LILLIAN TOOTLE 

Switzerland 

Not Weaving, Embroidery 

"^HE most important statement in 
John Bowling’s interesting article 
(“How We Do Our Thing: Policy 
Formulation,” January, 1970) occurs 
in the penultimate paragraph: “[Real¬ 
izing] an approximation to identity 
between the formal image and the 
actual shape and process of the group 
is an adjustment to reality, and is 
usually worth the pain and discomfort 
over the long run.” There is more at 
stake here than mental health, desir¬ 
able though that may be in itself; a 
knowledge of what we really are and 
what we really do is essential in order 
to evaluate performance, determine 
whether improvement is required, and 
design and implement change. It is 
unfortunate that this crucial prelude 
to effective reform—a concrete and 
well-developed analysis of how the 
existing system works—is so seldom 
attended to properly. 

If effective reform (or a defensible 
decision to let well enough alone) 
depends upon knowing “the actual 
shape and process of the group,” has 
Mr. Bowling succeeded in describing 
the reality of the Department of 
State? He begins by asserting that, “A 
central, if not the central, function of 
the State Department is to assist the 
President in the formulation of for¬ 
eign policy,” and adds that younger 
officers tend to be occupied more with 
the execution of policy, while higher 
ranking officials spend most of their 
time in formulating policy. But is it 
not true that, like snake oil salesmen, 
we spend more of our time peddling 
the product (including pouring it into 
new bottles, redesigning the label 
from time to time, etc.) than we do 
tinkering with the formula? Perhaps 
Mr. Bowling would agree that much 
“policy formulation” by members of 
the State Department consists of in¬ 
terpreting available guidance, rework¬ 
ing it where necessary to suit a partic¬ 
ular need or development. 

At one point in his essay, Mr. Bow¬ 
ling mentions the “warp” and “woof” 
of a Foreign Service officer’s work. So 

far as policy-making is concerned, the 
appropriate analogy is not weaving 
but rather quilt-making or embroidery 
(parts of three telegrams from the 
file, two paragraphs from a recent 
Presidential speech, plus a little care¬ 
ful stitching: voila! a “new” policy 
statement). 

In a system where policies grow 
rigid with time, tend to be self-rein¬ 
forcing, and are difficult to change 
in any significant way (and so are 
rarely changed), I am not sure that 
Mr. Bowling’s characterization of the 
policy process as a “judge-advocate” 
system fully captures the reality. 
This argument, which is carefully 
elaborated in the article, is true to 
some extent, but it does not seem to 
take proper account of the degree to 
which existing policies bound the proc¬ 
ess. Nor does it fully reflect the 
extent to which officers find it neces¬ 
sary, for a variety of reasons not to be 
explored here, both to anticipate the 
requirements of superiors up the line, 
shaping their actions accordingly, and 
to provide a framework for their sub¬ 
ordinates that results in “realistic” de¬ 
cisions and reports. As the process 
appears to me, it requires judges, 
rather than advocates. (But it realizes 
it ought to want advocates. This ex¬ 
plains the frequent references to the 
desirability of “creativity,” “initia¬ 
tive,” etc. found in promotion board 
precepts and the like. While promising 

to reward them, the system itself as¬ 
sures that these qualities must remain 
in short supply.) 

The Bowling article and the fore¬ 
going comments may appear to be 
idle chatter to some. However, dissat¬ 
isfaction with the functioning of the 
present system continues to give rise 
to proposals for reform, both official 
and privately sponsored. In order to 
intelligently weigh these and formu¬ 
late others in the future, we need to 
understand, articulate, and reach a 
consensus of sorts on how the State 
Department works. To give a trivial 
example of what I mean, the CASP 
system, despite the limitation of being 
cyclically oriented (“It’s February, 
what are my policy alternatives?”) 
makes a great deal of sense if we 
agree that the present system subtly 
but effectively discourages the de¬ 
velopment and consideration of policy 
options in the course of day-to-day 
operations. If Mr. Bowling’s observa¬ 
tion that the judge-advocate system 
“insure[s] that top decision-makers 
at or near the Presidential level have 
all the possible arguments for most 
alternatives brought before them” is 
preferred, then an important element 
of the rational for CASP disappears. 
To say nothing of the refurbished 
NSC. 

DENIS LAMB 

Cambridge 

Life and L^ve in the Foreign Service By s / Sadler 

“The former ambassador-designate deserves our understanding and sympathy, not 
censure. The press hailed his appointment, the Senate Foreign Relations Com¬ 
mittee did not even ask him to appear, and the Government of the Republic of 
Permissivia granted its agrement in record time. Then, three hours ago, he re¬ 
ceived word that the National Students Union of Permissivia had refused to 
grant its agrement!” 
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Pioneer Study 

JOHN BOWLING'S "HOW We Do Our 
Thing: Policy Formulation" in the 
January JOURNAL was for me the 
wisest and most lucid statement yet 
made about the Foreign Service. It 
takes genius to describe a fact of life 
at once obvious and yet never isolated 
and made known before. May that 
legion of earlier Foreign Service diag¬ 
nosticians feel an appropriate chagrin 
for having spoken so positively and at 
such length about a system its mem¬ 
bers understood so little! The Bowling 
article is pioneer work and should 
serve as the basis of further studies. 
Now we can begin really to under¬ 
stand ourselves and our problems. 

WILLIAM H. HALLMAN 

Washington 

Should FSOs Marry? 

VVHILE on duty at the Embassy this 
Saturday morning. I happened to pick 
up the JOURNAL for September and 
leafed through it. There I came upon 
a letter from a Mr. Paul L. Good, a 
former USIA FSO, who criticized you 
for rather cavalierly dismissing mar¬ 
ried women FSOs in a footnote to an 
article in your May issue. Since this 
subject hits rather close to home for 
me, I dug through the files until 1 

found the May issue and the foot¬ 
notes. 

I would like to point out to you that 
despite the “semi-nomadic existence” 
of FSOs, it has not proved “virtually 
impossible” for a woman FSO (or 
FSIO in my case) to be married. 1 
don’t know how many (if any) other 
married women FSOs there are, but 
there is at least one. I was married in 
August, 1969, in Tananarive to a 
French citizen. I am sure that I have 
the complete concurrence of the en¬ 
tire USIS staff here that Mrs. Copin is 
a much better officer than Miss Clyde 
ever was. My husband has contributed 
enormously to the USIS program 
here, and I have not found that it 
causes any more problems for me to 
be married than it does for any male 
FSO. In fact it makes life much easier 
in many respects. 

My tour here is due to end in 
October. At that time, in accordance 
with Agency regulations, we will re¬ 
turn to Washington, so that my hus¬ 
band has the opportunity to become a 
US citizen. He is a journalist, adores 
to travel, and is ready to leave Mada¬ 
gascar after five years here. 

Obviously, marriage for a woman 
FSO will not always fit in with her 
career, but neither is it always impos¬ 
sible. I don’t know how many more 
years I will be able to combine my 
career and my family, or even how 

many years I will want to do so. But I 
think it is rather clear that the US 
Government will have several more 
years of repayment on its investment 
in me than it would have if it had 
refused to accept a married woman 
officer. 

SUSAN C. COPIN 

Tananarive 

Manning the Ramparts 

LET'S have more book reviews and 
articles like Charles Maechling, Jr.’s 
“Anatomy of Error.” I suspect that 
the author is going to have a lot of 
rocks thrown at him by the perpetra¬ 
tors of the Vietnam error, on the 
specious grounds that he is violating 
confidence, so I hasten to the defense 
of the author and the editors of the 
JOURNAL. This is the kind of article 
that helps historians arrive at some 
balanced views of events by hearing 
from opponents as well as the defend¬ 
ers on the inside, whom we have 
heard so far. It also helps the public 
form a more intelligent view of the 
issues of foreign policy. Let’s have 
some more inside comments on past 
policy! 

JAMES W. GOULD 

Professor of Asian Studies 

Claremont, Calif. 

Application to James W. Barrett Company, Inc. tor TRAVEL-PAK—Personal Effects and Liability Insurance underwritten by Lloyds of London 
Mail application to: James W. Barrett Company, Ine., 1140 Connecticut Ave., N. W„ Washington, D. C. 20036 
Make checks payable to James W. Barrett Co., Inc. U.S. dollars only. Telephone: 2021296-6440 

Mrs. 
Miss 

Name Mr.   Occupation 

U.S. Address  

Foreign Address  

To which of the above addresses should we address correspondence □ U.S. 

Coverage to begin on (date)   

□ Foreign. Number of insured persons (family members)   
 Period of coverage □ One year □ Two years □ Three years 

PREMIUM PAYMENT □ I have calculated my premium and determine it to be $ My check in this amount is en.clf ed
nr°L!ii VrlSitf Cl0S'ng 

basic minimum annual Travel-Pak premium of $43.00 and I understand that you will bill me for arty increased premiums or refund any premium creoirs. 

Please credit my initial premium for existing insurance: 

Present company     Present broker —  

Policy number Amount $   Inception date   Exoiration date    
Policy will be dated at 12:01 a.m. on the date following the postmark on the envelope containing this applica¬ 
tion and the initial premium or on the date requested above. 

Signed at (place) (date) Signature  

DECLARATION OF PERSONAL EFFECTS 

(A) FURNITURE: 

Furniture $ 
Mirrors, pictures, 

paintings 
Bric-a-brac 
Rugs & caroets 
TOTAL (A) S. 

IB) HOUSEWARES: 

Silverware $- 
Classware 
Linen (bed & table) - 
Kitchen utensils 
Chinaware 
TOTAL (B) $. 

(C) ELECTRICAL & APPLIANCES: 

Radios $  
Televisions   
Refrigerators and/or 
freezer   
Hi-fi   
Typewriter   
Washer and/or dryer  
Sewing machine  
Tape recorder   
Other   
TOTAL (C) $  

(D) MISCELLANEOUS: 

Medical supplies S. 
Photographic 

eauipment 

(D) MISCELLANEOUS, cont’d. 

Musical instruments   
Pianos   
Books   
Luggage   
Bicycles   
Tools   
Sports equip.   

TOTAL ID) S- 

(E) TOTAL CLOTHING $_ 

(F) TOTAL IEWELRY 
& FURS S- 

TOTAL PERSONAL EFFECTS 
TOTAL A $■ 
TOTAL B $. 
TOTAL C $- 
TOTAL D $. 
TOTAL E $. 
TOTAL F $ 
(G) GRAND TOTAL $  

Of the Grand Total (G) above what 
amount of personal effects are in stor¬ 
age In the U.S. $ -  

LIABILITY INSURANCE APPLIED FOR 
□ 50,000 @ $5.00 
□ 75,000 @ $6.50 
□ 100,000 @ $7.50 
□ No Increase from 

$25,000 in Basic Travel-Pak 
The Travel-Pak policy will be pre 

pared with Personal effects insurance 
written to the nearest $100 of the 
Grand total (G) above and with the 
amount of liability insurance selected 
above. 
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TRAVEL-PAK Your Best Foreign Insurance Buy 
A modern package policy tailor-made for U. S. Government employees overseas 

which insures against the following: 

' ALL RISK" PERSONAL EFFECTS Q 
INSURANCE O 

COMPREHENSIVE INTERNATIONAL 
{ PERSONAL IIABILITY INSURANCE 

• Breakage 

• Shipping losses (marine, air, rail, etc.) • Bodily injury liability 

• General average and salvage contributions • Property damage liability 

• War risks (while in transit) • Employer's liability (servants, etc.) 

• Marring, denting, chipping and scratching • Tenants' liability 

• Theft • Fire • Typhoon • Sports liability 

• Pilferage • Lightning • Explosion • Fire legal liability (liability to landlords) 

• Vandalism • Windstorm • Flood • Pets' liability 

• Disappearance • Hurricane • Earthquake 

Check these advantages: 
® COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE. Broad "All Risk" Personal ef¬ 
fects coverage . . . with a $50.00 deductible and the insur¬ 
ance to value requirement assures you of the maximum benefit. 

SPECIAL RATES FOR GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
CIVILIAN AND MILITARY, WORLDWIDE 

(C) 

TOTAL VALUE 

PERSONAL 

EFFECTS 

Annual 

Travel-Pak 

Premium 
z 

if) 

TOTAL VALUE 

IEWELRY AND/ 

OR FURS 

Annual 

Premium 

$ 2.500 $ 43.00 0 $ 300 Inch 
$ 2,700 $ 45.80 < $ 500 $ 1.00 
$ 2.900 S 48.60 CZ S 700 $ 2.00 
$ 3,100 $ 51.40 $ 900 $ 3.00 
5 3,300 $ 54.20 $1,100 $ 4.00 
$ 3,500 $ 57.00 X $1,300 $ 5.00 
$ 3.700 S 59.80 $1,500 $ 6.00 
$ 3,900 $ 62.60 2 $1,700 $ 7.00 
5 4,100 S 65.40 Z SI,900 $ 8.00 
$ 4,300 S 68.20 LU $2,100 $ 9.00 
$ 4,500 $ 71.00 b $2,300 $10.00 
$ 4,700 $ 73.80 UJ $2,500 $11.00 
S 4,900 $ 76.60 < $2,700 $12.00 
$ 5,100 5 79.40 $2,900 $13.00 
$ 5,300 S 82.20 “ $3,100 $14.00 
S 5,500 $ 85.00 $3,300 $15.00 
$ 5.700 $ 87.80 5 $3,500 $16.00 
S 5,900 $ 90.60 < 

$3,700 $17.00 
S 6,100 $ 93.40 $3,900 $18.00 
$ 6,300 $ 96.20 $4,100 $19.00 
S 6,500 $ 99.00 £ $4,300 $20.00 
$ 6,700 $101.80 $4,500 $21.00 
$ 6,900 $104.60 O $4,700 $22.00 
$ 7,100 $107.40 s $4,900 $23.00 
$ 7,300 $110.20 $5,000 $23.50 
$ 7,500 $113.00 Z 

$ 7,700 $115.80 
$ 7,900 
$ 8.100 

$118.60 
$121.40 

add 50£ 

$ 8,300 $124.20 “ (1) 
$ 8.500 $127.00 INCREASED AMOUNTS OF 
$ 8,700 $129.80 LIABILITY 
$ 8,900 $132.60 
$ 9,100 $135.40 < 

$ 9,300 $138.20 o 
S 9,500 $141.00 h- 

$ 9,700 $143.80 $ 50,000 $5.00 
$ 9,900 $146.60 O 
$10,000 $148.00 > $ 75,000 $6.50 

~ $100,000 $7.50 

Each additional $100 value, add 
$1.40. 

A 
Use application opposite 

The only property exclusions are losses of or from moth and 
vermin, gradual deterioration, cash, currency, bank notes, and 
war risks. . . . Plus a special international comprehensive per¬ 
sonal liability insurance (excluding automobile liability) from 
$25,000. to $100,000. ... all in one convenient package. 

© SAVINGS. Special rates for those in Government Service plus 
the economies of the package insurance concept make TRAVEL- 
PAK your best foreign insurance buy. COMPARE! Annual rate 
on personal effects is 1.4%. Premium discounts reduce the 
effective rate to 1.225% for two-year policies and 1.167% for 
three-year policies. . . . Renewal premium credits for years in 
which there are no marine shipments produces still greater 
savings. Your maximum discount from the standard premium rate 
can be as much as 39%! 

® ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR PRESENT INSURANCE. There is no 
need for you to wait for your present insurance to expire to apply 
for this broader coverage. We'll give you a premium credit for 
any personal effects insurance you already have. 

® CONFIDENCE. Your policy will be underwritten by Lloyd's 
London Underwriters—world renowned for security. 

© BREAKAGE INCLUDED. Your valuable articles are insured 
against breakage in transit provided they have been profession¬ 
ally packed. 

© WORLD-WIDE CLAIMS SERVICE. We offer the promptest pos¬ 
sible payment of claims, for TRAVEL-PAK operates through the 
world's largest personal insurance claims network with claims 
contact points in over 200 cities throughout the world . . . 
including Eastern Europe. 

© CONVENIENCE. TRAVEL-PAK is just one easy-to-understand 
policy that covers your property and liability needs. You deal 
with just one experienced firm. 

® NON-CANCELLABLE PROTECTION. The Underwriters cannot 
cancel your coverage during the normal term of the policy except 
in the case of fraudulent declaration or claim or for non-payment 
of premium. 

We also have excellent facilities lor your Life, Accident, Health, 
Home, Auto, and Marine insurance 
requirements—at home or abroad. 

James W. Barrett Co., Inc. 

1140 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 

Washington, D. C. 20036 202/296-6440 
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